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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

*********************************

THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA ARNOLD
Plaintiffs/Appellants,
VS.

)
)

SUPREME COURT NO. 41600

)
)

Custer County No. CV-2012-142

)

)

CITY OF STANLEY, a municipal subdivision
of the State of Idaho
Defendant/Respondent.

)
)
)
)

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL
Appeal from the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in
and for the County of Custer;
Before the Honorable Joel E. Tingey, District Judge.

APPEARANCES:
Attorney for Appellant:
FREDRIC V. SHOEMAKER, ESQ., 950 WEST
BANNOCK STREET, SUITE 950, BOISE, ID 83702-6138
Attorney for Respondent: PAUL J. FITZER, ESQ., 950 WEST BANNOCK
STREET, SUITE 520, BOISE, ID 83702
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Date: 2/25/2014

Seve

User: LAILA
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Time: 09:07 AM

ROA Report

Page 1 of 3

Case: CV-2012-0000142 Current Judge: Alan C Stephens
Thomas L Arnold, etal. vs. City Of Stanley

Thomas L Arnold, Rebecca Arnold vs. City Of Stanley
Date

Code

User

9/6/2012

NCOC

RUTH

New Case Filed - Other Claims

RUTH

Filing: A -All initial civil case filings of any type not Joel E Tingey
listed in categories B-H, or the other A listings
below Paid by: Greener Burke Shoemaker
Receipt number: 0001263 Dated: 9/6/2012
Amount: $96.00 (Credit card) For: Arnold,
Thomas L (plaintiff)

RUTH

Filing: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Greener Joel E Tingey
Burke Shoemaker Receipt number: 0001263
Dated: 9/6/2012 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) For:
Arnold, Thomas L (plaintiff)

APER

RUTH

Plaintiff: Arnold, Thomas L Appearance Fredric V Joel E Tingey
Shoemaker Esq

APER

RUTH

Plaintiff: Arnold, Rebecca Appearance Fredric V
Shoemaker Esq

Joel E Tingey

COMP

RUTH

Complaint Filed

Joel E Tingey

RUTH

Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Joel E Tingey
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by:
Gevens Pursley Receipt number: 0001304
Dated: 9/13/2012 Amount: $15.00 (Credit card)

RUTH

Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC
Paid by: Gevens Pursley Receipt number:
0001304 Dated: 9/13/2012 Amount: $3.00
(Credit card)

Joel E Tingey

DOSI

RUTH

Summons: Document Service Issued: on
9/17/2012 to City Of Stanley; Assigned to .
Service Fee of $0.00.

Joel E Tingey

DOSS

RUTH

Summons: Document Returned Served on
Joel E Tingey
9/6/2012 to City Of Stanley; Assigned to. Service
Fee of $0.00.

APER

RUTH

Defendant: City Of Stanley Appearance Paul J
Fitzer Esq

Joel E Tingey

)/28/2012

NOAP

RUTH

Notice Of Appearance

Joel E Tingey

I 0/12/2012

ANSW

RUTH

Answer

Joel E Tingey

1/31/2013

NOTC

LAILA

Notice of Firm Name Change

Joel E Tingey

!/1/2013

NOSV

LAILA

Joel E Tingey
Notice Of Service Of Plaintiffs First Set Of
Requests For Admissions And lnterrogatroies To
Defendant

1/1/2013

NSRV

DENAY

Notice Of Service of Defendant's Response to
Plaintiffs First Set of Discovery Requests

Joel E Tingey

'/5/2013

MOTN
NOHR

LAILA

Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment

Joel E Tingey

LAILA

Notice of Hearing on Plaintiffs Motion for
Summary Judgment

Joel E Tingey

MEMO

LAILA

Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for
Summary Judgment

Joel E Tingey

9/13/2012

9/17/2012

Judge
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Case: CV-2012-0000142 Current Judge: Alan C Stephens
Thomas LArnold, etal. vs. City Of Stanley

Thomas L Arnold, Rebecca Arnold vs. City Of Stanley
Date

Code

User

7/5/2013

AFFD

LAILA

Affidavit of Rebecca Arnold in Support of
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment

Joel E Tingey

HRSC

LAILA

Hearing Scheduled (Plaintiff's Motion for
Summary Judgment 08/21/2013 02:00 PM)

Joel E Tingey

8/5/2013

STIP

DENAY

Stipulation to Reset Hearing Date on Plaintiffs'
Motion for Summary Judgment

Joel E Tingey

8/6/2013

NOHR

DENAY

Ammended Notice Of Hearing on Plaintiffs'
Motion for Summary Judgment

Joel E Tingey

CONT

DENAY

Hearing result for Plaintiff's Motion for Summary
Judgment scheduled on 08/21/2013 02:00 PM:
Continued

Joel E Tingey

HRSC

DENAY

Hearing Scheduled (Continued Plaintiff's Motion
for Summary Judgment 09/18/2013 02:00 PM)

Joel E Tingey

MOTN

LAILA

Motion for Summary Judgment-Defendant

Joel E Tingey

AFFD

LAILA

Affidavit of Doug Plass in Support of Defendant's Joel E Tingey
Motion for Summary Judgment

MEMO

LAILA

Joel E Tingey
Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Its
Motion for Summary Judgment and in Response
to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment

NOHR

LAILA

Notice Of Hearing

Joel E Tingey

HRSC

LAILA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 10/16/2013 02:00 PM) Defendant

Joel E Tingey

9/6/2013

NOHR

DENAY

Amended Notice Of Hearing- Amended Year

Joel E Tingey

9/11/2013

MEMO

LAILA

Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs'
Motion for Summary Judgment

Joel E Tingey

3/18/2013

HRHD

DENAY

Hearing result for Continued Motion for Summary Joel E Tingey
Judgment scheduled on 09/18/2013 02:00 PM:
Hearing Held Plaintiff

HRVC

DENAY

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Joel E Tingey
scheduled on 10/16/2013 02:00 PM: Hearing
Vacated Defendant

~/19/2013

MINE

DENAY

Minute Entry

Joel E Tingey

~/30/2013

MEMO

LAILA

Memorandum Decision and Order-Defendant's
Motion for Summary Judgment GRANTED

Joel E Tingey

JDMT

LAILA

Judgment-Plaintiff's Petition is DISMISSED WITH Joel E Tingey
PREJUDICE

STAT

LAILA

STATUS CHANGED: Closed

Joel E Tingey

CDIS

LAILA

Civil Disposition entered for: City Of Stanley,
Defendant; Arnold, Rebecca, Plaintiff; Arnold,
Thomas L, Plaintiff. Filing date: 9/30/2013

Joel E Tingey

NOTA

LAILA

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Joel E Tingey

NOTA

LAILA

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL

Joel E Tingey

NOTA

LAILA

NOTICE OF APPEAL TO THE IDAHO
SUPREME COURT

Joel E Tingey

9/3/2013

1/12/2013

Judge
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Case: CV-2012-0000142 Current Judge: Alan C Stephens
Thomas LArnold, etal. vs. City Of Stanley

Thomas L Arnold, Rebecca Arnold vs. City Of Stanley
Judge

Date

Code

User

11/12/2013

APSC

LAILA

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Joel E Tingey

STAT

LAILA

STATUS CHANGED: Inactive

Joel E Tingey

APDC

LAILA

Appeal Filed In District Court

Joel E Tingey

APSC

LAILA

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Joel E Tingey

APDC

LAILA

Appeal Filed In District Court

Joel E Tingey

APDC

LAILA

Appeal Filed In District Court

Joel E Tingey

STAT

LAILA

STATUS CHANGED: Reopened

Joel E Tingey

APDC

LAILA

Appeal Filed In District Court

Joel E Tingey

LAILA

Filing: L2 - Appeal, Magistrate Division to District
Court Paid by: Shoemaker, Fredric V Esq
(attorney for Arnold, Rebecca) Receipt number:
0001515 Dated: 11/12/2013 Amount: $61.00
(Check) For: Arnold, Rebecca (plaintiff)

Joel E Tingey

LAILA

Filing: L4 -Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Joel E Tingey
Supreme Court Paid by: Shoemaker, Fredric V
Esq (attorney for Arnold, Rebecca) Receipt
number: 0001517 Dated: 11/12/2013 Amount:
$109.00 (Credit card) For: Arnold, Rebecca
(plaintiff)

LAILA

Filing: Technology Cost - CC Paid by:
Shoemaker, Fredric V Esq (attorney for Arnold,
Rebecca) Receipt number: 0001517 Dated:
11/12/2013 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) For:
Arnold, Rebecca (plaintiff)

Joel E Tingey

BONT

LAILA

Bond Posted for Transcript (Receipt 1518 Dated
11/12/2013 for 100.00)

Joel E Tingey

11/21/2013

ORDR

LAILA

Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal-Supreme
Court

Joel E Tingey

I1/26/2013

OROS

LAILA

Order Of Dismissal-Magisrate Appeal

Alan C Stephens

2/31/2013

ORDR

LAILA

Order to Reinstate Appeal Proceedings-Supreme Alan C Stephens
Court

/3/2014

CHJG

LAILA

Change Assigned Judge

Alan C Stephens

'/24/2014

NOTC

LAILA

Notice of Transcript Lodged

Alan C Stephens

TRAN

LAILA

Transcript Filed

Alan C Stephens

CCOA

LAILA

Clerk's Certificate

Alan C Stephens

NOTC

LAILA

Notice of Lodging of Clerk's Record and
Reporter's Transcript

Alan C Stephens

CESV

LAILA

Certificate Of Service

Alan C Stephens

/25/2014
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Fredric V. Shoemaker, ISB #1687
Thomas J. Lloyd III, ISB #7772
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER P.A.

950 West Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone (208) 319-2600

Facsimile (208) 319·2601
Email: fshoemaker@greenerlaw.com

This casa has been
assigned to:

tlloyd@greener/aw, com

Honorable Joel E. Tingey
District Judge

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDIClAL DISTRlCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA
ARNOLD,

Case No.

//

Plaintiffs,

COMPLAINT
v.

Fee Category A: $96.00

CITY OF STANLEY, a politicnl subdivision
of the State of Idaho,
Defendant.
COME NOW Plaintiffs, Thomas Arnold and Rebecca Arnold, a married couple, by and
through their attorneys of record, Greener Burke Shoemaker P.A .• and hereby pleads and alleges
as follows:

PARTIES AND ,JURISDICTION

1.

Plaintiff Rebecca Arnold is and at all times relevant hereto has been a resident of

Boise, Ada County, Idaho. Plaintiff Thomas Arnold is and at all times relevant hereto has been a
tesidcnt of Custer County. Idaho. Plaintiffs own real property within the City of Stanley, County
of Custer. Idaho, more particularly described as follows:
VERIFIED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL- PACE 1
1914.S-OOI (483692)

8

Lot 5 of Mountain View

P 2/9

2012-09-06 15:50

12083192601 ·

Grer-·=-.r Burke

208 879 6412 P 3/9

Subdivision, according to the official Plat thereof, recorded on June 7, 2007 as Instrument No.
236774, in the records of Custer County, Idaho; and Parcel B according to the Record of Survey
thereof, recorded September I, 2005 as Instrument No. 232245, in the official records of Custer
County, Idaho, which real property forms the subject matter of this Complaint ("Property").
2.

Defendant City of Stanley ("the City''), is a political subdivision of the State of

3.

Jurisdiction is proper in this Court, pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-2347.

4.

Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 5-40 l, 5"404 and

Idaho.

67-2347(6), as both the City and the Property that form the subject matter of this lawsuit are
located in Custer County, Idaho.

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
5.

On or about August 7, 2012, by and through Mr. Doug Plass, the City Clerk and

Treasurer for the City, the City provided notice to interested persons of the date and time for
three public hearings to take place on August 9, 2012, to wit:
a.

Thursday, August 9, 2011 [sic] at 5:00 pm, for "public comment
on proposed Ordinance # 189";

b.

Thursday, August 9, 2011 [sic] at 5:15 pm, for "public comment
and consideration of an Application for Variance" requested by
River 1 Inc.; and

c,

Thursday, August 9, 2011 [sic] at S:$0 pm, for "public comment
on the proposed FYI 3 City of Stanley Budget."

6.

On August 9, 2012, at 5:2~.m., in contravention of the notices identified in the

preceding paragraph, the City convened a public hearing for the purpose of deliberating toward a
decision on the City's Fiscal Year 2013 Budget (the "5:25 p.m. Hearing"). Upon information
VERIFIED COMPLAINT ANO DEMAND F'OR JURY TRIAL - PAGE 2
19145-001 (483692)

9

Gre

2012-09~06 15:51

12083192601

Burke

208 879 6412 P 4/9

and belief, based on the audio recording of the 5:25 p.m. Hearing, the City closed the 5:25 p.m.
Hearing at or about 5:29 p.m., before the time actually noticed for the hearing on the Fiscal Year
2013 Budget.
7.

The Idaho Open Meeting Law (I.C. §§ 67-2340 through 67-2347), and specifically

Idaho Code§ 67-2343, requires that a meeting notice for a regular meeting must be given no less
than five (5) days before the date and time set for the regular meeting, and agendas for regular
meetings must be posted at least forty-eight (48) hours before the meeting. In the case of special
meetings, Idaho Code § 67-2343 requires that the meeting notice and agenda must be given no
less than twenty-four (24) hours before the proposed special meeting.

Amendments to any

notice or agenda for a regular or special meeting must also be made in accordance with Idaho
Code§ 67-2343.
8.

The City failed to post any meeting notice or agenda for a hearing to be held on

August 9, 2012 at 5:25 p.m., and failed to follow any of the permitted procedures for amending a
meeting notice or agenda under LC.§ 67-2343(4). Though the City posted a meeting and agenda
notice for a Public Hearing on the FY2013 Budget to be held August 9, 2012 at 5:30 p.m,, such
notice did not meet the requirements of the Idaho Open Meeting Law as the entire hearing was
conducted prior to the time identified by the Notice.
9.

In addition to the public hearings identified in the above-referenced paragraphs,

the City had a regularly-scheduled Stanley City Council Meeting set for 6:00 p.m. on Thursday,

August 9. 2012.
10.

On August 9, 2012 at 5:31 p.m., approximately twenty-nine (29) minutes before

the scheduled time for the City Council Meeting, the Mayor of the City convened a City Council
meeting to make decisions and/or to deliberate toward decisions, including a decision and/or
deliberation on Ordinance # 189 (the '"5 :31 p.m. Meeting").
VERIFlED COMPLAINT AND DEMANO FOR JURY TRIAL - PAGE 3
l914S-OOI (483692)
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208 879 6412 P 5/9

Idaho Code requires no less titan a five (5) calendar day meeting notice and a

forty-eight (48) hour agenda notice for regular meetings. The City failed to provide any meeting
notice or agenda notice for a meeting to be held on August 9, 2012 at 5:31 p.m., which failure is
a violation of the Idaho Open Meeting Law. Though fue City posted a meeting notice and agenda
notice for a meeting to be held on August 9, 2012 at 6:00 p.m., such notice was not adequate to
notify interested parties of a meeting that actually started at 5 :31 p.m. Even if the agenda notice
had initially been adequate, the City failed to amend the agenda that the City used at the
5:31 p.m. Meeting in accordance with I.C. § 67-2343(4), and proceeded to hear matters that were
not on the agenda at the beginning of the meeting.
12.

Plaintiffs have been adversely affected by the City's violation of the Idaho Open

Meeting Law contained in Idaho Code§§ 67-2340 through 67-2347.
13.

At the 5:31 p.m. Meeting, among other actions, the City enacted Ordinance #189,

which Ordinance takes. and adversely affects. Plaintiffs' development rights on the Property.
14.

The Plaintiffs are therefore affected persons under Idaho Code § 67-2347, as

Plaintiffs' private property rights have been adversely affected by actions taken by the City
during its violations of the open meeting law.
15.

Due to the City's violations of the Idaho Open Meeting Law at meetings held on

August 9, 2012, as set forth herein, all actions taken at such meetings should be declared null and
void, the City should be enjoined from violating the Open Meeting Law in the future.
16.

In addition to the City's violation of the Idaho Open Meeting Law, in its conduct

at the 5:25 p.m. Hearing and the 5:31 p.m. Meeting, the City violated Idaho Code § S0-1002.
Idaho Code SON 1002 provides: "Prior to certifying to the county commissioners, a notice of time
and place of public hearing on the budget, which notice shall include the proposed expenditures
and revenues by fund and/or department including the two (2) previous fiscal years, and a
VERIFIED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - PAGE 4
1914$-001 (483692)
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208 879 6412 P 6/9

statement of the estimated revenue from property taxes and the total amount from sources other
than property taxes of the City for the ensuing fiscal year, shall be published twice at least seven

(7) days apart in the official newspaper." The City did not publish any notice for a Budget
hearing to be held on August 9, 2012 at 5:25 p.m. The City did publish notice of a Budget
hearing to be held on August 9, 2012 at 5:30 p.m. but such notice was not adequate as it did not
reflect the actual time of the hearing and the entire hearing was conducted before the published
time had arrived.

8.

Finally, ldaho Code § 63-802A(3) requires that, if a taxing district wishes to

change the time and location of its budget hearing, the taxing district shall publish such change
of time and location in advance of such hearing as provided by law. The City failed to publish
any notice that changed the time for the public hearing on the City's budget to August 9, 2012
at 5:25 p.m.

DEMAND FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS
9.

As a result of the City's actions, Plaintiffs have had to retain counsel. For services

rendered, the Plaintiffs arc entitled to attorney fees and costs should they prevail in this action
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 12-117 and pursuant to Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

RESERVATION OF RIGHT TO AMEND
The Plaintiffs reserve the right to amend this Petition in any respect as motion practice
and discovery proceed in this matter.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs pray for the following relief:
A.

A finding that the City's regular City Council Meeting held on August 9, 2012 at
5:31 p.m. and the August 9, 2012 5:25 p.m. Hearing violated the Idaho Open
Meeting Law, I.C. §§ 67-2340 through 67~2347;

VERIFl£D COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL- PACE 5
I 914$-001 (483692)
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12083192601 ..

Burke

208 879 6412 P 7/9

A declaration that the City's enactment of Ordinance # 189 and all other actions

taken at the August 9, 2012 5:31 p.m. meeting are null and void;
C.

An injunction against the City from enforcing, attempting to enforce, or applying

Ordinance# 189.
D.

An injunction against the City from violating the Idaho Open Meeting Law in the

future;
E.

A finding that the City violated Idaho Code § 50-1002 and Idaho Code

§ 63w802A;
F.

An award of reasonable costs and attorneys' fees pursuant to applicable law,

including but not limited to I.R.C.P. 54, Idaho Code § 12-I 17; and
G.

Such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 6th day of September, 2012.

GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER P.A.

-=i==d-~

Fredric V. Shoemakr!ThomasJ.Lloyd III
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

VERIFIED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - PACE 6
19145-00J (483692)
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iDAHC

Paul J. Fitzer ISB # 5675
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD.

950 W. Bannock St., Suite 520
Boise, ID 83702
Tel: 208-331-1800
Fax: 208·331-1202
Email: I!.lt@mshtlaw.com

Attorney for City of Stanley
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER
THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA
ARNOLD,

Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2012-142

vs.
ANSWER

CITY OF STANLEY, a political subdivision
of the State of Idaho,
Defendant.
COMES NOW Defendant CITY OF STANLEY (hereinafter the "City',) by and through

its undersigned counsel of record, the law finn of MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD., and
by way of Answer to Plaintiffs' Complaint, admits, denies and alleges as follows:
INTRODUCTION
The following defenses are not stated separately as to each claim for relief or allegation
of the Complaint. Nevertheless, the following defenses are applicable, where appropriate, to any
and all of Plaintiffs' claims for relief. The District, in asserting the following defenses, does not

ANSWER AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 1
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208 879 6412 P 4/10

admit that the burden of proving the allegations or denials contained in the defenses is upon
them, but, to the contrary, asserts that by reason of said denials, and by reason of relevant
statutory and judicial authority, the burden of proving the facts relevant to many, if not all of the
defenses and affirmative defenses and the burden of proving the inverse of the allegations
contained in many, if not all, of the defenses and affirmative defenses is upon Plaintiffs in this
action.
FIRST DEFENSE
Plaintiffs' Complaint fails to state a claim against the City upon which relief can be
granted.

SECOND DEFENSE
The City denies each and every allegation contained in Plaintiffs' Complaint not
specifically admitted in this Answer.
THIRD DEFENSE
3.

Defendant admits Paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 9.

4.

With regard to Paragraph 5, Defendant admits that it provided proper legal notice

of the public hearings in question, but to the extent that Paragraph 5 attempts to paraphrase the
same, the Defendant denies said paragraph as the legal notices speak for themselves.
5.

The Defendant does not have information to either admit or deny the allegations

of Paragraph 6, 10 and therefore denies the same.

However, the Defendant notes that the

meetings were held in accordance with Idaho law and, regardless, Plaintiffs were in attendance at
each of the meetings/hearings rendering the allegations bereft of justiciable case or controversy.

ANSWER AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 2

15
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UXTON

208 331 1202

208 879 6412 P 5/10

With regard to Paragraph 7, 8, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, duplicate paragraph (8), to the

extent that Plaintiff attempts to paraphrase the applicable law or draw a legal conclusion
therefrom, the Defendant denies the same as the applicable legal provisions speak for themselves
and Defendant objects and specifically denies Plaintiffs legal conclusions draw therefrom.
7.

Defendant denies paragraph 12, 13, duplicate paragraph (9), and its Prayer for

Relief in its entirety. As to the purported claim that the enactment of Ordinance 189 "adversely
affects" [sic] Plaintiffs' development rights on its property, the Defendant specifically denies

such a claim which it clearly articulated in the aforementioned public meetings and by phone
between the Plaintiff Rebecca Arnold and the City Attorney. Plaintiffs assert that because the

subject property has only thirty feet of frontage, Ordinance 189 renders the subject property
wholly unbuildable in that Ordinance 189 provides that commercially zoned property must have
48 feet of street frontage.

Ordinance 189 does not deprive the subject property of all

economically viable uses. Notably. this action is untimely. SMC 17.24.030 and 17.26.010 B
have long required that a minimum lot or parcel width must be forty-eight feet (48'). 1
Ordinance 189 merely supplements this provision by adding the express clarification that lot or

parcel widths are to be measured at that portion of a lot where the lot meets the street frontage.
Regardless, whether the issue is lot width or lot width measured as street frontage, Ordinance
189 does not eliminate all economically viable uses of the subject property. As a general maxim
of zoning law, the enactment of a new zoning ordinance which increases a minimum lot width

1 Pursuant to LC, §§ 67-8003 and 67-2347,. this action and a regulatory takings analysis must be tiled not more thal'l
twenty-eight (28) dnys after the final decision concerning the matter at issue, To the extent that this w.kings analysis
challenges the 48' requirement, this request is untimely.
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does not render a preexisting, valid lot in an approved subdivision unbuildable merely because
the subject lot is less than 48 feet in width. Providing the subdivision plat met the zoning
restrictions in existence at the time of approval, the right to procure a building permit on a lot
less than 48 feet is vested; i.e. with certain limited exceptions, the lot constitutes a valid
nonconforming use entitled to a building permit.
Even if the lot were construed to be invalid, however, this request is untimely insofar as
the request is not ripe. 2 To be considered "ripe", a landovvner must first have requested and been
denied a variance. 3 In bringing this action and/or seeking a takings analysis, a petitioner fails to
allow the local governmental entity the opportunity, using its own reasonable procedures, to
exercise its discretion to address any perceived inequities or hardship of a land use ordinance. 4
While the subject property's lot width constitutes a valid, non-conforming use (more aptly
defined as a "vested" right), even if the City were to hold that Ordinance 189 applies to all
property within the City, i.e. for example, a public health safety and welfare ordinance applicable
to all property including valid non-conforming uses (such as a minimum driveway width for fire
access, etc.), this action nor a takings claim can be considered ripe until the City considers and
denies a variance request relieving the property owner from the zoning restriction.

2 Williamson County Regional Planning Commission v. Hamilton Bank of Johnson City, 473 U.S. 172. 190
(1985); Coeur D'Alene v. Simpson, 142 Idaho 839, 845, 136 P,3d 310, 3Hi (2006); Canal/Norcrest/Columbus
Action Committee v, City of Boise, 136 Idaho 666, 670, 39 P.3d 606, 610 (2001).

Id.
los Angeles v. Lyons, 461 U.S. 95, 101, 10S (1983). Suitwn v. Tahoe Regi'onal Planning Agency, 520 U.S.
725,736, and n. 10, 117 S.Ct. 1659, 137 L.Ed.2d 980 (1997).
3
4
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Pursuant to SMC 17.24.010 and 17.26.010 permitted uses within both a Commercial and
Commercial A District include one-family 5 dwellings.

Merely because Plat Note #2 limits the

uses to residential dwellings, the subject property has not been deprived of all economically
viable uses of the property. The property owner may wish to modify the plat note or may seek a
variance, or may simple obtain a building permit as a vested right. The subject property still has
economically viable uses and has not been rendered valueless by the enactment of Ordinance
189.
As a matter of law, the owner continues to retain the same rights of o\VIlership she had
prior to the enactment of ordinance 189 and may seek a building permit pursuant to the duly
approved subdivision application.

Whether construed as a vested right (approved but

undeveloped lot) or a valid nonconforming use (lot with a preexisting structure), the property
does not lose its validity by virtue of an increased lot width requirement.
Plaintiffs also assert that Ordinance 189 does not serve a legitimate governmental
interest. This is incorrect. It is a firmly established rule of law in both the Idaho Supreme Court
and the Unites States Supreme Court that zoning is an essential and legitimate governmental
purpose.

Additionally, there is a strong presumption of favoring the validity of the actions of

zoning boards, which includes the application and interpretation of their own zoning ordinances.
The enactment of minimum lot widths with street frontage does not closely resemble or have the
effect of a physical invasion or occupation of property, but rather undeniably constitutes a valid

'Since Plat Note 2 references uses within the Residential A District, it should be noted that SMC 17.16.010 also
identifies one-family dwellings as an allowed use,
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Applicable to all property in the City6, the landowner is merely

precluded from creating a "triangle" lot where the minimum lot width is not maintained
thxoughout the lot; i.e. does not provide adequate street frontage.

Minimum street frontage

advances a legitimate governmental interest promoting the health, safety, and public welfare as
well as create visually appealing neighborhoods.

FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

The damages of which Plaintiff complains were caused by Plaintiff's own conduct or the
conduct of individuals and entities other than these answering Defendants.
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

The Plaintiffs have failed to present a justiciable case or controversy.
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

The Plaintiffs have failed to exhaust available administration remedies and/or its claims
remain as yet unripe.
The answering Defendant reserves the right to amend this Answer to assert additional
affirmative defenses upon the grounds that discovery has yet to commence in this case and
through the discovery process, additional facts and information may be discovered, which would
support additional affirmative defenses.
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS

The property owner's assertion that the regulation applies only to the subject property is without merit. In any
subsequently approved subdivision, commercial application, etc. the developer shall be required to provide lots
that have the minimum frontage.
6
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The City has been required to retain the services of Moore, Smith, Buxton & Turcke,
Chtd. to defend this action, and will have to continue to incur attorneys' fees and legal costs in
defense of this action. The City is entitled to recover its reasonable attorney fees and legal costs
incurred, pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 12-117, 12-120 and 12-121, and I.R.C.P. 54(d), and

the applicable provisions of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

PRAYER
WHEREFORE, having answered Plaintiffs' Complaint, the City prays for relief as
follows:
1.

That judgment be entered dismissing the Plaintiff's Complaint in its entirety;

2.

For the City's costs incurred in the defense against Plaintiff's Complaint,

including reasonable attorney's fees pursuant to J.C. §§ 12-117, 12-120, 12-121 and Idaho Rule
of Civil Procedure 54(d), and any other applicable provision of Idaho law;

3.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper.

DATED this 1zt11 day of October, 2012.
MOORE SMIT
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVlCE
I hereby certify that on this li111 day of October, 2012, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was served by:

Fredric V. Shoemaker
GREENER BURKE & SHOEMAKER. PA
950 W Bannock St, Ste 950
Boise, ID 83702

U.S. Mail
_ _ Facsimile (208) 319~2601
Hand-delivered
__ Email:fahoemaker@greenerlaw.com
tlloyd@greenerlaw.com
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Fredric V. Shoemaker, ISB #1687
Thomas J. Lloyd III, ISB #7772
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT P.A.

950 West Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone (208) 319-2600
Facsimile (208) 319-2601
Email: fshoemaker@greenerlaw.com
tlloyd@greenerlaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA
ARNOLD,

Case No. CV-2012-142

Plaintiffs,
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

V.

CITY OF STANLEY, a political subdivision
of the State ofldaho,
Defendant.
Plaintiffs Thomas and Rebecca Arnold ("Plaintiffs"), by and through their counsel of
record, Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht P.A., pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure, hereby move this Court for summary judgment on the declaratory and
injunctive relief prayed for in their Complaint on file in this action, against the City of Stanley, a
political subdivision of the state of Idaho and the Defendant in this action ("Defendant" or
"City").
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This Motion is supported by the Memorandum and Affidavit of Rebecca Arnold, each
filed concurrently herewith.
Oral argument is requested.
Respectfully submitted this _ _ day
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT P.A.

Fredric V. Shoemakef / Thomas J. Lloyd III
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Ji

,,_.-~-

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the __:_:_'day of,~)~_'~__ , 2013, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing instrument was served upon:

D
D

Paul J. Fitzer

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
~ - Hand Delivery
D Overnight Delivery
D E-mail: pjf@msbtlaw.com

MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD.

950 W. Bannock, Suite 520
Boise, ID 83 702
Attorney for Defendant

Fredric V. Shoemaker
Thomas J. Lloyd
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Fredric V. Shoemaker, ISB #1687
Thomas J. Lloyd III, ISB #7772
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 0BERRECHT P.A.

950 West Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone (208) 319-2600
Facsimile (208) 319-2601
Email: fshoemaker@greenerlaw.com
tlloyd@greenerlaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA
ARNOLD,

Case No. CV-2012-142

Plaintiffs,
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

V.

CITY OF STANLEY, a political subdivision
of the State ofldaho,
Defendant.
Plaintiffs Thomas and Rebecca Arnold ("Plaintiffs"), by and through their counsel of
record, Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht P.A., pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure, hereby submit this Memorandum in Support of their Motion for Summary
Judgment on the declaratory and injunctive relief prayed for in their Complaint on file in this
action, against the City of Stanley, a political subdivision of the state of Idaho and the Defendant
in this action ("Defendant" or "City").
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I. BACKGROUND
Plaintiff Rebecca Arnold is and at all times relevant hereto has been a resident of Boise,
Ada County, Idaho. (Affidavit of Rebecca Arnold in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment,
filed concurrently herewith ("Arnold Aff."), ,i 2.) Plaintiff Thomas Arnold is and at all times
relevant hereto has been a resident of Custer County, Idaho. (Arnold Aff., ,i 3.) Plaintiffs own
real property within the City of Stanley, County of Custer, Idaho, more particularly described as
follows: Lot 5 of Mountain View Subdivision, according to the official Plat thereof~ recorded on
June 7, 2007 as Instrument No. 236774, in the records of Custer County, Idaho; and Parcel B
according to the Record of Survey thereof, recorded September 1, 2005 as Instrument No.
232245, in the official records of Custer County, Idaho, which real property has been affected by
those actions of the City that give rise to this action ("Property"). (Arnold Aff., ,i 4, Ex. A.) The
City, as this Court is well-aware, is a political subdivision of the state of Idaho and is located
within Custer County, Idaho.
On or about August 7, 2012, by and through Mr. Doug Plass, the City Clerk and
Treasurer for the City, the City provided notice to interested persons of the date and time for
three public hearings to take place on August 9, 2012, to wit:
a.

Thursday, August 9, 2011 [sic] at 5:00 pm, for "public comment on proposed
Ordinance # 189";

b.

Thursday, August 9, 2011 [sic] at 5:15 pm, for "public comment and
consideration of an Application for Variance" requested by River 1 Inc.; and

c.

Thursday, August 9, 2011 [sic] at 5:30 pm, for "public comment on the proposed
FYI 3 City of Stanley Budget."

(Arnold Aff., ,i,i 5-7, Exs. B-D.)

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - Page 2
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On August 9, 2012, at 5:25 p.m., in contravention of the notices provided as identified
above, the City convened a public hearing for the purpose of deliberating toward a decision on
the City's Fiscal Year 2013 Budget (the "5:25 p.m. Hearing"). (Arnold Aff.,

,r 9.)

Based on the

audio recording of the 5:25 p.m. Hearing, the City closed the 5:25 p.m. Hearing at or about 5:29
p.m., before the time actually noticed for the hearing on the Fiscal Year 2013 Budget. (Arnold
Aff.,

,r

10.) The City had not previously posted any meeting notice or agenda for a budget

hearing to be held on August 9, 2012 at 5:25 p.m., and did not amend the meeting notice or
agenda that had been published on August 7, 2012. (Arnold Aff.,

,r 11.)

Though the City posted

a meeting and agenda notice for a Public Hearing on the FY2013 Budget to be held August 9,
2012 at 5:30 p.m., the entire hearing was conducted prior to the time identified by that Notice.

,r 12.)

(Arnold Aff.,

In addition to the public hearing identified in the foregoing paragraphs, the City had a
regularly-scheduled

Stanley

August 9, 2012. (Arnold Aff.,

City

,r

Council Meeting

set for

6:00 p.m.

on Thursday,

13.) On August 9, 2012 at 5:31 p.m., approximately twenty-

nine (29) minutes before the scheduled time for the City Council Meeting, the Mayor of the City
convened a City Council meeting to make decisions and/or to deliberate toward decisions,
including a decision and/or deliberation on Ordinance No. 189 (the "5:31 p.m. Meeting").

,r

(Arnold Aff.,

14.) The City had not provided any meeting notice or agenda notice for a City

Council meeting to be held on August 9, 2012 at 5:31 p.m. (Arnold Aff.,

,r 15.)

Though the City

posted a meeting notice and agenda notice for a meeting to be held on August 9, 2012 at 6:00
p.m., such notice did not notify interested parties of a meeting that actually started at 5:31 p.m.
(Arnold Aff.,

,r 16, Ex. E.)

The City did not amend the agenda that the City used at the 5:31 p.m.

Meeting. The City proceeded to then hear matters that were not on the agenda at the beginning of
the City Council meeting scheduled for 6:00 p.m. (Arnold Aff.,

,r

16, Ex. F.) At the 5 :31 p.m.
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Meeting, among other actions, the City enacted Ordinance No. 189, which Ordinance adversely
affects Plaintiffs' rights with respect to the Property. (Arnold Aff., , 17, Ex. G.) All of the
starting and ending times of the various hearings and meetings relevant hereto are noted in the
Official Minutes of the August 9, 2012 proceedings, meaning there is can be no dispute that the
facts material to this case evidence a failure by the City of Stanley to comply with its own
published notices and agendas for those proceedings. (See Arnold Aff.,, 16, Ex. F.)
Ordinance No. 189, passed by the City Council at the 5:31 p.m. Meeting, modified
Stanley Municipal Code Sections 17.24.010, 020 and 030, and 17.26.010, to limit the usage of
property located within the Stanley city limits that lacks certain frontage on a street or highway.
Specifically, the Municipal Code was amended to instruct that, "for each dwelling erected or
maintained" in Stanley, the property on which that dwelling sits must have "a minimum lot or
parcel width of forty eight feet (48') per building," which lot width was specified by Ordinance
189 to mean "street or highway frontage when it exists, or to the minimum dimensions of a lot
without frontage." (Arnold Aff.,

ir 18.)

Plaintiffs' Property has street frontage, but does not have

frontage of forty eight feet on a public street or highway. (Arnold Aff.,, 20.) The Plaintiffs are
therefore persons affected by the City's actions at the 5:31 p.m. Meeting, as Plaintiffs' private
property rights have been adversely affected by actions taken by the City. (Arnold Aff.,, 19.)

II. LEGAL STANDARD
Summary judgment is appropriate "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c). When a
motion for summary judgment has been supported by depositions, affidavits or other evidence,
the adverse party "may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, but
the party's response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, must set forth specific
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - Page 4
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facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." I.R.C.P. 56(e); see also Gardner v. Evans,
110 Idaho 925, 929, 719 P.2d 1185, 1189 (1986). A mere scintilla of evidence or only a slight
doubt as to the facts is insufficient to withstand summary judgment; there must be sufficient
evidence upon which a jury could reasonably return a verdict for the party opposing the motion.

Corbridge v. Clark Equip. Co., 112 Idaho 85, 87, 730 P.2d 1005, 1007 (1986).
The party seeking summary judgment bears the initial burden to show that there is no
genuine issue of material fact, and that he or she is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.

McCorkle v. Northwestern Mut. Life Ins. Co., 141 Idaho 550, 554, 112 P.3d 838, 842 (Ct. App.
2005). The movant may meet this burden by establishing the absence of evidence on an element
that the nonmoving party will be required to prove at trial. Dunnick v. Elder, 126 Idaho 308,
311,882 P.2d 475,478 (Ct. App. 1994). This may be accomplished either by an affirmative
showing with the moving party's own evidence or by a review of the non-movant's evidence and
the contention that the required proof of an element is lacking. Heath v. Honker's Mini-Mart,

Inc., 134 Idaho 711, 8 P.3d 1254 (Ct. App. 2000). Once such an absence of evidence has been
demonstrated, the burden shifts to the party opposing the motion to show through further
depositions, discovery responses, or affidavits that there is indeed a genuine issue for trial. Id.
Where, as here, "the issues presented are purely questions of law," the Court need not enter any
factual evaluation and may enter judgment as a matter of law. Ciszek v. Kootenai Cnty. Bd. of

Comm 'rs, 151 Idaho 123,128,254 P.3d 24, 29 (2011).

III. ARGUMENT
This case is straightforward, as is the law governing it. This is not a complex factual
scenario in which there are lurking issues of material fact that would prevent summary judgment.
Rather, the applicable laws, in particular the Idaho Open Meeting Law, codified at Idaho Code
§§ 67-2340 through 67-2347, sets forth certain brightline rules for the conduct of public hearings
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - Page 5
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and meetings, which rules have been indisputably violated, or at best ignored, by the City. There
can be no genuine issue of material fact raised by the City to preclude the entry of judgment as a
matter of law, as the City's own Meeting Minutes demonstrate that the published notices and
agendas for the various hearings and meetings at issue in this litigation were simply not
followed, as is required by Idaho law. On the facts and argument herein, Plaintiffs respectfully
request entry of judgment as a matter of law.
With limited exception, the Idaho Open Meeting Law requires that "all meetings of a
governing body of a public agency shall be open to the public and all persons shall be permitted
to attend any meeting except as otherwise provided by this act." I.C. § 67-2342. To that end, the
law sets forth particular requirements for the methods and manner in which a public body must
give notice of meetings:
No less than a five (5) calendar day meeting notice and a fortyeight (48) hour agenda notice shall be given unless otherwise
provided by statute. Provided however, that any public agency that
holds meetings at regular intervals of at least once per calendar
month scheduled in advance over the course of the year may
satisfy this meeting notice by giving meeting notices at least once
each year of its regular meeting schedule. The notice requirement
for meetings and agendas shall be satisfied by posting such notices
and agendas in a prominent place at the principal office of the
public agency, or if no such office exists, at the building where the
meeting is to be held.
I.C. § 67-2343(1). In addition to notice of the actual meetings, the law sets forth a stringent
requirement for the publication of a meeting agenda in advance of each scheduled meeting:
An agenda shall be required for each meeting. The agenda shall be
posted in the same manner as the notice of the meeting. An agenda
may be amended, provided that a good faith effort is made to
include, in the original agenda notice, all items known to be
probable items of discussion.
(a) If an amendment to an agenda is made after an agenda
has been posted but forty-eight (48) hours or more prior to the start
of a regular meeting, or twenty-four (24) hours or more prior to the
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start of a special meeting, then the agenda is amended upon the
posting of the amended agenda.
(b) If an amendment to an agenda is proposed after an
agenda has been posted and less than forty-eight (48) hours prior to
a regular meeting or less than twenty-four (24) hours prior to a
special meeting but prior to the start of the meeting, the proposed
amended agenda shall be posted but shall not become effective
until a motion is made at the meeting and the governing body votes
to amend the agenda.
(c) An agenda may be amended after the start of a meeting
upon a motion that states the reason for the amendment and states
the good faith reason the agenda item was not included in the
original agenda posting.
LC. § 67-2343(1).

Subject to the specifically-enumerated methods for amending a meeting

agenda, then, a public body must comply with the notice requirements. Id.
The City's Minutes are clear and undisputable as to the times that each hearing or
meeting was commenced on August 9, 2012, and that such hearings and meetings were held
inconsistent with the notices published by the City. The City failed to post any meeting notice or
agenda for a hearing to be held on August 9, 2012 at 5:25 p.m., and failed to follow any of the
permitted procedures for amending a meeting notice or agenda under LC. § 67-2343(4). Though
the City posted a meeting and agenda notice for a Public Hearing on the FY2013 Budget to be
held August 9, 2012 at 5:30 p.m., such notice did not meet the requirements of the Idaho Open
Meeting Law as the entire hearing on this subject was conducted prior to the time identified by
the Notice. Subsequently, the City failed to provide any meeting notice or agenda notice for a
City Council meeting to be held on August 9, 2012 at 5:31 p.m., which failure is a further
violation of the Idaho Open Meeting Law. Though the City posted a meeting notice and agenda
notice for a meeting to be held on August 9, 2012 at 6:00 p.m., such notice was not adequate to
notify interested parties of a meeting that actually started at 5 :31 p.m. Even if the agenda notice
had initially been adequate, the City failed to amend the agenda that the City used at the
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5:31 p.m. Meeting in accordance with I.C. § 67-2343(4), and proceeded to hear matters that were
not on the agenda at the beginning of the meeting.
In addition to the City's violation of the Idaho Open Meeting Law, the City also violated
Idaho Code § 50-1002, which provides: "Prior to certifying to the county commissioners, a
notice of time and place of public hearing on the budget, which notice shall include the proposed
expenditures and revenues by fund and/or department including the two (2) previous fiscal years,
and a statement of the estimated revenue from property taxes and the total amount from sources
other than property taxes of the City for the ensuing fiscal year, shall be published twice at least
seven (7) days apart in the official newspaper." The City did not publish any notice for a Budget
hearing to be held on August 9, 2012 at 5:25 p.m. The City did publish notice of a Budget
hearing to be held on August 9, 2012 at 5:30 p.m., but that notice did not reflect the actual time
of the hearing and the entire hearing proceeded to be conducted and in fact concluded before the
published time had arrived. 1
In order to enforce compliance with the Idaho Open Meeting Law, the Idaho Legislature
determined that it would be in the best interest of the people of the state of Idaho that the law be
strict and unequivocal about a failure to abide by the law:

If an action, or any deliberation or decision[-]making that leads to
an action, occurs at any meeting which fails to comply with the
provisions of sections 67-2340 through 67-2346, Idaho Code, such
action shall be null and void.
I.C. § 67-2347(1). Any persons who are adversely affected by a governing body's actions when
in breach of the rules set forth in the Open Meeting Law may bring an action seeking injunctive
1

Notably, through discovery in this action, it has become evident that the City does not dispute that the conduct of
the 5:25 p.m. Hearing and the 5:31 p.m. Meeting was contrary to the notices and agendas related thereto. The City
apparently takes the position that Plaintiffs were not prejudiced by those violations of the Open Meeting Law. As
the Idaho Legislature did not provide for any assessment of prejudice in requiring strict compliance with the Open
Meeting Law, as prejudice could be easily discounted by a public governing body in its convenience and potentially
difficult to prove were the complaining citizen burdened with that task, such an analysis provides no defense for the
actual violations that the City cannot colorably dispute. (See Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion
for Summary Judgment, Ex. A.)
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and declaratory reliefrendering those actions null and void. LC.§ 67-2347(6). At the 5:31 p.m.
Meeting, among other actions, the City enacted Ordinance No. 189, which Ordinance adversely
affects Plaintiffs' rights with respect to the Property. As Plaintiffs' Property has been adversely
affected by the City's actions, Plaintiffs have brought this action to declare the business
conducted in violation of the Open Meeting Law, including the passage of Ordinance No. 189,
null and void. Id.

IV. CONCLUSION
Based on the undisputed facts surrounding the City's violations of the Open Meeting Law
on August 9, 2012, and in view of the law set forth herein, Plaintiffs respectfully request that this
Court enter an Order granting summary judgment on the claims set forth under Idaho Code
section 67-2347, declaring the actions of the City at the 5:25 p.m. Hearing and the 5:31 p.m.
Meeting null and void.
t

/

_..iv-'7

Respectfully submitted this _ _ day o(Maj!.,.2013.

GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT P.A.

Fredric V. Shoemaker 1/ Thomas J. Lloyd III
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
X-v. L1
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _ _ day offtffie,'2013, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing instrument was served upon:

D
D

Paul J. Fitzer

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
_,eSrHand Delivery
D Overnight Delivery
D E-mail: pjf@msbtlaw.com

MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD.

950 W. Bannock, Suite 520
Boise, ID 83702
Attorney for Defendant

Fredric V. Shoemaker
Thomas J. Lloyd
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Fredric V. Shoemaker (ISB No. 1687)
Thomas J. Lloyd III (ISB No. 7772)
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT P.A.

950 West Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702-6138
Telephone: (208) 319-2600
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601
Email: fshoemaker@greenerlaw.com
tlloyd@greenerlaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA
ARNOLD,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2012-142

V.

AFFIDAVIT OF REBECCA ARNOLD
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

CITY OF STANLEY, a political
subdivision of the State ofldaho,
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss
COUNTY OF ADA )
I, Rebecca Arnold, having been duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as follows:
1.

I am a Plaintiff in the above-captioned case, and I make this Affidavit based upon

my personal knowledge and on behalf of Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment.
2.

I am and at all times relevant hereto have been a resident of Boise, Ada County,

Idaho.

AFFIDAVIT OF REBECCA ARNOLD IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - l
19372-001 (570878_2)
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3.

Plaintiff Thomas Arnold is my lawful husband and is a party to this action. My

husband, Thomas Arnold, is and at all times relevant hereto has been a resident of Custer
County, Idaho.
4.

Together with my husband, Thomas Arnold, we own real property within the City

of Stanley, County of Custer, Idaho, more particularly described as follows: Lot 5 of Mountain
View Subdivision, according to the official Plat thereof, recorded on June 7, 2007 as Instrument
No. 236774, in the records of Custer County, Idaho and Parcel B according to the Record of
Survey thereof, recorded September 1, 2005 as Instrument No. 232245, in the official records of
Custer County, Idaho (collectively "Real Property"), true and correct copies of which documents
are attached hereto as Exhibit A.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the City of Stanley's

notice to interested persons of the date and time for a public hearing scheduled to take place on
Thursday, August 9,2011 [sic] at 5:00 pm, for "public comment on proposed Ordinance #189";
6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the City of Stanley's

notice to interested persons of the date and time for a public hearing scheduled to take place on
Thursday, August 9, 2011 [sic] at 5:15 pm, for "public comment and consideration of an
Application for Variance" requested by River 1 Inc.
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of the City of Stanley's

notice to interested persons of the date and time for a public hearing scheduled to take place on
and Thursday, August 9, 2011 [sic] at 5:30 pm, for "public comment on the proposed FY13 City
of Stanley Budget."

AFFIDAVIT OF REBECCA ARNOLD IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
193 72-001 (570878_2)
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8.

I have obtained and listened to the audio recording for the various hearings and

meetings identified in the preceding paragraphs.
9.

On August 9, 2012, at 5:25 p.m., in contravention of the notices identified in the

preceding paragraphs, the City convened a public hearing for the purpose of deliberating toward
a decision on the City's Fiscal Year 2013 Budget.
10.

Based on the audio recording of the 5:25 p.m. Hearing, the City closed the

5:25 p.m. Hearing at or about 5:29 p.m., before the time actually noticed for the hearing on the
Fiscal Year 2013 Budget.
11.

The City failed to post any meeting notice or agenda for a hearing to be held on

August 9, 2012 at 5:25 p.m., and failed to officially amend any pre-existing meeting notice or
agenda.
12.

Although the City posted for a Public Hearing on the Fiscal Year 2013 Budget to

be held August 9, 2012 at 5:30 p.m., the entire hearing was actually conducted prior to that time
identified by that notice.
13.

Additionally, the public hearings identified in the preceding paragraphs stated the

City was to have a regularly scheduled Stanley City Council Meeting set for 6:00 p.m. on
Thursday, August 9, 2012.
14.

On August 9, 2012 at 5:31 p.m., approximately twenty-nine (29) minutes before

the time scheduled for the City Council Meeting, the Mayor of the City convened a City Council
meeting to make decisions and/or to deliberate toward decisions, including a decision and/or
deliberation on Ordinance No. 189.

AFFIDAVIT OF REBECCA ARNOLD IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3
19372-001 (570878_2)
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15.

The City did not provide any meeting notice or agenda notice for a meeting to be

held on August 9, 2012 at 5:31 p.m.
16.

Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of the City Council

Meeting Agenda the City posted for a meeting to be held on August 9, 2012 at 6:00 p.m., but the
notice did not notify interested parties of a meeting that actually started at 5:31 p.m. The City
did not amend the agenda that it used at the 5:31 p.m. Meeting and proceeded to hear matters that
were not on the agenda at the beginning of the meeting, as evidenced on the City Council's
Meeting Minutes for the Public Hearing that took place on August 9, 2012, a true and correct
copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit F.
17.

Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of Ordinance No. 189 that

the City enacted, among other actions, at the 5:31 p.m. Meeting, which Ordinance adversely
affects our developmental rights on our Real Property.
18.

Ordinance No. 189, passed by the City Council at the 5:31 p.m. Meeting,

modified Stanley Municipal Code Sections 17.24.010, 020 and 030, and 17.26.010 to limit usage
of property located within the Stanley city limits that lacks certain frontage on a street or
highway. Specifically, the Municipal Code was amended to instruct that, "for each dwelling
erected or maintained" in Stanley, the property on which that dwelling sits must have "a
minimum lot or parcel width of forty eight feet (48') per building," which lot width was
specified by Ordinance No. 189 to mean "street or highway frontage when it exists, or to the
minimum dimensions of a lot without frontage."

AFFIDAVIT OF REBECCA ARNOLD IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4
19372-001 (570878-2)
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19.

We as the owners of the Real Property herein defined are therefore persons

affected by the City's actions at the 5:31 p.m. Meeting, and our private property rights have been
adversely affected by the actions taken by the City.
The Real Property herein defined has frontage on a public street and has

20.

minimum dimensions of forty-eight feet (48'), but the street frontage itself is not forty-eight feet
(48') wide, as required by Ordinance 189.
Further your affiant sayeth not.

SUBSCRJBED AND SWORN before me this

_Ji!!. day of JuJM...>, 2013.
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=~ :, 8

Notary Public r,xaho
Residing at
M;t ~tl ~/J,
My commission expires

~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _ _ day of July, 2013, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing instrument was served upon:
Paul J. Fitzer
& TURCKE,
950 W. Bannock, Suite 520
Boise, ID 83 702
Attorney for Defendant
MOORE SMITH BUXTON

CHTD.

D
D

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
.21Iand Delivery
D Overnight Delivery
D E-mail: pjf@msbtlaw.com

Fredric V. Shoemaker
Thomas J. Lloyd

AFFIDAVIT OF REBECCA ARNOLD IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 6
19372-001 (570878_2)
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CITY

OF

STANLEY

Notice of Public Hearing
Date: Thursday, August 9, 2011
Time: 5:00 pm
Place: Stanley Community Building, Hwy. 21, Stanley, ID.
Pursuant to established procedure, a Public Hearing will be held for taking public comment on proposed
Ordinance # 189 making changes to Stanley Municipal Code Chapter 17 concerning zoning in the City of
Stanley. The hearing will precede the regular City Council meeting, at which a vote on the Ordinance will
also be scheduled. All interested persons are invited to appear and show cause, if any, why such an
Ordinance should or should not be approved. Additional information including copies of the proposed
changes can be obtained in the City Office during regular office hours Monday-Thursday 8:00am until
5:00pm.
The Community Building is accessible to persons with disabilities. If special arrangements are necessary to
attend, please notify the office 48 hours prior.

City of Stanley
P.O. Box 53 Stanley, ID 83278
Tel: 208.774.2286 / Fax: 208.774.2278
www.stanley.id.gov
cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net
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CITY

OF

STANLEY

Notice of Public Hearing
Date: Thursday, August 9, 2011
Time: 5:15 pm
Place: Stanley Community Building, Hwy. 21, Stanley, ID.
Pursuant to established procedure, a Public Hearing will be held for taking public comment and
consideration of an Application for Variance. The Variance is requested by River l Inc. to display a sign in
excess of 32 square feet at 530 Edna McGown Avenue in Stanley. The hearing will precede the regular City
Council meeting, at which a vote on the Variance will also be scheduled. All interested persons are invited
to appear and show cause, if any, why such an application should or should not be approved. Additional
information can be obtained in the City Office during regular office hours Monday-Thursday 8:00am until
5:00pm.
The Community Building is accessible to persons with disabilities. If special arrangements are necessary to
attend, please notify the office 48 hours prior.

City of Stanley
P.O. Box 53 Stanley, ID 83278
Tel: 208.774.2286 / Fax: 208.774.2278
www.stanley.id.gov
cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net
47
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CITY OF STANLEY; IDAHO

'I

I

Treasurer's Financial Report for the quarter ending

PROPOSED EXPENDITIJRFS
FY20ll
Actual
Expenditures

----··--------- --- ·General Fund

.

-

General Governmem
Communiry Relations
Law Enforccmcnr

Toca! General Fund
Street Fund
Cemcce.ry Fund
Parks & Recreation Fund
Commuoiry Building Fund

Soowmobi!e Fund
Tora.l Expenditures

FUND

FY2012
FY20l3
Budgewl
Pcopo~
fupen<licures Expendinues

123,887

I 56,52 I

128,750

15,354

28,850

24,850

69,292
208,5 J 2
25.522
1,757

53,921
239.292

42,100
195,700

29,660

73,110

200

500

13.435

24,000

108,396
25,674
383,296

184.075
21.350

18,600
16,350

498,577

23,300
327.560

PROPOSED R;EYENUES
FY2011
Revenues

General Fund

Parks & Recreation Fund
Cornmuniry Building Fund
Snowmobile Fund
Tocal Revenues

252,864

15,923
16
3,684

103,807
25.674
401.968

314.557
4,270
1,000
20,500

177,500
23,500

243,848
82,220
J,000
21,020
21.020
23,550

54 l .3~27---,392.658

fllli.DMLANCES
FY20ll
Actual

Receipts

$29,140

144,282

~FWld
Personnel
Supplies & Other Charges
Capical·Ouday
Streets & R«>.ds Fund
Personnel
Supplies & Ocher Charges
Capital Ouday
Cemetery Fu.o.d
Personnel
Supplies & Or.her Charges
Capital Outlay_\
Pm:Fnnd
Personnel
Supplies & Ocher Charges
Caplra.lOuday

fY1012
Budgeted

FY 2013
Proposed

September 30th Fund Balances 168,431 ____ _ ···-·--2~~o_o _ _ __ 2!~~~

. :: .. • --=~ .

27,353

I

--

% of Annual B ~
·Receipts/ apenditw:eS
49%

61%

$98,799
$ -

$31,086

$22,327

$9,078

523%

$2.027
$42.308
$ -

I

149%

$9,904

$24

$9.880

2%

$-

0%

$ -

$ $28,984

$37,037

$16,715

82%
36%

.$5,970
$2,692

$ $411

$-

$411

Personnel
Supplies & Ocher Charges
Capiral Ouday

0%

0%

$ -

$$ $20,895

Community Building Fund

$19,069

$46.371

Personnel
Supplies & Other Charges
Capital Ou day

26%
26%

$1.384
$6,124
$40,689

Groomer Fu.nd

$31,612

$3,640

$48.444

Personnel
Supplies & Ocher Charges
Capic:al Ouday

l

-·

15% .

%%

$9,725

$10,749

TOTAL

$233,360

$168,840

$267,737

$134,463

43%

54%

Citizens are invited to inspect the derailed supporting records of che above financial surcmenr at the Ciry Hall,
Highway 21 • Commu.nicy Building. during regular offic,, hours. Monday through Thursday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m .

The proposed expenditures and revenues for fisc.al year 2012-20 13 have been
tentatively approved by the Ciry Council and entered in the Journal of
Pro<:«<lings.
Published: July 26 & Augus< 2, 2012

F.xpcnditarcs

Bab.nee at
6/30/12

$47,271

MoWJta.ut Mamas Coro~ Fund

.A=w
Street Fund
Cemetery Fund

Balance at
10/1/11

June 30, 2012

Ancsc: Doug Pl.ass - Treasurer
Pu:blish,d: July 26, 2012
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CITY

OF

STANLEY

City Council Meeting·Agenda
August 9, 2012
5:00pm
5:00pm
PUBLIC HEARING:
THE STANLEY CITY COUNCIL !S REQUESTING COMMENTS ON PROPOSED
ORDINANCE #189 REGARDING ZONING CHANGES IN THE CITY OF STANLEY,

open hearing:
•

Public comments. All indlviduals addressing the Council shall state their name for the
record. All testimony will be Hmlted to 5 minutes.
o Opening comments by council (If necessary).
o Testimony In support of Proposed Ordinance #189,
o Testimony neutral to Proposed Ordinance #189.
o Testimony in opposition to Proposed Ordinance #189.
o Closing comments by Council.
Close of hearing {adjournment): (Mayor Mumford)
5:1S pm

PUBLIC HEARING: THE STANLEY CITY COUNCIL IS REQUESTING COMMENTS ON A REQUEST FOR A
VARIANCE TO SMC 17.48 TO ALLOW FOR A SIGN LARGER THAN IS PERMITTED IN THE CODE.

Open hearing:
•

Public comments. All Individuals addressing the Council shal( state their name for the
record. All testimony will be limited to .2 minutes.
o Opening comments by Council (if necessary).
o Testimony In support of the issuance of the Variance.
o Testimony neutral to the Issuance of the Variance.
o Testimony in opposition to the Issuance of the Variance.
o Closing comments by Council.
Close of hearing (adjournment): (Mayor Mumford)
5:30 pm
PUBLIC HEARING:

THE STANLEY ClTV COUNCIL IS REQUESTING COMMENTS ON PROPOSED
APPROPRIATIONS ORDINANCE #188 REGARDl'.NG 1'HE CITY OF STANLEY FY13 BUDGET

Open hearing: (Mayor Mumford)
•

Public comments. All individuals addressing the Council shall state their name for the
record. All testimony will be limited to .5: minutes.
o Opening comments by Council (if necessary).
o Testimony In support of Proposed Ordinance #188.
o Testimony neutral to Proposed Ordinance #188.
o Testimony in opposition to Proposed Ordinance# 188.
o Closing comments by Councll.
Close of hearing (adjournment): (Mayor Mumford)

51

6:00 pm

REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING
Call to Order: (Mayor Mumford)

Roll Call: (City Clerk Doug Plass)

Agenda Amendments [Idaho Code 67~2343(4)(b) and (c)J:
Mayoral/Councll comments:
Consent Agenda:
.
• Meeting Minutes - May 10th and June 14th Council Meeting
• Payment Approval Report - unpaid and prepaid bills for August
Presentations/Citizen Participation:
The public Is Invited to present commentary at will regarding any city-related bus!ness 1 whether or not
that Item Is Included on the agenda. Comments are llmited to five (5) minutes and may or may not be
addressed by the Councll/Mayor.
Council Action Item List:

Building/Sign Permits:
•
•

Stevens ( #809) - Tool Shed, Council dld not act on permit at July council meeting, and will
do so now if appllcant has submitted supporting documentation that was requested.
Niece Smiley Creek LLC (#810,811) - Construction of North and South Buildings.

Streets and Roads:
• Winter Streets and Roads Contractor bid packets will be available fotlowing the September
Council meeting.

Law Enforcement:
• Sheriff's Report.
Community Building:
• USFS - Halstead Fire. The clerk requests permission to rent the Stanley Community Room
for the fire operations center for $50 per day for all or part of the period from August
18th through October 15th • The clerk further requests the confirmation of fee waivers
for the use of the Community room for Halstead fire Public Meetings on August 3rd
and 7 th •
• Salmon Festival - Request of reduced fee of $50 for Community Room Rental for August
25 th • The festival does not need the room, but would like to be able to use all of the
tables and chairs.
Ad Hoc Committee Chairs:
Groomer Committee:

Gem Committee;
~

(Mayor Mumford)

Chamber of Commerce: Report on current actlvities 1 advertising,

events,

etc.

This agenda ls subject to revisions and additions.
*Any person needing special osslstl.lnce to participate In the above noticed meeting should contact
the Stanley City Office prior to the meeting at 208-774-2286,
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Unfinished Business:
•
•
•

Stanley Sawtooth Chamber of Commerce (Charlie Thompson) - Specifics of road closures
requested for Labor Day Weekend Event
Park Planning - Review of planning map constructed by clerk after July 24 th work session
and scheduling of Town Hall Meeting.
Building Permit Form - Consideration of Building Permit Form developed at previous work
sessions.

New Business:
•
•
•

Discussion/Vote on Proposed Ordinance #189
Discussion/Vote on Appropriations Ordinance #188
Discussion/Vote on River 1 request for Variance

City Clerk Report: (City Clerk Doug Plass)
•

Report on current activities

Option Tax Report; (Treasurer Doug Plass)
•

Optlon Tax Comparison sheets.

Treasury Report: (Treasurer Doug Plass)
•
•
•
•

Check Register
Accounts Receivable Report
Local Government Investment Pool
Monthly Financials - Budget to Actual Comparison

Executive Session: As needed
Adjournment:

This agenda Is subject to revisions and additions,
*Any person needing special assistance to participate In the abOve noticed meeting should contact
the Stanley City Office prior to the meeting at 208-774·2286.
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City of Stanley
Public Hearing/Council Meeting Minutes
August 9, 2012
IN ATTENDANCE FOR THE CITY:
Council President Steve Botti (by telephone), Councilmember Lem Sentz,
Councllmember Laurii Gadwa, Councilmember Melinda Hadzor, and City Clerk Doug
Plass.

OTH[;R ATTENDEES: Jane McCoy, CJ Sherlock, Gary O'Malley, Keith Reese

PUBLIC HEARING (Proposed Ordinance #189}
Council member Gadwa called the public hearing to order at 5:03 pm.
Council comments:
The clerk reads a prepared statement from Council President Botti that ls Included
with the minutes.
Public Testimony:
In Favor of adopting Ordinance #189:
The clerk reads an email from Brent Estep that is Included with the minutes.
Keith Reese: He would like to reglster his support of allowing offices in the
Commercial Zone, In addition, he supports the use of rustic metal siding as he feels
that it is attractive, fire resistant, and will last longer than wood.
Against the adoption of Ordinance #189:
The clerk reads two emails from Rebecca Arnold that are Included with the minutes.
Jane McCoy: She would like to see the Issue of fence height addressed. She feels
that the 4' fence height allowed in 17.47.0l0(B) is inadequate. She would also like to
see minimum lot sizes addressed In the Commercial Zone to allow residences !n
commercial buildings without having minimum lot sizes associated with them.
CJ Sherlock: She is concerned about the use of rusted metal, and feels that It would
not be attractive to have a lot of ft In Stanley. She is atso concerned about the
possible Impact of requiring street frontage on lots in the Commerclal Zone.
Councilmember Gadwa closed the public hearing at 5: 18 pm.
PUBLIC HEARING(River 1 sign variance)
CouncHmember Gadwa opened the public hearing at 5:20 pm to receive comments
on the application by River 1 to vary SMC 17 .48 to allow for a sign larger than Is
permitted In the code.

Public Testimony:

rn favor of the Variance:
Page 1 of6
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The clerk reads emails from Frank Juiliano, Barbara Gudgel, Sandra Beckwith, Emily
Engelhardt, and Scott and Dee Williams that are included with the minutes.
There Is no testimony submitted against the granting of the Variance.
The Public Hearing is closed at 5:25 pm.
PUBLlC HEARING (Proposed Appropriations Ordinance #188)
Councilmember Gadwa opened the public hearing at 5:25 pm to consider the
adoption of the Appropriations Ordinance and the FY13 budget.
Public Testimony:
There is no public comment in favor of the Appropriations Ordinance.
Neutral comments:
Keith Reese: He would like to see the snowplowing in the city improved. He sees that
the budget for this year is the same as last year. He would like to see a designated
snow removal site. He also would like the council to consider ,as it is allocating
option tax revenue, the possibility of supporting a public/private restroom facility on
the Niece Smiley Creek property development. The restroom would need to be
maintained and option tax money could support that.
There is no public comment against the Appropriations Ordinance.
The public hearing !s closed at 5:29 pm.
CALL TO ORDER/ROLL CALL:
The regular council meeting is called to order at 5:31 pm. Mayor Mumford has joined
the proceedings. The entire Council ls present with Council President Botti joining by
telephone.
AGENDA AMENDMENTS: None.

MAYORAL COMMENTS: The mayor sees that there are a couple of upcoming events
In Stanley, and would like to remind organizers to keep the city in the loop,
especlally events that may be returning. Even though discussions were held with the
city in years past Informing the city should not be forgotten every year.
CONSENT AGENDA: May 10th and June 14th meeting minutes as well as the
Payment Approval Report for August. Councilmember Gadwa moves to approve the
Consent Agenda. Councilmember Hadzor seconds. All approved. Motion passes.

PRESENTATION/CITIZEN PARTICIPATION:
The Clerk reads two emails from Rebecca Arnold that Is included with the minutes.
Ellen Libertine: She asks if the council will be voting on the zoning changes in that
meeting and is told by the Mayor that the Council will be considering it. She points
out that at the first work session regarding zoning, Ann Legg suggested that the
council not use a case by case basis for zoning because litigation often results in

Page 2 of6
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those cases. She would like to know why there Is a case by case basis in this in the
Commercial A minimum lot widths.
Council President Botti points out that the section that Ellen fs referring to Is In the
existing code, and is not a proposed change. The changes suggested are only those
where there was broad consensus reached. It seems that that section shou Id be
considered for further changes.

BUILDING PERMITS:
Building Permit #809 - Jack Stevens communicated with the clerk before the
meeting and said that he is not ready to address the permit for the shed at this time.
Building Permit #810 - Niece Smiley Creek LLC. Council member Gadwa motions to
approve permit #810. Councllmember Hadzor seconds. Council President Botti says
that with the caveat about metal siding In the permit application, the council can
approve the permit, but no metal siding can be used without the adoption of
Ordinance #189. All approved. Motion passes.
Building Permit #811 - Niece Smiley Creek LLC. Councllmember Gadwa motions to
approve permit #811. Councilmember Sentz seconds, All approved. Motion passes.
STREETS AND ROADS:
The winter streets and roads bld packets will be a available after the September
Council meeting. The Mayor reports that he received a report from Dave Wal!s
regarding the stop sign on Wall Street and Ace of Diamonds. It seems that the officer
was issuing tickets and warnings both before and after the issue was brought up.
Councilmember Hadzor is happy to see the ditch back to how It was
LAW ENFORCEMENT:
No Shedff's report was received.

COMMUNITY BUILDING:
The clerk has been approached regarding the possibility of using the community
room for fire operations after August 18th when the School must be made available
for instruction, and would ask the council for the authority to rent the room for $50
per day to the fire team if it Is requested. Council member Gadwa motions to grant
the clerk that authority. Councilmember Hadzor seconds. All approved. Motion
passes.
The Salmon Festival has requested the rental of the community room on the 25 th of
August at a reduced fee of $50. They would like to use all of the tables and chairs for
the festival at the museum. Councilmember Hadzor moves to approve the room
rental. Council member Sentz seconds. All approved. Motion passes.

AD HOC COMMITTEES:
•
•
•

CEDA: (Mayor Mumford) No report.
Gem Committee: No report.
Chamber of Commerce,: (Ellen Libertine) Current activities of the Chamber of
Commerce include finding lodging for vlsitors and promoting summer
activities. The fall board meeting will be focusfng on advertising.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS:
Page 3 of6
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Stanley Sawtooth Chamber of Commerce: The Council would like the specifics of
road closures for the Labor Day weekend event. Cha rile Thompson has submitted a
proposal. They are not proposing the close any streets, but would like to station
volunteers at the appropriate places to control traffic while the bike race is
happening, The mayor suggests that the volunteers get some bright vests for the
volunteers. The council has no further comments,
Park Planning: A planning map has been put together by the clerk after incorporating
all the Input from the Gem Committee, the Council and the public. A town hall
meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, September 4 th at 6:00 pm,
Bulldlng Permit Form: Council President Botti asks If the permit that Is proposed
needs to be reviewed further. Councilmember Hadzor suggests that the community
review changes to the buildlng permit form. Councllmember Gadwa feels that
external agency review ls needed as the current code requires proof of approval by
the appropriate fire department and public health department. She notes that the
form that is being considered includes that clause 'if applicable' when considering
external agency approval. Mayor Mumford notes that we are just talking about an
administrative form, and the idea of changing it is to eliminate problems rather than
create new ones. Councilmember Gadwa says that this form is an attempt to make
coordination with builders easier and clearer. Mayor Mumford suggests that some
clarification that the city is trying to gather information that might not necessarily be
required by the code be Included. Councilmember Gadwa brings up the example of
alerting builders that radon could be an Issue building In Stanley, but our code Is
sllent on It. Councilmember Hadzor motions to table discussion on the form for now.
Councilmember Gadwa seconds. All approved. Motion passes.

CITIZEN PARTICPATION (REVISITED)
The Mayor notes that the meeting started early and some people have arrived and
would like to submit citizen comments.
Ron Gillette: He would like to echo some of the comments of Brent Estep, Rebecca
Arnold's property borders his and he Is concerned about the large dirt piles on the
property. He would like to know what is going to happen regarding the petition that
the city received regarding those piles. Mayor Mumford reports that a formal
communication was sent from the city asking for the property owners plans
regarding the piles in question. No response has been received.
Randy Johnson (liaison officer with NIMO team): He would like to provide an update
on current fire activity. At 3:00 this afternoon, another fire was detected right on
highway 21 near Banner Summit. Resources were pulled off the Halstead fire to
support it. Three helicopters and one retardant plane were dispatched to the fire.
The Bull Trout Campground was evacuated and Highway 21 Is closed from Elk Creek
to Grandjean. The new fire is named the Bench Fire. There was also another new fire
detected at Indian Springs. There is not a lot of detail on that one. The road will
reopen as soon as Is possible, but the closure w!II be In effect for at least 24 hours.
NEW BUSINESS:
Proposed Ordinance #189:
Mayor Mumford asks that the Council update him on the public hearing as he was
absent and indicate how the council would like to proceed. Council President Botti
says that a number of issues have been addressed and thatthe Council needs to be
careful about doing things on a case by case basis, He also feels that parking and
Page4 of6
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snow removal will need to be addressed. Mayor Mumford asks if Rebecca Arnold has
been put In contact with City Attorney Paul Fitzer regarding effects on her property.
The clerk says that he has not relayed that to her but would do so now that her
comments have been received. Council President Botti Is convinced that the
clarification regarding lot widths wHI not affect bulldlng on lots that have already
been approved. Councllmember Hadzor asks if Rebecca Arnold's lots would be
bulldable. Council President Botti says that yes they would be, as street frontage was
addressed when the subdivision was approved. Councilmember Gadwa motions to
waive the three readings and read Ordinance # 189 by titl.e only and to approve
Ordinance #189. Councilmember Hadzor seconds. All approved reading by title only.
A roll call vote is held on the approval of the ordinance, All council members approve
the ordinance. Motion passes.
Proposed Ordinance # 188
Councllmember Gadwa motions to read Proposed Ordinance #188 by title only.
Councllmember Hadzor seconds. All approved. The Proposed Ordinance Is read by
title only. Councilmember Gadwa motions to approve the Ordinance. Councilmember
Hadzor seconds. A roll call vote Is held. All approved. Motion passes.
River 1 Variance
Councllmember Gadwa moves to approve River l's request for a variance to allow a
sign larger than Is permitted by the code, noting that the approval letter should
specify that the old sign will be removed, and any new sign will have to be approved
before construction. Councllmember Hadzor seconds. All approved. Motion passes.
Councilmember Gadwa comments that we allow temporary signs and sandwich
boards for sales, but people need to be reminded that those signs must be
temporary.
Keith Reese - Would like to work with the City Engineer to work on the burial of a
cistern for fire protection within the city street, and would like to blessing of the
Council to move forward on preliminary plans. He would also like the clerk to request
deteriorated granite from the Blind Summit pit for supporting parking ln the right of
way on Critchfield.
CITY CLERK REPORT: {City Clerk/Treasurer Doug Plass)
The Clerk Is working with Councilmember Gadwa to assign Cemetery plots and
organize what is currently there including making a form which captures all the
relevant information, Issuing certificates and sending letters to those on the waiting
list.

The Sawtooth Music Festival has asked of the Work Session on Large Events to be
rescheduled so that Music Festival organrzers can attend. The council expresses that
they would prefer to go ahead as the Issues are larger than only the Sawtooth Music
Festival.
The Clerk is working with the USFS to get an agreement and staff for performing a
Stanley to Redfish Trail Survey to be performed in the week of 8/20,
The Clerk is requesting permission to attend the yearly ICCTFOA institute on
September 19th -21 st in Coeur d'Alene. The travel and training budget have only $308
remaining, and the estimated cost is $956. We have applied for a scholarship, but do
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not expect to receive one. The administration budget as a whole would support this
extra expense.
TREASURER /OPTION TAX REPORT: (City Clerk/Treasurer Doug Plass)
June Option Tax receipts are about 25% stronger than last year, and it is expected
that July wlll be strong as well. However, August is likely to be weak, suggesting that
we wlll likely finish the year with about $135,000 In receipts. The compliance from
the Mountain Mama's craft fair vendor look good so far as well.

ADJOURNMENT;
The City Council meeting is adjourned at 6:55 pm.
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Stanley City Clerk
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

rebamold@aol .com
Thursday, August 09, 2012 11 :28 AM
rebamold@aol.com; cityc!erk@ruralnetwork.net
mhadzor1@yahoo.com; dannerslogcabins@yahoo.com; mccoys@ruralnetwork.net; info@meadowcreekinn.com;
mtnvill@ruralnetwork.net; mvlodge@ruralnetwork.net; info@sawtoothproperties.com; papabrunees@gmail.com; jeff@redfishlake.com;
redwoodcabins@cox.net; pwright@riversidemote!.biz; christythompson@mail.com; mark@riverwear.com;
stanleyvacationrentals@gmail.com; contact@salmonriverclinic.org; info@sawtoothhotel.com; ggadwa@hughes.net;
sawprop@ruralnetwork.net; k.eith@sawtoothvalleybuilders.com; sawtoothvista@gmail.com; sariomalley@mac.com;
smileycreek@ruralnetwork.net; stanley.id.library@gmail.com; info~request@highcountryinn.biz; realtors@rurainetwork.net;
gary@sawfoothsociety.org; tim@sawtoothhotel.com; lindajogillett@gmail.com; va!leycreek@stanleyidaho.com;
hmumford@ruralnetwork.net; williams@ruralnetwork.net; steve@hosac.net; ken@hosac.net; joxdoc@gmail.com;
cjshertock@launchdesignviz.com; cami!le.sherlock@grnail.com; tpeterson@whaleylevay.com
Re: Fwd: Re: Testimony for Proposed Ordinance 189 and revised building permit application set for Hearing by Stanley City Council on
August 9, 2012

One additional comment regarding the proposed Ordinance 189: It appears that "offices" is being added as a new pennitted use in the commercial zone. As
office use is a parking-intensive use {i.e. uses more parking for employees and patrons for longer periods than other uses such as retail which are short term "in
and out" parking use), the Ordinance should specify the parking on-site that the owner is required to provide in order to avoid overburdening the limited parking
available on the street. In most jurisdictions, office uses require high on-site parking to be provided.
Sincerely,Rebecca Arnold(208} 841-2530

-----Original Message----From: rebarnold <rebamold@aol.com>
To: cityclerk <cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net>
Cc: mhadzorl <mhadzorl@yahoo.com>; dannerslogcabins <dannerslogcabins@yahoo.com>; mccoys <mccoys@roralnetwork.net>; info
<infoc@meadowcreekinn.com>; mtnvill <mtnvill@ruralnetwork.net>; mvlodge <mvlodge@mrralnetwork.net>; info
<info@sa'Wtoothproperties.com>; papabronees <papabrunees@gmail.com>; jeff <ieff@redfishlake.com>; redwoodcabins
<redwoodcabins@cox.net>; pwright <pwright@riversidemotel.biz>; christythompson <christythompson@nail.com>; mark
<mark@riverwear.com>; stanleyvacationrentals <stanleyvacationrentals@gmail.com>; contact <contact@salmonriverclinic.org>; info
<info@sawtoothhotel.com>; ggadwa <ggadwa@hughes.net>; sawprop <sawprop@ruralnetwork.net>; keith <keith@sa'Wtoothva1leybuilders.com>;
sawtoothvista <sawtoothvista@gmail.com>; sariomalley <sariomalley@mac.com>; smileycreek <smileycreek@,ruralnetwork.net>; stanley.id.library
<stan1ey.id.library@gmail.com>; info-request <info-request@,highcountryinn.biz>; realtors <realtors@ruralnetwork.net>; gary
<gary@sawtoothsociety.org>; fun <tim@sa'Wtoothhotel.com>; lindajogillett <lindajogillett@gmail.com>; valleycreek
<valleycreek@stanleyidaho.com>; hmumford <hmumford@ruralnetwork.net>; williams <wllliams@ruralnet\vork.net>; steve <5teve@hosac.net>;
ken <ken@hosac.net>; joxdoc <joxdoc@gmail.com>; tjsherlock <Qi..$.h.erJock@launchdesignviz.com>; camille.sherlock
<camille.sherlock@gmail.com>; tpeterson <tpeterson@whaleylevay.com>
Sent: Wed, Aug 8, 2012 5:23 pm

Subject: Fwd: Re: Testimony for Proposed Ordinance 189 and revised building pennit application set for Hearing by Stanley City Council on August
9,2012
Please provide copies of the following to the Mayor and Council Members and Please read the same into the official Record for the Public Hearing
on the Proposed Ordinance 189 and the proposed revised bulding perm.it application to be held by the city of Stanley on August 9, 2012.
Mayor and Council Members:
With regard to the proposed Ordinance 189 amending Title 17 of the Stanley Municipal Code, I request that the following concerns and comments be properly
addressed by the City and that certain provisions be deleted as noted below.
Please remove all references in the proposed ordinance to "street or highway frontage" as there is no benefit to having this language included and it likely will
result in litigation if included in the ordinance. I have 4 lots that meet the minimum width in the current code but have zero street frontage and two lots that meet
the minimum width requirement but only have 30 feet of street frontage (see attached). One of the Sawtooth Hotel lots also would not meet the requirement if the
new ordinance specifies 48 feet of street frontage as shown on the attached, the middle lot of the "reconfigured" Sawtooth Hotel lots has 15 feet of frontage via the
alley pub!ic right of way. Other lots in the City may be negatively impacted as well. The concern, of course, is fire access and this concern has been
adequately handled by requiring 20 ft wide access easements to each lot {except the Arnold lots where the City required 22 ft access easements). Since at least
2 of the Arnold lots would be negatively impacted - unbuildable - if the City includes the proposed street frontage requirement, we wm have no choice other than if
the City adopts the proposed Ordinance as written. We would prefer not to be forced into that situation.
As to allowing metal siding and fences, please do not change the ordinances to allow that!! We do not want the city of Stanley to become the City of Ugly Rusted
Buildings and Fences.
CJ)

N

Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony and your consideration of the above items. I will be available by phone -208-841-2530 - to participate in the
public hearing and answer any questions you may have.

Sincerely,
Rebecca Arnold
(208} 841-2530
and Thomas Arnold
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The proposed changes and clarifications to zontng cod:: for the Commercial, Commercial A and Limited
Commercial districts are the result of issues raised by the public, and discussed in various town hall
meetings and council worksessions. These changes are intended to liberalize the code by specifying a
broader range of permitted commercial uses, by allowing other commercial uses by conditional use
permit rather than requiring a variance to be granted, and by allowing certain types of metal to meet
the rustic appearance requirement for buildings and fences. Additional wording is intended to eliminate
confusion about how to interpret lot dimension requirements by explicit stating the standard legal
interpretation of the code.
This interpretation does not add any new requirement for the configuration of lots, and does not affect
the status of any existing approved lot. It is simply clarifying the requirement that has existed since
1977. Existing developments, including all lots from the original Stanley townsite, and all subsequent
lots approved as part of subdivisions, annexations and minor land divisions remain unaffected, even if
they fail to meet the size, setback or frontage requirements. No changes will be required in the
configuration and development of these lots because of this clarification.
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,Stanley City Clerk
Brent Estep [be3girls@gmail.com]
Wednesday, August 08, 2012 10:51 PM
cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net
Fwd: Proposed Zoning Ordinance

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brent Estep
Mackay Wilderness River Trips

Cell: 208-720-3311
Office: 208-344-1881
estep@mackayriver.com

www .mackayriver.com
Begin forwarded message:

From: Ellen Libertine <ellen libertine@tajkowski.com>
Date: August 7, 2012 7:47:45 AM MDT

To: Brent Estep <be3girls@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Proposed Zoning Ordinance

Brent,
For your comments to be read at the meeting, you must forward this e-mail to Doug at the City office. His e-mail address is

cityclerk@,ruralnetwork.net.
Thanks,

Ellen
On Mon, Aug 6, 2012 at 9:19 AM, Brent Estep <be3girls@gmail.com> \Wote:
Hi Everyone:
After reviewing the proposed zoning ordinance changes I would like to submit a brief comment regarding the lot width, street frontage
issue. This change is long over due and I suspect the original intent was for the 48 foot width to be street frontage width. It makes no
sense to approve building lots without any street frontage. There are major fire protection and other unreasonable access problems
associated with building lots without any street frontage.
1

I am strongly in favor of amending the current zoning ordinance to reflect the 48 foot lot width be amended to clearly define the 48
foot minimum width to be 48 feet of street frontage.

In the long tenn this change will create a much more appealing Stanley. Without this change, Stanley will become a hodgepodge of
buildings scattered on a bunch of small, marginally buildable lots. Without a street frontage requirement, you will see lots being
approved in (bug infested) wetlands and other sensitive areas where there should be no building lots.

I have noticed an amazing amount of dirt being used just west of the Sawtooth Hotel to :fill in what used to be a wetland. Building lots
are being created in an area that should be protected from this kind massive fill. The concrete retaining walls make it look like in
interstate exit. Certainly not in keeping with the spirit and intent of the current zoning ordinances. This type of development is
completely inconsistent with the way Stanley should be developed. Approving this amendment would keep this type of development
from spreading and damaging the long term appeal of our community.

I would appreciate it if you could make my comments a part of the record ( and maybe even read them out loud) at the meeting
tomorrow night
For those of you who don't know me, I own Mackay Wilderness River Trips and have been on highway 75 just south of the 21 / 75
intersection for the last 25 years. When not on the river I'm at the warehouse, so stop by if you want to chat about this.
Thanks for taking my comments,
Brent Estep
Mackay Wilderness River Trips
Cell: 208-720-3311

Office: 208-3 44-18 81
estep@roackayriver.com
www.mackayriver.com
On Aug 2, 2012, at 3:29 PM, Ellen Libertine <ellen libertine@tajkowski.com> wrote:

> HiAll,
>
> Rebecca Arnold has asked that I send you the attached proposed changes to the Zoning Ordinance and the following comments ..
>
> Would you please distribute to the Chamber members the proposed language changes to Stanley City Ordinances that will be the
subject of a public hearing next Thursday? Two items in particular may be of interest to chamber members - one is a proposal to
allow metal to be used for buildings and fences so long as it rusts (some may find it objectionable that the city of Stanley could tum
2

into a town of rusted metal buildings and fences) and a new requirement that parcels have a minimum of 48 feet of street frontage per
dwelling (the code currently only requires that parcels be 48 feet wide and this change will render some lots unbuildable and likely
result in litigation).
>
> I have 5 lots that meet the minimum width but have zero street frontage and one lot that meets the \\lidth but only has 30 feet of
street frontage. One of the Sawtooth Hotel lots also would not meet the requirement if the new ordinance specifies 48 feet of street
frontage. Toe concern, of course, is fire access and this has been handled by requiring 20 ft wide access easements to each lot
(except mine where the City required 22 ft access easements). Since 6 ofmy lots would be negatively impacted, I would have no
choice other than litigation if the city did change the ordinance to 48 feet of street frontage. I would prefer not to be forced into that
situation.
>
>
>

>
><Proposed_zoning_changes_072412.docx>
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Stanley City Clerk
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Frank Juliano [twowoodchucks@hotmail.comJ
Wednesday, August 08, 2012 2:02 PM
herb mumford; winterfest Herb; laurie gadwa; steve botti; winterfest James
Matt and Stephanie Strand
River One sign

Folks....
Please approve the new River One sign••••

It is a vast improvement over the old existing one .....
River One contributes considerably to the Option Tax fund and causes no problems for our City•••. visitors love this place and are extremely
supportive of it.

~

As one drives around Stanley there are numerous examples of EGREGIOUS EYESORES which impact our tourist based economy.....
Consider the ever-increasing dirt piles, unfinished structures, piles of junk on porches and a host of other unfriendly sights which our visitors
see ..... "'.
And then consider, if you will, the combative, uncooperative attitudes which create and foster these public problems .....

I think it is, without question, time to reward the good guys here in Stanley..... (I'll give you my suggestions for what to do with the anti-social
deviants later....)

We need to address these problems while we encourage and promote those businesses which are positive and contributory to our image and
economy.
Please approve the River One sign ... it's nice and so are they ,

Thank You,
Frank Juiliano
The Riverside Motel
Sawtooth Rentals
Retired Politician
1

/<.£·.
Stanley Ci!Y; Clerk
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Barbara Gudgel [barbarajm1@hotmail.com]
PM
cilyclerk@rura!network.net
River 1 Sign

Thursday, August 09, 2012 3:11

Atten:,Mr. Doug Plass
Mr. Plass I was in the post office today and noticed that one of the agenda items for tonight's meeting was the signage in
front of the River 1 retail store. I hope the city council approves the new sign, it is a huge improvement over the old
one, the old one is actually an eyesore to the beautiful city of Stanley.
Thank You,
Barbara Gudgel
122 Shupe Road
Casino Creek, Stanley, ID
~

Barbara L Gudgel
Sent from my iPad
850 381 0464 cell
barbarajm1@hotmail.com=
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Stanley City Clerk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject;

Sandra Beckwith [sfbeckster@gmail.comJ
Thursday, August 09, 2012 4:48 PM
cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net
Variance for River One Sign

Dear Mr. Plass,
I understand the city council has all.otted time during this evening's meeting to discuss a variance for the sign for the business River One. I can
envision no harm that would come to Stanley with the approval of the variance, and would encourage you to approve it. My experience with Matt
Strand and family, the proprietors of River One, both as a manager of an area business and a "local consumer" has been that they are conscientious
business owners and a valuable asset to the Stanley business community.

Thank you for this opportunity for consideration.
S:incerely,
Sandra Beckwith
P.O. Box377
Stanley, ID 83278
208. 774-2674

No virus found in this message.
Checked by A VG - www.avg.com
Version: 2012.0.2197 / Virus Database: 2437/5189 - Release Date: 08/09/12
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Stanley City Clerk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Emily Engelhardt {HR@redfishlake.com]
Thursday, August 09, 2012 12:47 PM
cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net
Public Opinion

Hi Doug,

I was just made aware that the new sign for River 1 was under public review.
I think the sign looks great and is an improvement from the previous sign.
Thank you,
Emily

Emily Engelhardt
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Human Resources
Redfish Lake Lodge

(208)774-3536

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 2012.0.2197 I Virus Database: 2437/5189 - Release Date: 08/09/12
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Stanley City Clerk
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

williams@ruralnetwork.net
Monday, August 06, 2012 11 :55 AM
cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net
Variance for River 1 comments

From Scott and Dee Williams owners of property at 605 Edna McGown Ave. in Stanley.
Regarding the request of a variance to allow the sign at River 1 across the highway from our business, we are very much for
the variance to let them keep their sign up. The sign is an attractive sign and should be allowed to stay. Thank you for
your consideration and helping business in Stanley.
Scott and Dee Williams, Williams Motor Sports

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 2012.0.2197 / Virus Database: 2437/5181 - Release Date: 08/06/12

Stanley City Clerk
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject;

rebarnold@aol.com
Thursday, August 09, 2012 4:35 PM
rebamold@aol.com; cityc!erk@ruralnetwork.net
mhadzor1@yahoo.com; dannerslogcabins@yahoo.com; mccoys@ruralnetwork.net; info@meadowcreekinn.com;
mtnvill@ruralnetwork.net; mvlodge@ruralnetwork.net; info@sawtoothproperties.com; papabrunees@gmail.com; jeff@redfishlake.com;
redwoodcabins@cox.net; pwright@riVersidemotel.biz; christythompson@mail.com; mark@riverwear.com;
stanleyvacationrentals@gmail.com; contact@salmonriverclinic.org; info@sawtoothhotel.com; ggadwa@hughes.net;
sawprop@rura!network.net; keith@sawtoothvaUeybuilders.com; sawtoothvista@gmail.com; sariomalley@mac.com;
smileycreek@ruralnetwork.net; stanley.id.llbrary@grnail.com; info-request@highcountryinn.biz; realtors@ruralnetwork.net;
gary@sawtoothsociety.org; tim@sawtoothhotel.com; lindajogillett@gmail.com; vafleycreek@stanleyidaho.com;
hmurnford@ruralnetwork.ne~ williams@ruralnetwork.net; steve@hosac.net; ken@hosac.net:; joxdoc@gmail.com;
cjsherlock@launchdesignviz.com; camille.sherlock@grnail.com; tpeterson@whaleylevay.com
Re: Building Permit 811 set for Hearing by Stanley City Council on August 9, 2012

Office is not a permitted use in the Commercial zone so this permit cannot be approved without a variance, which requires a separate process. Office
is a parking intensive use so the Council needs to address parking concerns and how much on-site parking should be required.
Sincerely,Rebecca Arnold(208) 841-2530
-...J
N

No virus found in this message.
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Stanley City Clerk
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:

rebamoid@aoLcom
Thursday, August 09, 2012 4:11 PM
rebamold@aol.com; cityderk@ruralnetwork.net
mhadzor1@yahoo.com; dannerslogcabins@yahoo.com; mccoys@ruralnetwork.net; info@meadowcreekinn.com;
mtnvi!l@ruralnetwork.net; mvlodge@ruralnetwork.net; info@sawtoothproperties.com; papabrunees@gmail.com; jeff@redfishlake.com;
redwoodcabins@cox.net; pwright@riversidemotel.biz; christythompson@mail.com; mark@riverwear.com;
stanleyvacationrentafs@gmail.com; contact@salmonriverclinic.org; info@sawtoothhotel.com; ggadwa@hughes.net;
sawprop@ruralnetwork.net; keith@sawtoothvalleybuHders.com; sawtoothvista@gmail.com; sarlomalley@mac.com;
smileycreek@ruralnetwork.net; stanley.id.library@gmail.com; info~request@highcountryinn.qiz; realtors@ruralnetwork.net;
gary@sawtoothsociety.org; tirn@sawtoothhotel.com; findajogi!lett@gmail.com; valleycreek@stanleyidaho.com;
hrnumford@ruralnetwork.net; williams@ruralnetwork.net; steve@hosac.net; ken@hosac.net joxdoc@gmail.com;
cjsherlock@launchdesignviz.com; camiUe.sheriock@grnai!.com; tpeterson@whaleylevay.com
Re:Testirnony for Proposed revised building permit application form set for Hearing by Stanley City Council on August 9, 2012

Doug, my earlier email included the building permit application form in the subject line but did not address that item. Please provide a copy of this
email to the Mayor and Council prior to the council meeting. When the Council gets to that item on the agenda (under Unfinished Business on page
3 ), please read the following into the record prior to the Council's discussion of the new proposed building permit application form.
-...J

w

Mayor/Council: Please delay any further discussion on the proposed new buHding permit application form until the fonn can be distributed to property owners for
their review and input I seriously doubt that more than a handful of the many property owners in Stanley have seen this new proposal, and it is not listed on the
agenda as "to be voted on" at tonight's meeting. This new form of permit is quite onerous and appears to be nothing more than an attempt to make bulding in
Stanley much more difficult and expensive~ if not impossible. The current building permit application works just fine and has for many, many years. If it ain't
broke, don't fix it and risk expensive litigation.
As to the proposed building permit application fonn and the proposed new instructions that go with it: I have not had adequate time to review the proposed form
but I offer the following preliminary comments:
The proposed form and instructions are in conflict with t'1e Stanley Municipaf code (SMC) and contain more restrictive requirements than what is contained in the
SMC. The Council cannot impose requirements that are not in the SN:C. Just some preliminary examples: Nothing in the SMC requires that an applicant
provide "parking area adequate for anticipated customer base" for commercial uses like retail, etc. SMC does not require scaled drawings with specifications
Nothing in SMC requires location of, or screening for trash receptacles. Nothing in SMC requires ITD approvals.
Nothing in the SMC requires Salmon River Electric approval or even that a building hook up to SREC facilities, nor is there any requirement in the SMC even for
notice to the SREC. Solar has been, and can be, used for power needs so technically an owner may opt not to use SREC at all.
Per the SMC, building pennits are issued for 1 year. The council cannot change that by adopting an application form and process that provides for less than l year
or to revoke a permit once issued or deny renewal (especially not using arbitrary undefined standards).
Item 2 gin the instructions must be deleted. SMC 16.44 addresses only Subdivisions, not building permits. Areas of special concern are addressed through the
subdivision process and once the subdivision is approved, the City cannot use the building permit process as a back door way to change what was approved with
the subdivision.
l

Nothing in the SMC requires proof of membership in the Stanley Sewer Association (SSA) prior to issuance of a building permit so it appears that the City is
looking for a way to delay issuing permits. Some buildings (those with out plumbing) would not require hook up to the SSA Permits for grading, fill, installation of
utilities, and other activities that do not involve a structure with plumbing certainly would not require approval from. or membership in, the SSA.
Nothing in the SMC requires fire department approval of setbacks and building construction materials. In my discussions with Sawtooth board members some
time ago, they do NOT want to undertake such approvals and potential liability that goes along with il Has the City conferred with the Sawtooth Vatley Fire District
Board Members regarding this proposed form? Talking to the Fire Chief about it would not be sufficient as the fire chief does not have the authority to bind the
Board to such potential liability. Is the reference to Design Criteria meeting international building codes also a method to delay permits or is the City positioning
itself to start hiring people that we cannot afford to be code inspectors?
Full construction drawings, plans and specification have never been required for building permits and, frankly, most people have only had elevation drawings
prepared and minimal construction drawlngs. The City of Stanley has historically only reviewed bulding plans to verify compliance wlth building height, building
setbacks, exterior material requirements and colors. Is the City now attempting to broaden its review beyond what is required/allowed under SMC?
!f the City
plans to try to use outside, out of state engineers to do an extensive review of plans, such action will make it prohibitively expensive for anyone to obtain a bulding
permit in Stanley and likely will lead to litigation. Do you really want to go there?
lt appears that whoever drafted the form and instructions is trying to include so many requirements that the City can just deem an application "incomplete" and not
even consider it. That is just ridiculous for a town of the size and resources of Stanley. Certainly any attempt by the city to include requirements that are beyond
the SMC requirements for an apprication to be "complete" is arbitrary and capricious and not in accordance with the SMC.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on the above items. I will be available by phone -208-841-2530 - to participate in the public hearing and
answer any questions you may have.

Sincerely,
Rebecca Arnold
(208) 841-2530
and Thomas Arnold

No virus found in this message.
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City of Stanley Ordinance #189

ORDINANCE NO. 189

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF STANLEY, CUSTER COUNTY, IDAHO
AMENDING TITLE 17, CHAPTERS 17.24, 17.26, 17.40, AND 17.47 OF THE STANLEY
MUNICIPAL CODE TO ALLOW FOR THE USE OF RUSTIC METAL SIDING AND FENCE
MATERIAL, TO EXP AND THE PERMITTED USES JN THE COMMERCIAL AND
COMMERCIAL A ZONES, TO ALLOW FOR THE ISSUANCE OF CONDITIONAL USE
PERMITS BY THE STANLEY CITY COUNCIL FOR NON-ENUMERATED USES, AND TO
CLARTI?Y MINIMUM LOT DIMENSIONS; PROVIDING FOR A REPEALING AND
SAVINGS CLAUSE; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, the City Council would like to allow for the use of metal with a rustic finfah in
siding and fence applications, and
WHEREAS, the City Council would like to allow for the offices, home occupations and short
tenn vacation rentals as permitted uses in the commercial zones, and
WHEREAS, the City Council would like to allow for the issuance of conditional use permits
within the commercial zone for uses not expressly permitted;
. WHElIBAS, the City Cmmcil would like to clarify the minimum lot dimensions in the
commercial zones;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF STANLEY, IDAHO AS FOLLOWS:

SECTION 1.
Stanley Municipal Code, Title 17, Chapter 17.24, Sections 17.24.010,
17.24.020, and 17.24.030 shall be amended by adding home occupations, offices, and short-term
vacation rentals to pennittecl uses, allowing for the issuance of conditional use permits for those
uses not listed~ adding instructions for interpreting lot or parcel width, and shall be codified as
follows:
17.24.010: PERMITTED USES:

Permitted uses in the commercial district are:

Banks.
Beauty shops and barbershops.

Daycare facilities oonteEs.

1
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Doctor or dentist offices.
Emergency services.
Gas stations.
Grocery stores.
Hobby, gift and craft shops.
Hotels, motels, lodges and apartments.
Jfome occupations.
Medical clinics.
Multi-family dwellings.
Municipal government.
Municipal library.

One-family dwellings.

Restaurants, bars ru1d other eating and drinking establishments.
Retail and general mercantile stores. (Ord. 184, 2-10-2011)
Short-ter.:m vacation rentals of one-family and multi-family dwellings
17.24.020: EXCEPTIONS:
It fs the general intention of this chapter that rypoo-af.0ooia~l--e~ees-m1Et-that
industrial uses shall be restricted within this district, and any business not specifically enumerated in
section 17.24.010 of this chapter shall only be conducted in this district upon application to and approval
of the city council for -vaaanee a conditional use perrni~.
17.24.030: MJNIMUM LOT AREA AND WIDTH:
Minimum lot or parcel area for each dwelling erected or maintained sl1all be seven thousand two hundred
(7,200) square feet with a minimum lot or parcel width offo1ty eight feet (48') per building. 'b&.Lill:
parcel width' shall refer to street or highway frontage when it exists, or to the minimum dimension of a
lot without frontage. (Ord. 44, 1977)

APP
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SECTION 2.
Stanley Municipal Code, Title 17, Chapter 17.26, Section 17.26.010 shall
be amended by adding home occupations, offices, and short-teim vacation rentals to pcnnitted
uses, allowing for the issuance of conditional use permits for those uses not listed, adding
instrnctions fo1· interpreting lot or parcel width, and shall be codified as follows:
17.26.010: PERMUTED USES:
A. Permitted uses in the commercial A dfatrict are:

Banks.
Beauty shops and barbershops,
Doctor or dentist offices.
Gas stations.
Grocery stores.
Hobby, gift, and craft shops.

Hotels, motels, lodges, and apartments.
Medical clinics.
Multi-family dwellings.

One-family dwellings.
Restaurants, bars, and other enting and drinking establishments.
Retail and general mercantile stores.
Short-term vacation rentals.of one-family dwellings and multi-family dwellings.
It further being the general intention of this chapter that i-YIJeff--O-f.btWffi~&+.ifl'ITT8d-te
ffl~iness and that industrial uses shall be restricted within this district, and nny business not
specifically enumerated above shall only be conducted in this district upon application to and
approval of the city council for a conditional use ppnnit.-vaFianoo.
B. Minimum lot or parcel area for each dwelling erected or maintained shall be five thousand
(5,000) square feet, or such lesser square footage as shall be determined on a case by case basis
by the city council, with a minimum lot or parcel width of forty eight feet (48'), or such lesser
width as shall be determined by the city council on a case by case basis. 'Lot or pat·cel width'

3
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ORIGINAL IN RED

shall refer to street or highway frontage when it exists, or to the minimum dimension of a lot
without frontage.
C. Minimum setback of main building, dwelling, and accessory building from front and side streets
shall be six feet (61); minimum setback of main building, dwe1ling and accessory building from
acljoining lot boundaries shall be two feet (2'); and from alley or back boundary oflot shall be two
feet (2'). (Ord. 184, 2-10-201 l: Ord. 117, 5-2-1995: Ord. 101, 6-2-1992: Ord. 44-A, 1986)
SECTION 3.
Stanley Municipal Code, Title 17, Chapter 17.40, Sections 17 .40.010 and
17.40.020 shall be amended by adding metal such as cold rolled steel that u11ows or

approximates a natural rusting finish to allowed exterior surfaces, and shall be codified as
follows:
17.40.010: GENERAL USE RESTRICTIONS:
No building or structure shall be erected, converted, enlarged, reconstructed or stmcturally altered, nor
shall any building or land be used for any purpose other than is permitted in the district in which the
building or land 1s located, and except in conformity with regulations of the district in which the building
is located. (Ord. 44, 1977)
17.40.020: BUILDING APPEARANCE AND MATERIALS:
All buildings or structures shall be erected, constrncted, reconstnicted or altered to be of a rnstic nature.
The specifications contained herein are intended to assist in defining the term "rustic nature" with respect
to the specific subject matter oftbis section. Exterior wall surfaces, including siding, of all pennitted
building projects sball be oflogs, shakes, rough lumber, rough wood, board and batten, shingles, wood
lap siding, native stone, metal such as cold rolled steel that allows or approximates a natural ntsting
finish, or concrete fabrication that truly resembles wood. Materials not approved include metal, shicco,
plaster, brick, and vinyl. Rustic roofing materials include shakes or wooden shingles, earth. tone
composite shingle, concrete fabrication that truly resembles wood, and nonreflcctive metal in colors as set
forth herein. Provided, however, that accessory buildings, whether permanent or nonpermanent structures,
used as greenhouses, can have clear or translucent rigid or nonrigid exterior wall and roof surfaces not
meeting the criteria listed above, or if wall or roof surfaces are colored then they shall conform to the
approved color chart.
SECTION 4.

Stanley Municipal Code, Title 17, Chapter 17.47, Section 17.47.010 shall
be amended by adding metal such as cold rolled steel that allows or approximates a natural
rusting finish to allowed fencing material, and shall be codified as follows:
17.47.010: GENERALLY:
No fence shall be constructed, erected, or structurally altered unless a building permit therefor has been
issued. All fences shall be of a rustic nature, eensfrueted ofnutural matoriuls, and shall not exceed six feet
(6') in height as measured from natural grade ot· finished grade, whlchever is lower. Rustic materials
include wood and, and metal such as cold ro11ed steel that allows or approximates a natural rusting finish.
Fences of plastic or synthetic material, chainlink, cyclone wire, chicken wire, barbed wire or any other
twisted style metal fencing shall be expressly prohibited except for use in animal runs as expressly
4
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provided herein, with. the exception of metal welded wire utility mesh having a diameter of 12- and/or 14guuge with two inch by folU' inch (2" x 411) squares between the wire strands and only when it is
constntcted as an interior component of a wooden frnme fence with the following construction
re(1uirements:
A. If built with natural materials (post and pole construction), the wooden framework for the fence shall
consist of vertical fence posts with a minimum diameter of four inches (4") and a maximum distance apatt
of twelve feet (12'), with a maximum height above grade of four feet (4'); and it shall have a minimum of
two (2) horizontal fence rails having a minimum diameter of four inches {4") and with a maxirmun
distance between rails of twenty eight inches (28").
B. If built with dimensional lumber (milled and/or planed lumber construction), tlie wooden :framework
shall consist of vertical fence posts with a minimum size of four inches by four inches (4" x 411 ) and with
a maximum distance apart of twelve feet (12') and a maximum height above grade of four feet (4'); and it
shall have a minimum of two (2) horizontal rails with a minimum size of two inches by six inches
(2." x 6") and have a miiximum distance between rails of twenty eight inches (28").
C. The wire mesh shall be attached to both the vertical posts and the horizontal rails in such a manner as
to prevent the mesh from sagging.
D. The wire shall not be a visually significant or dominant part of the fence. Metal-foo.oe-pesa-are
ex:preasly pmhlbited except-foH1Se--tfHl:fllmal runs as e,x.pressly provided herein. Manufactured metal
"stock gates" shall be allowed. (Ord. 124, 3-5-1997: Ord. 91, 5-7-1991)

SECTION 5.
If any section, subsection, sentence, clause or phrase of this Ordinance is
for any reason held invalid, such decision or decisions shall not affect the validity of the
remaining portions of this Ordinance.

This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage,
SECTION 6.
approval, and publication, according to law.
PASSED BY THE ClTY COUNCIL and approved by the Mayor of the City of Stanley, Idaho,
this_!:_ day of AvCJu~-r
2012.

Published _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
5
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Paul Fitzer, ISB No. 5675
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD.
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 520
Boise, ID 83702
Tel: 208/331/1800
Fax: 208/331/1202

Attorneys for Defendant City ofStanley
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR CUSTER COUNTY

TOM and REBECCA ARNOLD,
husband and wife,
Petitioners,
V.

CITY OF STANLEY, a political subdivision
of the State of Idaho,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2012-142

MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

COMES NOW, City of Stanley, Custer County, Idaho (the City), by and through its
attorneys of record, Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke, Chartered, and hereby moves the Court,
pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for summary judgment. This motion

is based upon the records, files, and pleadings in this action, the arguments and information
contained in the Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Its Motion for Summary Judgment,

SUMMARY JUDGMENT -- l
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and in Response to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment and the attached exhibits, all of
which have been filed with this motion.
Dated this

5

day of September, 2013.
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TuRCKE, CHTD.

***

SUMMARY JUDGMENT -- 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and. correct copy of th~ foregoing Defendant's Memorandum
in Support of Its Motion for Summary Judgment, and in Response to Plaintiff's Motion for

Summary Judgment was this 3rd day of September, 2013 served upon the following individuals
and in the corresponding manner:
Mailed
Facsimile
Hand.. delivered
E-Mail: ·fshoemaker@gteen:erlaw;com

Fredric V. Shoemaker
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER

OBERRECI-IT, P.A.
950 W Bannock St, Ste 950
Boise~ ID .83702
Hon; Judge Joel Tingey
District Court
605 N Capital Ave
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

Mailed
Facsimile: (208) 529-1300
Hand-delivered
E-Mail

Hon. Judge Joel Tingey

Mailed

C/0 C~ter County District Court

facsimile

POBox-385
Challis~ ID $3226

Hand-delivered
E-Mail: custercountvcourt@gm:ail ..com

SUMMARY JUDGMENT -- 3
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Paul J. Fitzer, ISB # 5675
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD.

950 West Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 331-1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202
Email: pjf@msbtlaw.com
Attorneys for the City of Stanley

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

TOM and REBECCA ARNOLD,

)

husband and wife,

)

)
Petitioners,
V.

CITY OF STANLEY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _R_e_,sp'-o_n_d_en_t_._

State of Idaho
County of Custer

Case No. CV-2012-142

)

)
) AFFIDAVIT OF DOUG PLASS IN
) SUPPORTOFDEFENDANT'S MOTION
) FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
)
)

)

)
ss.
)

Doug Plass, , first duly sworn, states as follows:
1.

My name is Doug Plass. I am an adult human being, over the age of 18, and I am

of sound mind.

i

I am currently, and have been at all times relevant to this action, the duly

appointed, qualified, and acting City Clerk for the City of Stanley. As such, I am the custodian
of the official records of the City of Stanley, including the records of the City Council of the City
of Stanley. The statements made herein are of my own personal knowledge unless otherwise

stated.

AFFIDAVIT OF DOUG PLASS -- Page 1 of 4
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I

2.

As the City Clerk and Treasurer, I am familiar with this case and the exhibits

attached hereto; all of which are records duly kept by the City in the normal course and scope of
municipal business of the City.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and conect copy of the Notice of Public

3.

Hearing for Proposed FY 2013 budget which was duly published in the Challis Messenger as
required by law.

4.
-

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Public

Hearing for proposed Ordinance l 89 which was duly published in the Challis Messenger as

required by law.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the City Council

Meeting Agenda which was duly posted by me at city hall as required by law.
Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and con-ect copy of the City of Stanley's

6.

public hearing and council meeting minutes duly kept by myself for the meeting of August 9,
2012. The meeting minutes also include any and all written testimony, i.e. emails, that were
submitted as part of the record.
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of the transcript of the

deliberation of Ordinance 189 by the City Council which the City had prepared by Daily
Transcription. The transcript fairly and accurately reflects the deliberation by the Council as
compared to the transcription (audio) of the meeting.

8.

Attached hereto as Exhibit Fare true and correct copies of the myriad of emaiis

that I exchanged with Rebecca Arnold.

9.

Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of Ordinance 189 duly

adopted

and

published

by

the

City

Council

AFFIDAVIT OF DOUG PLASS -- Page 2 of 4
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for

the

City

of

Stanley.

10.

Attached hereto as Exhibit His a true and correct copy of our City Attorney's

regulatory takings analysis provided on behalf of and upon requested by the Plaintiff.
I 1.

Although the Arnolds were fully aware of the agenda items, at no time from the

outset of the meeting at 5:03 p.m. until the meeting adjourned at 6:55 p.m. did Ms.
Arnold attend the meeting, attempt to call the office, or otherwise pm:ticipate in the
meeting other than the considerable written testimony that she provided which was read

into the record.
Further I sayeth naught.

Tl1is 3 ii> day of September, 2013.

ACKi~OWLEDGE
Subscribed and sworn to me this

3

d, day of September, 2013.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Affidavit of Doug Plass in
Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment was this 3rd day of September, 2013
served upon the following individuals and in the corresponding manner:
Mailed
Facsimile
Hand-delivered
E-Mail: fshoemaker@greenerlavv.com

Fredric V. Shoemaker

GREENER

BURKE

SHOEMAKER

OBERRECHT, P.A.
950 W Bannock St, Ste 950
Boise, ID 83702
Hon. Judge Joel Tingey
District Court
605 N Capital Ave
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

_x_ Mailed

Hon. Judge Joel Tingey
C/O Custer County District Court
PO Box 385
Challis, ID 83226

Mailed
Facsimile
Hand-delivered
...JL._ E-Mail: custercountycourt@Qmail.com

Facsimile: (208) 529-1300
Hand-delivered
E-Mail

/(I,., Paul J. Fitzer

AFFIDAVIT OF DOUG PLASS -- Page 4 of 4
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(J
Paul J. Fitzer, ISB # 5675
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD.

950 West Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 331-1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202
Email: pjf@msbtlaw.com
Attorneys for the City of Stanley

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER
TOM and REBECCA ARNOLD,
husband and wife,
Petitioners,
V.

CITY OF STANLEY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _R_e_sp~o_n_d_en_t_._

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2012-142

DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND IN
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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I.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Tom and Rebecca Arnold (''Arnold") wish this Court to pennanently enjoin City of Stanley
Ordinance 188 and 189 based entirely upon di minimus procedural errors purportedly committed in its
enactment. Failing to allege much less prove prejudice to a substantial right, i.e. a right to procedural
due process, Arnold lacks standing to bring this action merely as a concerned citizen. This action
therefore lacks a foundation in fact or law and should be dismissed.

II.
ARGUMENT
A.

Arnold has failed to demonstrate prejudice to a substantial right; i.e. a denial
of procedural due process; a prerequisite to overturn a municipality's
legislation.

Arnold seeks to pennanently enjoin a municipality's legislative 1 enactment of an
ordinance based solely upon purported procedural errors; i.e. defective legal notice pursuant to
the Open Meetings Act, committed in its enactment. While the City disputes that the notices are
defective, it is also irrelevant as Arnold wholly fails to allege much less demonstrate the required
nexus benveen an alleged procedural error and how her right to procedural due process has been
deprived.

Arnold asserts that the Idaho Open Meetings Laws (Idaho Code §§ 67-67-2340

through 67-2347) require absolute compliance dispensing with any requirement that a particular

1 A governmental entity's. legislative acts are to be distinguished from quasi-judicial acts. The first Idaho case to

clearly draw the quasi-judicial/legislative distinction was Cooper v. Ada County Comm i'.rsioners 101 Idaho 407, 614
P.2d 947 (1980). Cooper determined that the rezoning of a particular parcel of land was quasi-j'µdicial while
"[oJrdinances laying down general policies without regard to a specific piece of property are usually an exercise of
legislative authority." Conversely, "a determination whether the permissible use of a specific piece of property
should be changed is usually an exercise of judicial authority." Cooper, 101 Idaho at 409-410, 614 P.2d.at 949-950
Here the City passed an amendment to its zoning ordinance.
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litigant demonstrate Article III standing; i.e. a showing of a distinct palpable injury or
dep1ivation of a fundamental constitutional right such as due process.

2

Not surprisingly,

Arnold fails to cite to a case that supports her position.
As a matter of law, it is not enough for Arnold to merely allege a procedural error to
overturn a law. The Court is not a forum for those with general complaints about the conduct of
one's local governing board and Arnold does not have standing merely because she "is a
concerned citizen who seeks to ensure that a governmental entity abides by the law". 3Pursuant to
the harmless error doctrine, the attacking party bears the burden to demonstrate not only that the
governing board erred procedurally but that her substantial rights were prejudiced by virtue of the
challenged governmental conduct.4 In Noble v. Kootenai County, 148 Idaho 93 7, 231 P Jd 1034
(2010), the Idaho Supreme Court held that "[a]lthough the Board erred in conducting its site visit
in violation ofidaho's open meeting laws, it cannot be said that this procedural error prejudiced a

Under the well-established U.S. Supreme Court precedent of Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560
(1992), the constitutional requirements to establish Article III standing boil down to three requirements: injury in
fact, causation, and redressability.

2

Over the years, our cases have established that the irreducible constitutional minimum of standing
contains three elements. First, the plaintiff must have suffered an "injury in fact"-an invasion of a
legally protected interest which is (a) concrete and particularized, and (b) "actual or imminent, not
'conjectural' or 'hypothetical."' Second, there must be a causal connection ... Third, it must be
"likely," as opposed to "speculative," that the injury will be "redressed by a favorable decision."

ld Arnold believes that the open meetings law operate outside a particular litigant's Article III standing may be
totally dispensed with.
3 Ameritel Inns, inc. v. Greater Boise Auditorium Distrct, 141 Idaho 849, 852, 119 P.3d 624, 627 (2005)
citing Thomson v. City a/Lewiston, 137 Idaho 473, 50 P.3d 488 (2002)
4 Ciszek v. Kootenai County, 151 Idaho 123, 133-134, 254 P.3d 24, 34-35 (2011); Spencer v. Kootenai County, 145
Idaho 448, 453-454, 180 P Jd 487, 492-493 (2008); Cowan v. Bd Of Comm 'rs of Fremont County, 143 Idaho 501,
513, 148 P.3d 1247, 1259 (2006).
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substantial right of Applicants". 5

While the Comt agreed with plaintiffs that the site visit

violated the open meeting laws insofar as the public could not hear what was being said, the
Court noted that even where a governmental board reached its decision upon unlawful procedure,
the decision shall be af:finned unless the plaintiff can demonstrate that its substantial rights have
been prejudiced by virtue of that procedural error. They had not. In Cowan, the court noted:
(T)he Board concedes that both notices were defective. Nonetheless, Cowan has
failed to demonstrate that his substantial rights were prejudiced by either
defective notice. First, Cowan's counsel attended the ... hearing and submitted a
brief objecting to notice. Moreover, Cowan spoke against the application at that
hearing. Therefore, even if the notice were defective, Cowan has failed to
demonstrate how this defect prejudiced his substantial rights since he clearly had
notice of the meeting. 6
In Ciszek v. Kootenai County, 151 Idaho 123, 130, 254 P.3d 24, 31 (2011) the Supreme

Court held that while Ciszek may have had standing to challenge a rezone of contiguous parcels
for alleged procedural violations, this did not equate to a plaintiffs denial of due process or
entitlement to injunctive relief
[T]here is no allegation that Appellants did not receive notice of the hearings or
that they were unable to attend and speak at the hearings like the petitioner in
Gay. . . . "Appellants were given adequate opportunity to express their views.
There simply is no ground to claim that Appellants' due process rights were
violated by the procedure employed. 7
In contrast in McCuskey v. Canyon County, 123 Idaho 657, 851 P.2d 953 (1993) Mr.
McCuskey challenged Canyon County's zoning ordinance and map pursuant to Idaho Code §67651 I(b), which would have provided him legal, if not actual, notice. He had neither. Thus, Mr.

s Noble 148 Idaho at 943-944, 231 P.3d at 1040-1041.
Cowan, 143 ldaho at 513, 148 P.3d at 1259.
1 Ciszek v. Kootenai County, 151 Idaho 123, 133-134, 254 P.3d 24, 34-35 (2011).
6
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McCuskey legitimately did not have actual, constructive, or legal notice and thus did not attend
the hearing which downzoned his property. In short, Mr. McCuskey had clearly suffered a
distinct palpable injury (down zone and stop work order) with a fairly traceable causal
connection to the challenged governmental conduct (improper notice).
Arnold's allegations all pertain to purported procedural errors. Yet, she fails to allege
much prove that she was denied her right to procedural due process. Due process rights derive
from the Fifth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, applicable to the states via the Fourteenth
Amendment. Idaho's Constitution also guarantees due process. As its name implies, procedural
due process deals with the procedural rights of the particular litigant. Quite the opposite from
Arnold's assertion, due process is not a concept to be rigidly applied, but is a flexible concept
calling for such procedural protections as are wananted by the particular situation. 8 Procedural
due process requires some process to ensure that the individual is not arbitrarily deprived of his
or her rights in violation of the state or federal constitutions. 9 This requirement is met when the
defendant is provided with notice and an opportunity to be heard. 10
As clearly depicted on the duly posted and published meeting notices, 11 agenda, 12 the
duly adopted meeting minutes,

13

and the transcript,

14

the City of Stanley City Council Meeting

for August 9, 2012 began at 5:00 p.m. (5:03 to be precise) and continued until its adjournment at
Cowan, 143 Idaho at 510, 148 P.3d at 1256.
Cowan, 143 Idaho at 512, 148 P.3d at 1258Error! Bookmark not defined .. Secured by the Fifth Amendment to
the Unite4 States. Constitution, as applied to the states. through the Fourteenth Amendment, and by Article 1, Section
13 of the Idaho Constitution.
io Id. .
11 See Affidavit of Doug Plass, (Exhibits A and B)
12 Id. (Exhibit C)
13 Id. (Exhibit D)
14 Id. (Exhibit E)

8
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6:55 p.m. It is undisputed that the City Clerk, on August ih, 2012, emailed Arnold a copy of the
agenda, a copy of the proposed Ordinance 188 FY13 Budget, and the proposed Zoning
Ordinance 189.

15

Arnold in turn emailed and requested that the City Clerk provide her written

testimony to the City Council, which he did.

16

In short, though Ms. Arnold had actual notice of

the City's business items on August 9th 2012. The most pertinent fact in this action is that she,
residing in Boise, simply chose not to attend whether at 5 p.m. 5:30 p.m., or 6:55 p.rn. 17
In particular, Arnold seeks to enjoin the entirety of City's annual budget for 2013 based
solely upon th.e City's purported failure to publish and post legal notice for what Arnold refers to
as the "5:25 p.m. Hearing". It is undisputed that the City duly published hearing notices and
posted an agenda for a public hearing to take place on August 9, 2012 at 5:30 p.m. for the public
to provide comment on Ordinance 188 regarding the City of Stanley's FY2013 Budget. As
stated, Ms. Arnold received copies of the agenda and the proposed budget and provided her
written comments to the Council.

However, because the hearing began five minutes early

("5:25"), she now asserts that this Court must declare the City's annual budget void.
This is not grounds for reversal and Arnold fails to present a justiciable controversy. Put
simply, Arnold has not been denied due process. The essential nexus is absent. Arnold has
failed to demonstrate that her substantial right to procedural due process was prejudiced by virtue
a/beginning the pub1ic hearing five minutes early. She did not attend the meeting at all. Thus,
whether at 5:00 p.m., 5:03 p.m., 5:25 p.m., 5:30 p.m., or up to adjournment at 6:55 pm, Amold

15

Id. (Exhibit F)

16 Id.
17

(Exhibit C)
id atp. 3.
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was not present and therefore has waived any potential claim that she was deprived of an
opportunity to testify concerning the proposed budget by virtue of beginning the public hearing
five minutes early. Any procedural infinnity is at best di minimus especially given that the 2013
budget operates on a fiscal calendar beginning in October, 2012 and concluding in October 2013,
rendering the issue and its redressability as moot.
Similarly with regard to Ordinance 189, it is undisputed that the City duly published
hearing notices and posted an agenda for a public hearing to take place on August 9, 2012 at 5:00
p.m. for the public to provide comment on Zoning Ordinance 189. The public hearing began at
5:03 p.m. Again, Arnold did not attend the public hearing nor did she at any time appear at the
public meeting (5:03 p.m. until adjournment at 6:55 p.m.). Yet, Arnold's sole basis to overturn
Ordinance 189 is an alleged failure to publish notice and post an agenda for a "5:31 public
meeting". Having missed the public hearing entirely, Arnold would presumably have this Court
conclude that she has been deprived of her right to procedural due process by virtue of the
Council's deliberation which evidently began at 5:31 p.m. and not during the regular business
portion of the meeting agenda. Again, whether at 5:03, 5:31, 6:00, or the time of adjournment at
6:55 p.m., Arnold has failed to demonstrate how the purported procedural error has deprived
Arnold of notice and her right to present testimony.
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B.

In the absence of a distinct palpable injury, Arnold Jacks standing to seek a
permanent injunction of Ordinance 189 based upon an alleged due process
infirmity.

Arnold also alleges that Ordinance 189 substantively and adversely affects her
development rights.

The City notes that Arnold merely raises a procedural challenge not a

substantive due process / takings challenge in this action. As the Idaho Supreme Court recently
noted in Halvorson v. North Latah County Highway District, 151 Idaho 196,204, 254 P.3d 497,
505 (2011), the right to procedural due process does not require that the challenging party prevail
on an issue; merely that they have notice and opportunity to be heard. Although this issue shall
be comprehensively address in this action's companion case, the City shall briefly address the
issues raised therein.
In particular, Arnold objects to SMC 17.24.030: Minimum Lot Area and Width which
now requires that each lot must have a minimum of 48 feet of street frontage. 18 Arnold contends
that this renders her lot unbuildable because her lot has only 30 feet of frontage. This is flatly
untrue, which she has been told repeatedly. Regardless, Arnold fails to present a justiciable case
or controversy. Arnold lacks standing to substantively challenge Ordinance 189 based upon a
purported and entirely speculative injury to her development rights. Arnold has not been denied
a building pennit nor, at worst, been denied a variance and thus, as a matter of law, any such
claim is not ripe.
Pursuant to the vested rights doctrine, Arnold has been repeatedly told that such
ordinance revisions (i.e. minimum street :frontage, minimum side setbacks, minimum lot size,
18

Affidavit of Doug Plass; Exhibit G.
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etc.) do not and could not render her lot unbuildable. As the City noted in its regulatory takings
response:
You contend that because the subject property has only thirty feet of frontage,
Ordinance 189 renders the subject property wholly unbuildable in that Ordinance
189 provides that commercially zoned property must have 48 feet of street
frontage. . .. As a general maxim of zoning law, the enactment of a new zoning
ordinance which increases a minimum lot width does not render a preexisting,
valid lot in an approved subdivision unbuildable merely because the subject lot is
less than 48 feet in width. Providing the subdivision plat met the zoning
restrictions in existence at the time of approval, the right to procure a building
pennit on a lot less than 48 feet is vested; i.e. with certain limited exceftions, the
lot constitutes a valid nonconforming use entitled to a building permit. 1
In fact, Councilman Steve Botti read the following statement into the record at the August 9,
2012 hearing:

This interpretation does not add any new requirement for the configuration oflots,
and does not affect the status of any existing approved lot It is simply clarifying
the requirement that has existed since 1977. Existing developments, including all
lots from the original Stanley townsite, and all subsequent lots approved as part of
subdivisions, annexations and minor land divisions remain unaffected, even if
they fail to meet the size, setback or frontage requirements. No changes will be
required in the configuration and development of these lots because of this
clarification. 20
Arnold's claimed injury to her development rights is entirely speculative21 and not ripe. 22
To be considered "ripe", a landowner must first have requested and been denied a building

19

See Exhibit H.
See Exhibit I.
A purely speculative injury is insufficient to confer standing. "Abstract injtrry is not enough. ... [S]peculation is
insufficient to establish the existence of a present, live controversy." Los Angeles v. Lyons, 46 l U.S. 95, IO I, l 05
(1983) (no standing where i.ttjury was based on assumption that law would be violated). "It .is the reality of the
threat ... that is relevant to the standing inquiry, not the plaintiff's subjective apprehensions." Lyons, 461 U.S. atl 07
n.8 (fear that police will break the law is insufficient to confer standing absent evidence that this may actually
occur).

20
21
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pennit or variance. 23

In bringing such an action at this juncture, a petitioner fails to allow the

local governmental entity the opportunity, using its own reasonable procedures, to exercise its
discretion to address any perceived inequities or hardship of a land use ordinance. 24 Arnold
owns a lot in a duly approved subdivision. A mere change in building standards does not render
a lot unbuildable. The City has steadfastly held that Arnold's property, even at a width of thirty
feet of frontage, nonetheless constitutes a valid, vested right. 25 The lot was valid when approved
and therefore remains a valid lot. However, unless and until Arnold seeks and is denied a
building permit, any claim that a minimum required street frontage amounts to a taking or
otherwise deprives Arnold a development right is not ripe and entirely speculative. Should the
City deny such an application, then and only then is a takings claim or deprivation of substantive
due process claim ripe. Most of this analysis is completely irrelevant as, at least in this action,
Arnold merely alleges procedural violations, which, as argued to herein, is insufficient in and of
itself even if true, to overturn a law.

22 Williamson County Regional Planning Commission v. Hamilton Bank of Johnson City, 473 U.S. 172, 190 (1985;
Coeur D'Alene v. Simpson, 142 Idaho 839, 845, 136 P.3d 310, 316 (2006); Canal/Norcrest/Columbus Action
Committee v, City ofBoise, 136 Idaho 666, 670, 39 P.3d 606, 610 (2001

23
24

Id.
Id. Las Angeles v. Lyons, 461 U.S. 95, 101, 105 (1983). Suitum v. Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, 520 U.S.

725, 736, and n. l 0, 117 S.Ct. 1659, 137 L.Ed,2d 980 (1997).
The evolution of building and zoning standards and its impact on existing development is ridiculously common,
An excellent example is side setbacks. (See Validity of Zoning Regulations Requiring Open. Side or.rear yards, 94.
A.LR. 398), After World War II, subdivision standards were modified to .allow for extraordinarily narrow lots (as
little as 20 feet). Yet, most modem subdivision codes hav~ a m_inimum side setback of 7 .5 to 1.0 fe.et Does this
render a lot unbuildable'? As a matter of law, the courts have answered in the negative. The lots, when approved
were valid, and thus constitute a vested right.

25
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III.
CONCLUSION
The City requests that this Court dismiss this matter with prejudice and award the City its
reasonable costs and attorney fees and costs incurred in this matter pursuant to Idaho Code 12-117, 12120, 12-121, Idaho App. R. 11.2 and/or Idaho R. Civ. P. 11 and any other applicable provision oflaw or
rule.

***
September 3, 2013
MOORE SMITH Bu TON & TuRCKE, CHTD.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 3rd day of September, 2013, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing RESPONDENT'S BRIEF by the method indicated belovv, and addressed
to the following:

Fredric V. Shoemaker
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
OBERRECHT, P.A.
950 W Bannock St, Ste 950
Boise, ID 83702
Hon. Judge Joel Tingey
District Court
605 N Capital Ave
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

_x_ Mailed

...1L_

Facsimile
Hand-delivered
E-Mail: fshoemaker@greenerlaw.com

_x_ Mailed
Facsimile: (208) 529-1300
Hand-delivered
E-Mail
Mailed
Facsimile
Hand-delivered
E-Mail: custercountycourt@gmail.com

Hon. Judge Joel Tingey
C/0 Custer County District Court
PO Box 385
Challis, ID 83226
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STANLEY

City Council Meeting·Agenda
August 9, 2012
5:00pm
5:00 pm

PUBUC HEARING; THE STANLEY CITY COUNCIL IS REQUESTING COMMENTS ON PROPOSED
ORDINANCE #189 REGARDING ZONING CHANG.ES IN Tl-IE CITY OF STANLEY.
Open hearing:
Public comments. All indlvlduals addressing the Council shall state their name for the
record. All testimony wJII be Hmlted to .S minutes.
o Opening comments by Councfl (lfnecessary).
o Testimony in support of Proposed Ordinance #189.
o Testimony neutral to Proposed Otdlmrnce #189.
o Testimony fn opposition to Proposed Ordinance #189.
o Closlng comments by Council.
Close of hearing {adjournment): (Mayor Mumford)
•

5:15pm

PUBLIC t;IEARING: THE STANLEY CITY COUNCIL IS REQUESTING COMMENTS ON A REQUEST FOR A
VARIANCE TO SMC 17,48 TO ALLOW FOR A SIGN LARGER THAN IS PERMITTED IN THE CODE.
Open hearing:
•

Publfc comments. All individuals addressing the Council shalf state their name for the
record. All testimony will be limftedto ~ minutes.
o Opening comments by Council (If necess,,ry).
o Testimony In support of the Issuance of the Variance.
o Testimony neutral to the Issuance of the Variance.
o Testimony in opposition to the Issuance of the Variance.
o Closing comments by Council.
Close of hearing (adjournment): (Mayor Mumford)

5:30 pm

PUBLIC HcABIN(i; THE STANLEY CITY COUNCIL IS REQUESTING COMMENTS ON PROPOSED
APPROPRIATIONS ORDINANCE # 188 REGARDING TKE CITY OF STANLEY FY13 BUDGET
Open hearing: (Mayor Mumford)
•

Public comments. All individuals addressing the Council shall state the ir name for the
recqrd. All testimony will be limited to .2 minutes.
ci Opening comments by Council (If necessary).
o Testimony fn support of Proposed Ordinance #188 .
o Testimony n.e utral to Proposed Ordimmce #188.
o Testimony in opposition to Propos~d brdlnanc:;e # 188.
o Closing comments by Council.
Close of heari.ng (adjournment): (Mayor Mumford)
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6:DO pm

81:GVLAB COUNCIL Mt;ETING
Call to Order: (Mayor Mumford)
Roll Call: (City Clerk Doug Plass)

Agenda Amendments [Idaho Code 67-2343(4)(b) and (c)]:
Mayoral/CouncU comments:

Consent Agenda:
.
• Meeting Minutes - May 10th and June 14th Council Meeting
• Payment Approval Report - unpaid and prepaid bills for August
Presentations/ Citizen Participation:
The public ls Invited to present commentary at will regarding any city-related business, whether or not
that Item rs Included on the agenda. Comments are limited to five (5) minutes and may or may not be
addressed by the Council/Mayor.

council Action Item List:

Building/Sign Permits:
•
•

Stevens (#809) - Tool Shed. Council did not act on permit at July council meetlng, and will
do so now if applicant has submitted supporting documentation that was requested.
Niece Smiley Creek LLC (#810,811) - Construction of North and South Buildings.

Streets and Roads:
• Winter Streets and Roads Contractor bid packets wlll be available following the September
Council meeting.

Law Enforcement:
•

Sheriff's Report.

Community BuHdtng:
• USFS - Halstead Fire. The clerk requests permisston to rent the Stanley Community Room
for the fire operations center for $50 per day for all or part of the period from August
18t" through October 15 th • The clerk further requests the confirmation of fee waivers
for the use of the Community room for Halstead Fire Public Meettngs on August 3rd
and 7th •
• Salmon Festival - Request of reduced fee of $50 for Community Room Rental for August
25 th • The festival does not need the room, but would like to be able to use all of the
tables and chafrs.
Ad Hoe Committee Chairs:

Groomer Committee;

Gem c2mm1ttee;
i&QAi. (Mayor Mumford)

Chamber of Commerce:

Report on current actfvltles, advertising, events, etc.

This agenda Ts subject to revision, and additions,
*'Any person needing special assistance to participate In the above noticed meeting should contact
the Stanley City Office prior to the mee~ll)g at 208-774-2286.
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Unfinished Business:
• Stanley Sawtooth Chamber of Commerce (Charlie Thompson) - Specifics of road closures
requested for Labor Day Weekend Event
• Park Planning - Revlew of planning map constructed by clerk after July 24m work session
and scheduling of Town Hall Meeting.
• Building Permit Form - Conslderatlon of Bulldfng Permit Form developed at previous work
sessions.
New Business;
• Discussion/Vote on Proposed Ordinance #189
• Discussion/Vote on Appropriations Ordinance #188
• Discussion/Vote on River 1 request for Variance
City Clerk Report: (City Clerk Doug Plass)
• Report on current activities
Option Tax Report: (Treasurer Doug Plass)
• Option Tax Comparison sheets.
Trea$ury Report: (Treasurer Doug Plass)
• Check Register
• Accounts Receivable Report
• Local Government Investment Pool
• Monthly Financials - Budget to Actual Comparison
Executive Session: As needed

Adjournment:

This agenda Is subJect: to revisions and additions.
*Any person needing special assistance to participate In the above noticed meeting should contact
the Stanley Clty Office prior to the meeting at 208-774·2286,
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City of Stanley
Public Hearing/Council Meeting Minutes
August 9, 2012
XN ATTENDANCE FOR THE CITY;
Council President Steve Botti (by telephone), Councllmember Lem Sentz,
Councllmember Lauri! Gadwa, Councilmember Melinda Hadzor, and City Clerk Doug
Plass.

QIHER ATTISNDEES: Jane McCoy, CJ Sherlock, Gary O'Malley,

Keith Reese

f!UBLIC HEARING <Proposed Ordinance #189}
Councilmember Gadwa called the public hearing to order at 5:03 pm.
Council comments:
The clerk reads a prepared statement from. council President Botti that Is Included
with the minutes.
Public Testimony:
In Favor of adopting Ordinance #189:
The clerk reads an email from Brent Estep that is included with the minutes.
Keith Rees.e: He would like to register his support of allowing offices in the
Commercial Zone. In addition, he supports the use of rustic metal siding as he feels
that It Is attractive, fire resistant, and will last longer than wood.
Against the adoption of Ordinance #189:
The clerk reads two emails from Rebecca Arnold that are Included with the minutes:
Jane McCoy: She would like to see the issue of fence height addressed. She feers
that the 4' fence . he!ght allowed in 17.47,010(6) Is Inadequate. She would also like to
see minimum lot sizes addressed In the Commercial Zone to allow residences In
commereial bu!ldrngs without having minimum Jot sizes associated with them.

CJ Sherlock: She is concerned about the use of rusted metal, and feels that It would
not be attractive to have a lot of It in Stanley. She is also concerned about the
possible impact of requiring street frontage on lots In the Commercial Zone.
councilmember Gadwa dosed the public hearing at 5: ts pm.

PUBLIC HEARINGCRJyer 1 slqn yarianqe)
Councllmember Gadwa opened the public hearing at 5:20 pm to receive comments
on the application by River 1 to vary SMC 17.48 to allow for a sign larger than Is
permitted In the code.
Public Testimony:

rn favor of the Variance:
Page 1 of6
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The clerk reads emails from Frank Julliano, Barbara Gudgel, Sandra Beckwith, Emily
Engelhardt, and Scott and Dee Williams that are Included with the minutes.
There Is no testimony submitted against the granting of the Variance.
The Public Hearing Is closed at 5:25 pm.

euBLU; HEARING CProoosed Aporoprjation1 Ordinance #1881
Councifmember Gadwa opened the public hearing at 5 :25 pm to consider the
adoption of the Appropriations Ordinance and the FY13 budget.
Public Testimony:
There Is no public comment In favor of the Appropriations Ordinance.
Neutral comments:
Keith Reese: He would like to see the snowplowing ln the city improved. He sees that
the budget for thts year Is the same as last year. He would like to see a designated
snow removal site. He also would like the council to tonslder ,as it is allocating
option tax revenue, the posslblflty of supporting a public/private restroom facility on
the Niece Sm lley Creek property development. The restroom would need to be
maintained and option tax money could support that.
There Is no public comment against the Appropriations Ordtnance.

Toe public hearing Is closed at 5:29 pm.

CALL TO ORPER/ROLL CALL:
The regular council meeting is called to order c1t 5:31 pm. Mayor Mumford has joined
the proceedings. The entire Council ls present With Councll President Botti joining by
telephone.

AGENDA AMENDMENTS: None.
MAYOB,AL COMMENTS: The mayor ·sees that there are a couple of upcoming events
ln Stanley, and would llke to remind organizers to keep the city in the loop,
especially events that may be return ing. Even though discussions were held with the
city tn years past inform ing the city should not be forgotten every year.

CONSENT AGENDA: May 10 th and June 14th meeting minutes as welf as the
Paymeht Approval Report for August. Coundlmember Gadwa moves to approve the
Consent Agenda . Council member Hadzor seconds. All approved, Motion passes.

PRESENTATION /CITIZEN PARTICIPAIJOl'!f;
The Clerk reads two -emails from Rebecca. Arnold that Is Included with the minutes.
Ellen Libertine: She asks if the council wHI be votin·g on the zoning changes In t hat
meeting and Is told by the Mayor that the Council WIii be considering it. She points
out that at the first work session regard ing zoning, Ann Legg suggested that the
council not use a case by case .basis for zoning because litigation often results in

Pagel of6
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those cases. She would like to know why there Is a case by case basis in this in the
Commercial A minimum lot wldths.
Council President Botti points out that the section that Ellen Is referring to ls In the
existing code, and is not a proposed change. The changes suggested are only those
where there was broad consensus reached. It seems that that section should be
considered for further changes.

IJJibPING PERMITS:
Bulldlng Permit #809 - Jack Stevens communicated with the clerk before the
meeting and said that he ls not ready to address the permit for the shed at this time.
Building Permit #810 - Niece Smiley Creek LLC. Council member Gadwa motions to
approve permit #810, Councllmember Hadzor seconds. Council President Botti says
that with the caveat about metal siding In the permit application, the council can
approve the permit, but no metal siding can be used without the adoption of
Ordinance #189. All approved. Motion passes.
Building Permit #811 - Niece Smiley Creek LLC. Councilmember Gadwa motions to
approve permit #811. Councilmember Sentz seconds. All approved. Motion passes.

iTBEETS AND ROADS:

The winter streets and roads bld packets will be a available after the September
Council meeting. The Mayor reports that he received a report from Dave Walls
regarding the stop sign on Wall Street and Ace of Diamonds. It seems that the officer
was issuing tickets and warnings both before and after the issue was brought up.
Councllmember Hadzor is happy to see the ditch back to how It was

L,AW ENFORCEMENT:
No Sheriff's report was received.

QlMMUNIIY BUILPJNG:
The clerk has been approached regarding the possibility of using the community
room for fire operations after August 18th when the School must be made available
for instruction, and would ask the council for the authority to rent the room for $50
per day to the fire team if It is requested. Counc!lmember Gadwa motions to grant
the clerk that authorfty. Councllmember Hadzor seconds. All approved. Motion
passes.
The Salmon Festival has requested the rental of the community room on the 25 th of
August at a reduced fee of $50. They would llke to use at! of the tables and chairs for
the festival at the museum. Councilmember Hadzor moves to approve the room
rental. Councilmember Sentz seconds. All approved. Motion passes.

AD HOC COMMITTEES:
•

CEDA: (Mayor Mumford) No report.
Committee: No report.
Chamber of Commerce: (Ellen Libertine) Current activities of the Chamber of
Commerce Include finding lodging for visitors and promoting summer
activities. The fall board meeting will be focusing on advertising.

• ~em
•

!JNfINISHf;Q BIJ~Ifif;SS:
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Stanley Sawtooth Chamber of Commerce: The Council would like the specifics of
road closures for the Labor Day weekend event. Charlle Thompson has submitted a
proposal. They are not proposing the close any streets, but would like to statron
volunteers at the appropriate places to control traffic while the bike race is
happening. The mayor suggests that the volunteers get some bright vests for the
volunteers. The council has no further comments.
Park Planning: A planning map has been put together by the clerk after incorporating
all the Input from the Gem Committee, the Council and the public. A town hall
meeting Is scheduled for Tuesday, September 4 th at 6:00 pm.
Building Permit Form: Council President Botti asks ff the permit that Is proposed
needs to be reviewed further. Councilmember Hadzor suggests that the community
review changes to the bulldlng permit form. Councllmember Gadwa feels that
external agency review ls needed as the current code requires proof of approval by
the appropriate fire department and pubflc health department. She notes that the
form that is being considered includes that clause 'if applicable' when considering
external agency approval. Mayor Mumford notes that we are just talking about an
administrative form, and the idea of changing lt ls to eliminate problems rather than
create new ones. Councilmember Gadwa says that this form Is an attempt to make
coordination with builders easier and clearer. Mayor Mumford suggests that some
clarlficatlon that the city is trying to gather information that might not necessarily be
required by the code be Included. Counci!member Gadwa brings up the example of
alertlng builders that radon could be an issue bullding In Stanrey, but our code is
silent on It. Councllmember Hadzor motions to table discussion on the form for now.
Councllmember Gadwa seconds. All approved, Motion passes.

CJU1§N PARTICPATIQN (REVISITED)
The Mayor notes that the meeting started early and some people have arrived and
would lfke to submit citizen comments.
Ron Gillette: He would llke to echo some of the comments of Brent Estep. Rebecca
Arnold's property borders his and he Is concerned about the large dirt piles on the
property. He would like to know what is going to happen regarding the petition that
the city received regarding those pifes. Mayor Mumford reports that a formal
communication was sent from the city askfng for the property owners plans
regarding the pries in question. No response has been received.
Randy Johnson (liaison officer with NIMO team): He would like to provide an update
on current fire activity. At 3:00 this a~ernoon, another fire was detected right on
highway 21 near Banner Summit. Resources were pulled off the Halstead fire to
support it. Three helicopters and one retardant plane were dispatched to the fire.
The Bull Trout Campground was evacuated and Highway 21 is closed from Elk Creek
to Grandjean. The new fire is named the Bench Fire. There was also another new fire
detected at Indian Springs. There is not a lot of detail on that one. The road will
reopen as soon as Is poss!ble, but the closure wlll be In effect for at least 24 hours.

NEW BUSINESS:
Proposed Ordinance #189:
Mayor Mumford asks that the Council update him on the pub!ic heartng as he was
absent .and Indicate how the council would !Ike to proceed. Council President Botti
says that a number of issues have been addressed and that'the Council needs to be
careful about doing things on a case by case basis. He also Feels that parking and
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snow removal will need to be addressed. Mayor Mumford asks If Rebecca Arnold has
been put In contact wlth City Attorney Paul Fitzer regarding effects on her property.
The clerk says that he has not relayed that to her but would do so now that her
comments have been received. Councll President Botti ts convinced that the
clarification regarding lot widths will not affect building on lots that have already
been approved. Councllmember Hadzor asks if Rebecca Arnold's lots would be
buildab!e. Councll President Botti says that yes they would be, as street frontage was
addressed when the subdivision was approved, Councilmember Gadwa motions to
waive the three readings and read Ordinance # 189 by titl.e only and to approve
Ordinance #189. Councllmember Hadzor seconds. AH approved reading by title only.
A roll cal! vote is held on the approval of the ordinance. All council members approve
the ordinance. Motion passes.
Proposed Ordinance #188
Councllmember Gadwa motions to read Proposed Ordinance #188 by title only.
Councllmember Hadzor seconds. All approved. The Proposed Ordinance Is read by
title only. Councllmember Gadwa motions to approve the Ordinance. Councilmember
Hadzor seconds. A roll call vote ls held. All approved. Motion passes.
River 1 Variance
Councllmember Gadwa moves to approve River l's request for a variance to allow a
sign larger than ls permitted by the code, noting that the approval letter should
specify that the old sign will be removed, and any new sign wm have to be approved
before construction. Councllmember Hadzor seconds. All approved. Motion passes.
Counci!member Gadwa comments that we allow temporary signs and sandwich
boards for sales, but people need to be reminded that those signs must be
temporary.
Keith Reese - Would like to work with the City Engineer to work on the burial of a
cistern for flre protection wlthin the city street, and would like to blessing of the
Council to move forward on preliminary plans, He would also like the clerk to request
deteriorated granite from the Bllnd Summit pit for supporting parking !n the right of
way on Critchfield.

CtlIY Clf;RK REPORT: (City Clerk/Treasurer Doug Plass)
The Clerk ls working with Council member Gadwa to assign Cemetery plots and
organize what Is currently there lncludlng making a form which captures all the
relevant information, issuing certiffcates and sending letters to those on the waiting
11st.
The Sawtooth Music Festival has asked of the Work Session on Large Events to be
rescheduled so that Music Festival organizers can attend. The council expresses that
they would prefer to go ahead as the Issues are larger than only the Sawtooth Music
Festival,
The Clerk Is working with the USFS to get an agreement and staff for performing a
Stanley to Redfish Trail Survey to be performed In the week of 8/20.
The Clerk is requesting permission to attend the yearly ICCTFOA Institute on
September 19th -21 st in Coeur d'Alene. The travel and trafning budget have only $308
remaining, and the estimated cost is $956. We have applied for a scholarship, but do
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not expect to receive one. The adm inistration budget as a whole would support th is

extra expense.
TREASURER /OPTION TAX REPORT; (City Clerk/Treasurer Doug Plass)
June Option Tax receipts are about 25% stronger than last year, and it is expected
that JUiy will be strong as well. However, August is likely to be weak, suggesting that
we will llkely finish the year with about $135,000 In receipts. The compllance from
the Mountain Mama's craft fair vendor look good so far as well.

ADJOURNMENT;
The City Council meeting is adjourned at 6:55 pm.
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Stanley Ci~ Clerk
From:
Sent;
To:

Cc:

Subject:

rebamold@aol.com
Thursday, August 09~ 2012 11 :28 AM
rebarnold@aotcom; cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net
mhadzor1@yahoo.com; dannerslogcabins@yahoo.com; mccoys@ruralnetwork.net; info@meadowcreek.inn.com;
mtnvill@ruralnetwork.net: mvlodge@ruralnetwork.net; info@sawtoothproperties.com; papabrunees@gmail.com; jeff@redfishlake.com;
redwoodcabins@cox.net; pwright@riversidemotel.biz; chr1stythompson@mail.com; mark@riverwe.:u-.com;
stanleyvacationrentals@gmail.com; contact@salmonriverciinic.org; info@sawtoothhoter.com; ggadwa@hughes.net;
sawprop@ruralnetwork.net; keith@sawtoothvalleybuilders.com; sawtoothvista@gmail.com; sariomalley@mac.com;
smileycreek@ruralnetwork.net; stanley.id.library@gmafl.com; info-request@highcountryinn.biz; reaJtors@ruralnetwork.net;
gary@sawtoothsociety.org; tim@sawtoothhotel.com; lindajogillett@gmail.com; vaJleycreek@stanleyidaho.com;
hmumford@ruralnetwork.net; wi!fiams@ruralnetwork.net; steve@hosac.net; ken@hosac.net; joxdoc@gmail.com;
cjshertock@launchdesignvlz.com; camille.sherfock@gmail.com; tpeterson@whaleylevay.com
Re; Fwd: Re: Testimony for Proposed Ordinance 189 and revised building permit application set for Hearing by Stanley City Council on
August 9, 2012

One additional comment regarding the proposed Ordinance 189: It appears that "officesfl ls being added as a new permitted use in the commercial zone. As
office use is a parking-intensive use (i.e. uses more parking for employees and patrons for longer periods than other uses such as retail which are short term "in
and out" parking use), the Ordinance should specify the parking oo-slte that the owner is required to provide in order to avoid overburdening the limited parking
available on the street. In most jurisdictions, office uses require high on-site parking to be provlde<t.
Sincerely,Rebecca Amold{208) 841-2530

----Original Message----From: rebamold <rebamo1d@ao1.com>
To: cityclerk <cityc1erk@rur:alnetwork.net>
Cc: mhadzorl <mbadzorl@yahoo.com>; dannerslogcabins <dannerslogcabins@yahoo~com>; mccoys <mccoys@ngalnetwork.net>; info
<:info@meadowcreekinn.com>; mtnvill <mtnvill@ruralnetwork.net>; mvlodge <mvlodge@:rµralnetwork.net>; info
<info@sawtoothnroperties.com>; papabrunees <papabrunees@gm.ail.com>; jeff <jeff@redfishlake.com>; redwoodcabins
<redwoodcabins@cox.net>; pwright <pwright@riversidemotel.biz>; christyth.ompson <christythompson@mail.com>; mark
<mark@riverwear.com>; stauleyvacationrentals <stanleyyacationrentals@gmail.com>; contact <contact@salmonriverclinic.org>; info ·
<info@sawtoothbotel.com>; ggadwa <ggadwa@hughes.net>; sawprop <sawprop@ruralnetwork.net>; keith <k:eith@sawtoothvalleybuilders.com>;
sawtoothvista <sawtoothyi§ta@gmaiLcorn>; sarlomalley <sarlomalley@mac.com>; smileycreek <smileycyeek@ruralngwork.net>; stanley.id.library
<stanle:y.id.libnu:y@gmail.com>; info-request <info-reQYest@hi~countryirin.biz>; realtors <realtors@rura1network.p.et>; gary

<gary@sawtoothsociety.org>; tim <tirn@sawtoothhotel.com>; lindajogillett <lindiijogillett@gmail.com>; valleycreek:
<valleycteek@stanleyidaho.com>; hmumford <hmumford@ruralnetwork.net>; williams <williams@rq:raj:n;etwork.net>; steve <steve@hosac.net>;
ken <ken@hosac.net>; jox.doc <joxdoc@gmail.cgm>; cjsherlock <srlsherlock@lallllchdesignviz.com>; canrille.sherlock
<camille:.sherlock@gmajl.com>; tpeterson <tpeterson@whaleylevay.com>
Sent: Wed, Aug 8, 2012 5:23 pm

"

1

Subject: Fwd: Re: Te1>'timony for Proposed Ordinance 189 and revised building permit application set for Hearing by Stanley City Council on August
9, 2012
Please provide copies of the following to the Mayor and Council Members and Please read the same into the official Record for the Public Hearing
on the Proposed Ordinance 189 and the proposed revised bulding permit application to be held by the city of Stanley on August 9, 2012.
Mayor and Council Members:
With regard to the proposed Ordinance 189 amending Tit!e 17 of the Stanley Municipal Code, I request that the following concerns and comments be properly
addressed by the City and that certain provisions be deleted as noted below.
Please remove all references in the proposed ordinance to "street or highway frontage" as there is no benefit to having this language included and it !ikely will
result in litigation if included in the ordinance. I have 4 lots that meet the minimum width in the current code but have zero street frontage and two lots that meet
the minimum width requirement but only have 30 feet of street frontage (see attached}. One of the Sawtooth Hotel lots also would not meet the requirement if the
new ordinance specifies 48 feet of street frontage as shown on the attached, the middle lot of the "reconfigured" Sawtooth Hotel lots has 15 feet of frontage via the
alley public right of way. Other lots in the City may be negatively Impacted as well. The concern, of course, is fire access and this concern has been
adequately handled by requiring 20 ft wide access easements to each lot {except the Arnold lots where the City required 22 ft access easements). Since at least
2 of the Arnold lots would be negatively impacted - unbuikJab!e - if the City includes the proposed street frontage requirement, we will have no choice other than if
the City adopts the proposed Ordinance as written. We would prefer not to be forced into that situation.
As to allowing metal siding and fences, please do not change the ordinances to altow that!! We do not want the city of Stanley to become the City of Ugly Rusted
BuUdings and fences.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony and yoor consideration of the above items. I will be available by phone -208-841-2530 - to participate in the
public .hearing and answer any questions you may have.

Sincerely,
Rebecca Arnold
(208) 841-2530
and Thomas Arnold

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
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The proposed changes and clarifications to zoning code for the Commercial, Commercial A and limited
Commercfal districts are the result of issues raised by the public, and discussed in various town hall
meetings and council worksessions. These changes are intended to liberalize the code by specifying a
broader range of permitted commercial uses, by allowing other commercial uses by conditional use
permit rather than requiring a variance to be granted, and by alrowing certain types of metal to meet
the rustle appearance requirement for buildings and fences. Additional wording Is intended to elimfnate
confusion about how to interpret lot dimension requirements by explicit stating the standard·lega1
interpretation of the code.
This interpretation does not add any new requirement for the configuration of lots, and does not affect
the status of any existing approved lot. It is simply clarifying the requirement that has existed since
1977. Existing developments, including all lots from the original Stanley townsfte, and all subsequent
lots approved as part of subdivisions, annexations and minor land divisions remain unaffected, even if
they fail to meet the size, setback or frontage requirements. No changes will be required in the
configuration and development of these lots because of this clarification.
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,,stanlel Ci!): Clerk
From:
Sent:
To:

Brent Estep [be3girls@gmail.com}
Wednesday, August 08, 201210:51 PM
cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net

Subject:

Fwd: Proposed Zoning Ordinance

Brent Estep
Mackay Wilderness River Trips

Cell: 208-720-3311
Office: 208-344-1881
estep@mackayriver.com
www.mackayriver.com
Begin forwarded message:
00

From! Ellen Libertine <ellen libertine@tajkowski.com>
Date: August 7, 2012 7:47:45 AM MDT
To: Brent Estep <be3girls@gmail.com>
Subject: R~: Proposed Zoning Ordinance

,-f
,-f

Brent~
For your comments to be reru! at the meeting, you must forward this e-mail to Doug at the City office. His e-mail address is
cityclerk@ngalnetwork.net.
Thanks,

Ellen
On Mon, Aug 6, 2012 at 9: 19 AM, Brent Estep <be3girls@grnail.com> wrote:

Hi Everyone:
Aftei: reviewing the proposed zoning ordinance changes I w<>uld like. to submit ·a brief comment regarding the lot width, street frontage
issue. This change is long over due. and I suspect the original intent was for the 48 foot width to be street frontage width. It makes no
sense·to approve building lots without any street frontage. Thete are major fire protection and other unreasonable access problems
associated with building lots without any street frontag~.
1

I am strongly in favor of amending the current zoning ordinance to reflect the 48 foot lot width be amended to clearly define the 48
foot minimum width to be 48 feet of street frontage.
In the long term this change will create a much more appealing Stanley. Without tlris change, Stanley will become a hodgepodge of
buildings scattered on a bunch of small, marginally buildable lots. Without a street frontage requirement, you will see lots being
approved in (bug infes1ed) wetlands and other sensitive areas where there should be no building lots.
I have noticed an amazing amount of dirt being used just west of the Sawtooth Hotel to fill in what used to be a wetland. Building lots
are being created in an area that should be protected from this kind massive fill. The concrete retaining walls make it look like in
interstate exit Certainly not in keeping with the spirit and intent of the current zoning ordinances. This type of development is
completely inconsistent with the way Stanley should be developed. Approving this amendment would keep this type of development
from spreading and damaging the long term appeal of our community.
I would appreciate it if you could make my comments a part of the record ( and maybe even read them out loud) at the meeting
tomorrow night.
For those of you who don•t know me, I own Mackay Wilderness River Trips and have been on highway 75 just south of the 21 / 75
intersection for the last 25 years. When not on the river rm at the warehouse, so stop by if you want to chat about this.
Thanks for ta.king my comments,
Brent Estep
Mackay Wilderness River Trips
Cell: 208-720-3311
Office: 208-344-1881
estep@mackayriver.com
www.mackayriver.com
On Aug 2, 2012, at 3 :29 PM, Ellen Libertine <ellen libertine@tajkowski.com> wrote:

> Hi All,
>

> Rebecca Arnold has asked that I send you the attached proposed changes to the Zoning Ordinance and the following comments ..
>
> Would you please distribute to the Chamber members the proposed language changes to Stanley City Ordinances that will be the
subject of a public hearing next Thursday? Two items in particular may be of interest to chamber members - one is a proposal to
allow metal to be used for buildings and fences so long as it rusts (some may find it objectionable that the city of Stanley could tum
2

into a town of rusted metal buildings and fences) and a new requirement that parcels have a minim.um of 48 feet of street frontage per
dwelling (the code currently only requires that parcels be 48 feet wide and this change will render some lots unbuildable and likely
result in litigation).
>
> I have 5 lots that meet the nrin:imum width but have zero street frontage and one lot that meets the width but only has 30 feet of
street frontage. One of the Sawtooth Hotel lots also would not meet the requirement if the new ordinance specifies 48 feet of street
frontage. The concell4 of course, is fire access and this has been handled by requiring 20 ft wide access easements to each lot
(except mine where the City required 22 ft access easements). Since 6 of my lots would be negatively impacted, I would have no
choice other than litigation if the city did change the ordinance to 48 feet of street frontage. I would prefer not to be forced into that
situation.
>
>

>
>
> <Proposed_zoning_changes_072412.docx>
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Stanley City Clerk
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Frank Juliano [twowoodchucks@hotmail.com]
Wednesday, August 08, 2012 2:02 PM
herb mumford; winterfest Herb; laurie gadwa; steve botti; winterfest James
Matt and Stephanie Strand
River One sign

folks ••••

Please approve the new River One sign ....
It is a vast improvement over the old existing one.....

River One contributes considerably to the Option Tax fund and causes no problems for our City.•.• visitors love this place and are extremely
supportive of it.
As one drives around Stanley there

are numerous examples of EGREGIOUS EYESORES which impact our tourist based economy•••••
Consider the ever-Ina-easing dirt piles, unfinished strucnwes, piles of junk on pordles and a host of other unfriendly sights which our visitors

see••••

And then consider, if you will, the combative, uncooperative attitudes which create and foster these public problems.....
I think it is, without question, time to reward the good guys here in Stanley..... (I'll give you my suggestions for what to do with the anti-social
deviants later....)

We need to address these problems while we encourage and promote those businesses which are poSitive and conbibutory to our image and
economy.
Please approve the River One sign••• it's nice and so are they •
Thank You,

Frank Juiliano
The Riverside Motel
Sawtooth R.entats

Retired Polltk:hm
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Stanley Ci!)' Clerk
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Barbara Gudgel [barbarajm 1@hotmall.com]

Thursday, August 09, 2012 3:11 PM
cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net
River 1 Sign

Atten:>Mr. Doug Plass
Mr. Plass I was in the post office today and noticed that one of the agenda items for tonight's meeting was the signage in
front of the River 1 retail store. I hope the city council approves the new sign, it is a huge improvement over the old
one, the old one is actually an eyesore to the beautiful city of Stanley.

Thank You,
Barbara Gudgel
122 Shupe Road
Casino Creek> Stanley. ID

N
N

.-1

Barbara l Gudgel
Sent from my iPad
850 381 0464 cell
barbarajm1@hotmail.com=
No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 2012.0,2197 / Virus Database: 2437/5189 - Release Date: 08/09/12
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Stanley City Clerk
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Sandra Beckwith fsfbeckster@gmail.com}
Thursday, August 09, 2012 4:48 PM
cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net
Variance for River One Sign

Dear Mr. Plass,
I understand the city council bas allotted time during this evening's meeting to discuss a variance for the sign for the business River One. I can
envision no harm that would come to Stanley with the approval of the variance, and would encourage you to approve it. My experience with Matt
Strand and family, the proprietors of River One, both as a manager of an-area business and a "local consumer" has been that they are conscientious
business owners and a valuable asset to the Stanley business community.
Thank you for this opportunity for consideration.

Sincerely,
Sandra Beckwith
P.O.Box377
Stanley, ID 83278
208. 774-2674

No virus found in this message.
Checked by A VG -www.avg.com
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Stanley City Clerk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Emily Engelhardt [HR@redfishlake.com]
Thursday, August 09, 201212:47 PM
cityclerk@ruratnetwork.net
Public Opinion

Hi Doug,
l was just made aware that the new sign for River 1 was under public review.

I think the sign looks great and is an improvement from the previous sign.

Thank you,
Emily

Emily Engelhardt
Human Resources

Redf ish Lake Lodge
(208)774-3536

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
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Stanley Cl!;Y Clerk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

williams@ruralnetwork.net
Monday, August 06, 2012 11 :55 AM
cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net
Variance for River 1 comments

From Scott and Dee Williams owners of property at 605 Edna McGown Ave. in Stanley.

Regarding the request of a variance to allow the sign at River 1 across the highway from our business, we are very much for
the variance to let them keep their sign up. The sign is an attractive sign and should be allowed to stay. Thank you for
your consideration and helping business in Stanley.
Scott and Dee Williams, Williams Motor Sports

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg,com
Version: 2012.0.2197 / Virus Database; 2437/5181 - Release Date: 08/06/12

Stanley City Clerk
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

rebamold@aol.com
Thursday, August 09, 2012 4:35 PM
rebamold@aol.com; citycierk@ruralnetwork.net
mhadzor1@yahoo.com; dannerslogcabins@yahoo.com: mccoys@ruralnetwork.net info@meadowcreekinn.com;
mtnvill@ruralnetwork.net; mvlodge@ruralnetwork.net; info@sawtoothproperties.com; papabrunees@gmail.com; jeff@redtishlake.com;
redwoodcabins@cox.net; pwright@rlversidemotel.biz; chrlstythompson@maiJ.com; mark@riverwear.com;
stanleyvacationrentals@gmail.com; contact@salmonriverclinic.org; info@sawtoothhoteJ.com; ggadwa@hughes.net;
sawprop@ruralnetwork.net, keith@sawtoothvalleybullders.com; sawtoothvista@gmail.com; sariomalley@mac.com;
smileycreek@ruralnetwork..net; stanley.id.library@gmail.com; info-request@highcountryinn.biz; realtors@ruralnetwork.net
gary@sawtoothsociety.org; tim@sawtoothhotel.com; lindajogillett@gmail.com; valleycreek@stanleyidaho.com;
hmumford@ruralnetwork.net; williams@ruralnetwork:net; steve@hosac.net; ken@hosac.net; joxdoc@gmail.com;
cjsherlock@launchdesignviz.com; camille.sherlock@gmail.com; tpeterson@whaleylevay.com
Re: Building Permit 811 set for Hearing by Stanley City Council on August 9, 2012

Office is not a permitted use in the Commercial wne so this permrt cannot be approved without a variance, which requires a separate process. Office
is a parking intensive use so the Council needs to address parking concerns and how much on-site parking should be required.
Sincerely,Rebecca Amold(208) 841-2530

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG- www.ayg.com
Version: 2012.0.2197 I Virus Database: 2437/5189 - Release Date: 08/09/12
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Stanley C!ty Clerk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject

rebarnold@aol.com
Thursday, August 09, 2012 4:11 PM
rebamold@aol.com; cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net
mhadzor1@yahoo.com; dannerslogcablns@yahoo.com; mccoys@ruralnetwork.net: info@meadowcreekinn.com;
mtnvHl@ruraJnetwork.net; mvlodge@ruralnetwork.net; info@sawtoothproperties.com; papabrunees@gmail.com; jeff@redfishlake.com;
redwoodcablns@cox.net pwright@rlversidemotel.biz; chrrstythompson@mail.com; mark@riverwear.com;
stanleyvacationrentals@gmail.com; contact@salmonriverciinic.org; info@sawtoothhotel.com; ggadwa@hughes.net;
sawprop@ruralnetwork.net; keith@sawtoothvalleybuilders.com; sawtoothvista@gmail.com; sarlomalley@mac.com;
smi!eycreek@ruralnetwork.net; stanfey.id.library@gmaiLcom; info·request@highcountryinn.biz; realtors@ruralnetwork.net;
gary@sawtoothsociety.org; tim@sawtoothhotel.com; lindajogillett@gmaif.com; valteycreek@stanleyidaho.com;
. hmumford@ruralnetwork.net; williams@ruralnetwork.net; steve@hosac.net; ken@hosac.net; joxdoc@gmail.com;
cjsherlock@launchdesignviz.com; camille.sherlock@gmail.com; tpeterson@whaleylevay.com
Re:Testimony for Proposed revised building permit appllcation form set for Hearing by Stanley City Council on August 9, 2012

Doug, my earlier email included the building permit application form in the subject line but did not address that item. Please provide a copy ofthis
email to the Mayor and Council prior to the council meeting. When the Council gets to that item on the agenda (under Unfinished Business on page
3), please read the following into the record prior to the Council's discussion of the new proposed building permit application fonn.
Mayor/Council: Please delay any further discussion on the proposed new building permit application form until the form can be distributed to property owners for
their review and input I setiously doubt that more than a handful of the many property owners in stanley have seen this new proposal, and it is not listed on the
agenda as "to be voted on" at tonighfs meeting. This new form of permit is quite onerous and appears to be nothing more than an attempt to make bulding in
Stanley much more difficult and expensive~ if not impossibfe. The current building permit application works just fine and has for many, many years: If it ain't
broke, don't fix it and risk expensive litigation.

As to the proposed building permit application form and the proposed new instructions that go with it I have not had adequate time to review the proposed form
but I offer the following preliminary comments:
The proposed form and instructions are in conflict with the Stanley Municipaf code (SMC) and contain more restrictive requirements than what is contained in the
SMC. The Council cannot impose requirements that are not in the SMC. Just some preliminary examples: Nothing in the SMC requires that an applicant
provide "parking area adequate for anticipated customer base" for commercial uses like retail, etc. SMC does not require scaled drawings with specifications
Nothing in SMC requires location of, or screening for trash receptacles. Nothing in SMC requires ITD approvals.
Nothing in the SMC requires Salmon River Electric approval or even that a building hook up to SREC facilities, nor is there any requirement in the SMC even for
notice to the SREC. Solar has been, and can be, used for power needs so technically an owner may opt not to use $REC at al!.

Per the SMC, building permits are issued for 1 year. The council cannot change that by adopting an application form and process that provides for less than I year
or to revoke a permit once issued or deny renewal (especially not using arbitrary undefined standards).
Item 2 9 in the instructions must be deleted. SMC 16.44 addresses only Subdivisions, not bui!dlng permits. Areas of special concern are addressed through the
subdivision process and once the subdivision is approved, the City cannot use the buildlng permit process as a back door way to change what was approved with

the subdivision.

l

Nothing in the SMC requires proof of membership in the Stanley Sewer Association (SSA) prior to issuance of a building permit so it appears that the City is
looking for a way to delay issuing permits. Some buildings (those With out plumbing) would not require hook up to the SSA. Permits for grading, filf, installation of
utilities, and other activities that do not involve a structure With plumbing certainly would not require approval from. or membership in, the SSA

Nothing in the SMC requires fire department approval of setbacks and building construction materials. ln my discussions with Sawtooth board members some
time ago, they do NOT want to undertake such approvals and potential liability that goes along with il Has the City conferred with the Sawtooth Valley Fire District
Board Members regarding this proposed form? Talking to the Fire Chief about it would not be sufficient as the tire chief does not have the authority to bind the
Board to such potential liability. Is the reference to Design Criteria meeting international building codes also a method to delay permits or is the City positioning
itself to start hiring people that we cannot afford to be code inspectors?
Full construction drawings, plans and specification have never been required for building permits and, frankly, most people have only had elevation drawings
prepared and minimal construction drawings. The City of Stanley has historically only reviewed bulding plans to verify compliance with building height, building
setbacks, exterior material requirements and colors. Is the City now attempting to broaden its review beyond what is required/allowed under SMC?
If the City
plans to try to use outside, out of state engineers to do an extensive review of plans, such action will make it prohibitively expensive for anyone to obtain a bufding
permit in Stanley and likely will lead to litigation. Do you really want to go there?
It appears that whoever drafted the form and instructions is trying to include so many requirements that the City can just deem an application "incomplete" and not
even consider it That is just ridiculous for a town of the size and resources of Stanley. Certainly any attempt by the city to include requirements that are beyond
the SMC requirements tor an application to be "complete" is arbitrary and capricious and not in accordance with the SMC.

00

Thank you tor the opportunity to provide comment on the above items. I wilt be available by phone -208-841-2530 - to participate in the public hearing and
answer any questions you may have.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Arnold
(208) 841-2530
and Thomas Arnold

No virus found :in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.ayg.com
Version: 2012.0.2197 / Virus Database: 2437/5189 - Release Date: 08/09/12
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AUGUST COUNCIL MEETING - ORDINANCE #189
DESCRIPTION: DIAJ'...OGUE WITH MAYOR HERB MUMFORD, COUNCIL
MEMBER LAURII GADWA, COUNCIL PRESIDENT STEVE BOTTI, CITY
CLERK/TREASURER DOUG PLASS, COUNCIL MEMBER MELINDA HADZOR,
AND COUNCIL MEMBER LEM SENTZ
FILE#: 8-9-2012 PUBLIC HEARING - COUNCIL MEETING 1
DECEMBER 3, 2012
TRANSCRIBED BY DAILY TRANSCRIPTION

HERB MUMFORD: Okay, back to the discussion vote on Boat
ordinance #189.
That's the zoning changes, the initiative
to get some of these things through because of current
development that could use some of that clarification.
I
wasn't here for the publ i c hearing portion.
Maybe the
Council can let me know how that went and also what you
would like to do on this issue.
LAURII GADWA: Well basically we had one person in favor of
it, one neutral. Rebecca was opposed.
STEVE BOTTI: Hey, Herb, are we discussing #189 now?
You' re cutting in and out a lot, so I can't quite ...
HERB MUMFORD: Oh, yeah.
Yeah, we are, Steve, just open
f l oor here saying that we're on the new business now. And
the question is the discussion on the proposed ordinance
#189, which of course is the proposed changes to zoning
ord i nance~ · And I mentioned that I wasn't here in public
hearing portion, so i t 'd be helpful if the council members
could kind of bring me up to speed on what transpired in
that ordinance as well as indicating how the council would
like to act moving forward.
And Lau:rii was just trying to
go through some summation of the comments., one in favor,
one against.
LAtJRII GADWA:
It was one in favor, one was neutral. In
opposition was Rebecca not wanting the street frontage.
A
statement is in there. Jane McCoy brought up fence height,
which is actually already in the ordinance, and I think
would need to be addressed at a ditferent time because it's
not one of the proposed changes that we would be voting on
this evening, and it would be a big change. CJ brought up
the rustic metal concern, Although she likes it, she had
concern that we didn't want too much of it. We don't wan t
to have rustic metal on every building in town. And the
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LEM SENTZ

building permit issue of using the City Engineer if they
already have their own engineers. And those were the only
problems, I believe. [INAUDIBLE]
STEVE BOTTI: That's just the comment I would have to
followup on what Laurii said, maybe it was said before, but
there are a number of issues related to the commercial
zones that we didn't tackle because we didn't feel like we
had a full consensus on them, but we need to. And some of
them have surfaced again now like the what do we do about
mixed use in the commercial zone where you might have say
an apartment in the same building with a commercial use.
It isn't really clear how we would proceed on that and what
the requirements are. Do you think we should change that?
And then the mixed use I agree the concern.
I think that
was in commercial A, if I remember, that case by case and
then approval of buildings in that zone we need to be
careful about. And then there were issues about parking
and snow removal which we had quite a bit of discussion on,
as I recall, in the town hall meetings at the court
sessions. But it wasn't clear except in a limited
commercial zone, we did specify that in some detail, it
wasn't clear, whether those same requirements need to carry
over to the other commercial zones or not, or whether the
street parking was adequate, snow removal. You know that's
probably £or further discussion. But all of thos~ are
additional issues. I would not want to see those hold up
approval of #189. I think we'll just, if the committee
desires, we will tackle those next.
HERB MUMFORD:

Did we ... I guess Rebecca wasn't here.

LAURII GADWA:

No, she had it in writing.

~ERB MUMFORD: Right, but had we in the interim been able
to communicate to her that our city attorney said he'd be
glad to talk with her to explain why there was no basis for
her concerns. Did that communication take place, or is
that still something where she thinks she does have a basis
for concern?
DOUG PLASS:
HERB MUMFORD;
DOUG

PLASS:

"You Say It, We Type It"

Are you asking me?

Yeah, just in case something happens.
I haven't had that communication.
···Daily Transcription (888) 515-7143···
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HERB MUMFORD:
DOUG PLASS:

Okay.
I've been receiving a lot of stuff from her.

HERB MUMFORD:
MELINDA HADZOR:
this afternoon.
HERB MUMFORD:
MELINDA HADZOR:

And you know how...
The [laws?]

Oh, yeah,

for comments came in very late

[INAUDIBLE].

And so we haven't had time to ...

HERB MUMFORD: Yeah, those go back several days.
Paul said
he'd be glad to talk with her and clear up these questions
she had that there, you know, there is no basis.
LEM SENTZ:
And then we'll need to have her statement,
receive her statement today.
HERB MUMFORD:

Okay.

LAURII GADWA:

So, I'm going to make a motion.

STEVE BOTTI:
I think the city attorney was pretty clear
that this clari cation doesn't affect any past approvals
of any actions by the council, any building permits or lot
configurations that ...
HERB MUMFORD:

Correct.

STEVE BOTTI:
You know, a decision is a decision and the
approval stands even if they were in conflict with the
proper interpretation at the time. And some of these
issues go way back, and they certainly were grandfathered
in about lots that don't meet the minimum sizes now in the
commercial district.
Certainly nobody is suggesting that
we go back and put any new requirements on any lots like
that.
So, I'm certainly convinced that we don't have to
worry about any changes of this clarification affecting the
status of any building permits or existing buildings.
HERB MUMFORD:
Right, this certainly isn't going to change
the situation from something that was previously built, but

"You Say lt, We Type It"
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now is unbuildable.
that she expressed.
STEVE BOTTI:

I mean that was the kind of concerns

Right, right, exactly.

HERB MUMFORD:
But it's not a legitimate concern, as the
city attorney has clarified and said he'd be glad to do
that directly with her if she has questions.
MELINDA HADZOR: So a point of clarification on #48.
So,
if I were to purchase one of Rebecca's plots and wanted to
build, would I be able to build on it?
[OVERLAP]
STEVE BOTTI:
I don't know if some discussion and maybe
opposition has surfaced about the building materials.
You,
know that was new. And the previous discussion was where
we finally agreed to lay out their plans that might involve
that. There was considerable discussion and it didn't even
come up a year or two before, as I recall in conjunction
with the proposed development and ... So, that's how
came to be.
I feel like it could still be done
appropriately and that just the rustic appearance should be
maintained that is the goal of the ordinance there.
You
know, another [INAUDIBLE] why there'd be further
discussion, but that she might have (INAUDIBLE] talked
about that earlier, and people were pretty happy that it
could fit in with the theme, under certain restrictions,
we're certainly not helping just the [INAUDIBLE] but then
they could get a claim that metal would meet (INAUDIBLE]
requirements.
HERB MUMFORD:
Steve, I had the phone facing away from
Melinda as you started to talk. Unfortunately it just kind
of ran over, so (LAUGH} say what she asking again. She was
asking for a clarification on building on Rebecca's lots.
Do you want to repeat what you said?
MELINDA HADZOR: So, Steve, my question is, and this I'm
sure is one of her concerns, is that if I went to buy one
of her lots and decided to build on it, and went down to
#48 foot width, would that become an issue for me to build
a dwelling on that property?
STEVE BOTTI:
Well, based on my discussion with [INAUDIBLE}
would be it would not be a consideration because the lot is
already approved.
It is what it is. And as long as the
"You Say It, We Type It"
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building has the setback requirements, which we're not
talking about changing, then they would be a go.
HERB MUMFORD: Yeah, that's the thing in lots that have
been approved as part of the subdivision.
So the city
1
can t come back now and say, "Well, now I don't like that
lot so much." That's not even an option.
LAURII GADWA: Here's one clarification reading from the
codas.
It says, "minimal lot or parcel area for each
dwelling erected or maintained shall be 7,200 square feet
with a minimum lot or parcel width of 48 feet per building.
That's already in code.
The addition is just a
clarification that says, "lot or parcel width shall refer
to street or highway frontage when it exists, or to the
minimum dimension of a lot without frontage." So it
addresses that if it doesn't have street frontage, you can
still use ... it has to have that width. But it is still an
acceptable lot. It doesn't have to have street width.
If
it doesn't have a street it obviously can't have street
width.
HERB MUMFORD:

Frontage.

LAURII GADWA:

Frontage.

STEVE BOTTI: Okay.
[OVERLAP] from what I understand in
terms of the street frontage would not be an issue. Maybe
it should have been an issue when the subdivision was
approved.
I know that [INAUDIBLE] and the lots that went
out were approved, and so therefore they would remain
approved as is. You know, building on one of those lots is
not an issue as long as it met the setback requirements and
other requirements.
It won't matter if they have street
frontage not listed with the proper interpretation at this
time.
HERB MUMFORD:

And her access roads are not city streets.

LAURII GADWA:

Right.

HERB MUMFORD:

That's the other point, so ...

LAURII GADWA: Okay, I'd like to move forward and make a
motion to approve Ordinance #189.

"You Say It, We Type It"
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MALE:

Laurii just made a motion to approve #189.

STEVE BOTTI:

Steve?

I'll second that.

HERB MUMFORD: Any further discussion, Council members?
All those in favor.
LAURI! GADWA:
LEM SENTZ :

Aye.

Aye.

HERB MUMFORD:
STEVE BOTTI:

Steve?
Aye.

HERB MUMFORD:
DOUG PLASS:
roll call.

[LAUGH] None opposed.
Oh, you know what, actually I have to do a

LEM SENTZ: You do have to do a roll call.
In fact, if we
can step back because we need a motion to wait for three
readings.
LAURII GADWA:
I make a motion to approve Ordinance #189
and read by title only, and waive three readings.
MELINDA HADZOR:
HERB MUMFORD:

Okay.

All in favor.

Now I'm going to have the roll call vote.

DOUG PLASS:
HERB MUMFORD:

Okay, now you'll do the vote.
[LAUGH) Okay, council President Botti.

DOUG PLASS:

Aye.

STEVE BOTTI:

[LAUGH] Council member Gadwa.

DOUG PLASS:
LAURI! GADWA:
DOUG PLASS:
LEM SENTZ:

Second.

Aye.
Council member Sentz.

Aye.

"You Say lt, We Type It"
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DOUG PLASS:

Council member Hadzor.

MELINDA HADZOR:
DOUG PLASS:

Aye.

All approved.

HERB MUMFORD:
DOUG PLASS:

Okay, now we'll need to read by title.
Yes.

HERB MUMFORD:

Okay.

Amen.

[OVERLAP)

DOUG PLASS: That title "AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF
STANLEY, CUSTER COUNTY, IDAHO, AMENDING TITLE 17, CHAPTERS
17.24, 17.26, 17.40, AND 17.47 OF THE STANLEY MUNICIPAL
CODE TO ALLOW FOR THE USE OF RUSTIC METAL SIDING AND FENCE
MATERIAL, TO EXPAND THE PERMITTED USES IN THE COMMERCIAL
AND COMMERCIAL A ZONES, TO ALLOW FOR THE ISSUANCE OF
CONDITIONAL USE PERMITS BY THE STANLEY CITY COUNCIL FOR
NON-ENUMERATED USES, AND TO CLARIFY MINIMUM LOT DIMENSIONS;
PROVIDING FOR A REPEALING AND SAVINGS CLAUSE; AND PROVIDING

AN EFFECTIVE DATE."
HERB MUMFORD:
and...
FEMALE:

So, good, do we have a motion to approve

If it's done.

HERB MUMFORD:

Okay, then we'll do a roll call.

[INAUDIBLE]

DOUG PLASS: Okay, at the end of the roll call here.
Okay, the motion to approve the ordinance as read by title
only.
Council President Botti, how do you vote?
STEVE BOTTI:

Aye.

DOUG PLASS:

Council member Gadwa?

LAURII GADWA:
DOUG PLASS:
LEM SENTZ :

Aye.
Council member Sentz?

Aye.

DOUG PLASS:
"You Say ft, We Type It"

And council member Hadzor?
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MELINDA HADZOR:
DOUG PLASS:

Aye.

All approved.

HERB MUMFORD:

Okay.

LAURII GADWA:

Well, we got it in the right order.

HERB MUMFORD:

Thank you.

[END OF FILE#: 8-9-2012 PUBLIC HEARING-COUNCIL MEETING 1]
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Stanley City Clerk
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

rebarnold@aol.com
Tuesday, August 07, 2012 5:07 PM
c!tyclerk@ruralnetwork.net
Re: August 9th Stanley City Council Meeting

Hi!

can you email me the proposed building permit that is being considered?
also the budget?
thank you

Slncerely,Rebecca Amold(208) 841-2530

----Original Message---From: Stanley City Clerk <cityc1erk@ruralnetwork.net>
To: 'Stanley City Clerk' <cityolerk@ruralnetwork.net>
Sent Tue, Aug 71 2012 4:53 pm
Subject: August 9th Stanley City Council Meeting

Attached is the agenda for Thursday's Hearings and Council Meeting. Hope to see you there.
Thanks,

Doug Plass
City Clerk/Treasurer
Stanley, Idaho
(208)774-2286
(208)774-2278 Fax

No virus found in this message.
_ ____.c...hecked-hy AVG • •.vww.a¥g..;oo
Version: 2012.0.2197 / Virus Database: 2437/5183 - Release Date: 08/07/12
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Stanlel'.' Ci!X Clerk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

rebarnold@aol .com
Tuesday, August 07, 2012 9:43 PM
cltyclerk@ruralnetwork.net
RE: August 9th Stanley City Council Meeting

Thank you! There is also an agenda item regarding revising the form for building permits can you email me the form that is being considered?
Thank you!
Sincerely 1 Rebecca Arnold(208) 841-2530
-----Original Message----From: Stanley City Clerk <cityc1erl<@ruralnetwork.net>
To: rebarnold <rebarnold@aol.com>
Sent: Tue, Aug 7, 2012 5:52 pm
Subject: RE: August 9th Stanley City Council Meeting

Whoops, forgot the attachments. Here they are. Doug PlassCity Clerk/TreasurerStanley,
Idaho(208)774-2286(208)774-2278 Fax
From: Stanley City Clerk [mailto:cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net]
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 5:51 PM
To: *rebarnold@aol.com'
·ubject: RE: August 9th Stanley City Council Meeting
Hi Rebecca, Attached is the budget worksheet and the proposed appropriations ordinance. I
have also included the application sheets for the two building permits for Niece Smiley Creek
LLC. I have all of the site plans in the office, but they are all large format (24 11 x 36"), I
don't yet have a way to transfer them to an electronic format.
If you have a specific question about them, I will try and answer it, but as of right now,
they are only available for viewing in the office. Thanks, Doug PlassCity
Clerk/TreasurerStanley,
Idaho(208)774-2286(208)774-2278 Fax From: rebarnold@aol.com [mailto:rebarnold@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 5:07 PM
To: c;tyclerk@ruralnetwork.net
Subject; Re: August 9th Stanley City Council Meeting
Hi!
~A---ye1:1--ema!-1-ffle-t-he7*'epesecl-bui~-dintterm:i:t:-th~H-,-.t,~er1-r-------------

also the budget?
thank you

Sincerely;Rebecca Arnold-(208) 841-2530
-~---Original Message----From: Stanley City Clerk &lt;cityclerk@r1,1ralnetwork.net&gt;
To: 'Stanley City Clerk' &lt;cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net&gt;
Sent: Tue, Aug 7, 2012 4:53 pm
Subject: August 9th Stanley City Council MeetingHello, &nbsp; Attached is the agenda for
Thursday's Hearings and Council Meeting.
Hope to see you there.

Thanks.i
1
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Doug Plass
City Clerk/Treasurer
Stanley, Idaho
(208)774-2286
(208)774-2278 Fax

No virus found in this message,
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 2012.0.2197 / Virus Database: 2437/5183 - Release Date:
08/07/12

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 2012.0.2197 / Virus Database: 2437/5183 - Release Date: 08/07/12
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Stanley City Clerk
Ftom:
Sent:
To:
Subject~

rebarno!d@aof.com
Wednesday, August 08, 2012 3:64 PM
cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net
RE: August9th Stanley City Council Meeting

Hi Doug! thank you! sorry to keep bugging you but can you also send me the current building permit application and
instructions so I can compare with the new one? thank you

Sincerely,Rebecca Arnold(208) 841-2530

-----Original Message---From: Stanley City Clerk <cityc1erk@ruralnetwork.net>
To: rebamold <n;,bamold@aol.com>
Sent: Wed, Aug 8, 2012 9:51 am
Subject: RE: August 9th Stanley City Council Meeting

Hi Rebecca,

Here is the proposed Building Permit Form and instructions.

Doug Plass
City Clerk/Treasurer
Stanley, Idaho
(208)

77 4-2286

(208)774-2278 Fax

-----Original Measage--.,---

From: rebarnold@aol.com [mailto:rebarno1d@ao1,com]
Sent: Tuesday, .August 07, 2012 9 :43 PM

To: citycle:rk@r:uralnetwork.net
Subject: REt August 9th Stanley City Council.Meeting

Thank. you! There is also an agenda item regarding revising the form for
building permits - can you email me the form that is being considered?

1
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Thank you!

Sincerely,Rebecca Arnold(208) 841-2530

-----Original Message-----

From: Stanley City Clerk <cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net>
To: rebarnold <rebarnold@aol.com>
Sent: Tue, Aug 7, 2012 5:52 pm
Subject: RE: August 9th Stanley City Council Meeting

Whoops, forgot the attachments. Here they are, Doug PlassCity
Clerk/TreasurerStanley, Idaho(208)774-2286(208)774-2278 Fax

From: Stanley City Clerk [mailto:cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net]
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 5:51 PM
To: 'rebarnold@aol.com'

Subject: RE: August 9th Stanley City Council Meeting

Hi Rebecca, Attached is the budget worksheet and the proposed
appropriations ordinance. I have also included the application sheets

ror the two building permits for Niece Smiley Creek LLC. I have all of
the site plans in the office, but they are all large format (24" x
~-.--:i:

don' t---ye-l;-~-a------w-a:1-t~~t-hem-ee~-e-t,cron-~'r<'artt:-:.--------------

I f you have a specific question about them, I will try and answer it,

but as of right now, they are only available for viewing in the
office. Thanks, Doug PlassCity Clerk/TreasurerStanley,
Idaho(208)774-2286(208)774-2278 Fax From: rebarnold@aol.com
(mailto:rebarnold@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 5:07 PM
To: cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net

Subject: Re: August 9th Stanley City Council Meeting
2
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•I
Hl..

can you email me the proposed building permit that i.$ being considered?.

also the budget?
thank you

SincerHy,Rebecca Arnold(208) 841-2530

-----Odginal Message----From: Stanley City Clerk &lt;cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net&gt;
To:

'Stanley City Clerk' &lt;cityclerk@rura1network,net&gt~

Sent·: 'l'ue, Aug 7, 2012 4: 5:3 pm

Sl.lbject;: iugust 9th Stanle.y City.Council Meetingfi~ll?j
&nbsp;
Attac·hed is the agenda for Thursday'.$ Hearings and Council Meeting,
Hope to see you there.

Thanlcs,

Doug Plass

City Clerk/Treasurer
Stanley, Idaho

--(--2--G~1-7-=i-4l---.?~----------------------------------{208} 774-227-8 Fax

~o

virus found :l.;r1 th:l,;s message,

Checked by AVG - www.ay-g.com
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Stanley City Clerk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

.
rebarnold@aol.com
Thursday, August 09, 2012 9:04 AM
cityclerk@ru ra!network. net

RE: Re: Testimony for Proposed Ordinance 189 and revised building perm it application set for
Hearing by Stanley City Counqil

on August 9,

2012

Thank you I!

Sincerely,Rebe~ca Arnold(208) 841 - 2530
-----Original Message----From: Stanley City Clerk <cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net>
To: reba rnold <rebarnold@aol.com>
sent! Thu, Aug 9, 2012 7:59 am
Subject: RE: Re: Testimony for Proposed Ordinance 189 and revised building permit application
set for Hearing by Stanley City Council on August 9, 2012
Hi Rebecca, I will r.ead your comments into the record at today's public hearing . Thanks .r Doug
PlassCity Clerk/TreasurerStanley,
Idaho(208)774-2286{208)774-2278 Fax From: rebarnold@aol.com [mailto:rebarnold@aol.com]
sent: Wednesday, August 08) 2012 5:24 PM
To: cityderk@ruralnetwork.net
Cc rilhadzor1@yahoo.com; danners1ogcabins@yahoo.com; mccoys@ruralnetwork.net;
info@ineadowcreekinn.com; mtnvill@ruralnetwork.net; mvlodge@ruralnetwork.net;
info@sawtoothproperties.com; papabrunees@gmail.com; jeff@redfishlake.com;
redwoodcabins@cox.net; pwright@riversidemotel.biz; christythompson@rnail.com;
mark@riverwear.com; stanleyvacationl'.'entals@g111ail.com; contact@salmonriverclinic.org;
info@sawtoothhotel.com; ggadwa@hughes.net; sawprop@ruralnetwork.net;
keith@sawtoothvalleybuilder.s.com; sawtoothvista@gmail.com; sariomalley@mac.com;
smi1eycreek@rura1network.net; stanley.id.library@gmail.com; info-request@highcountryinn.biz;
realtors@ryralnetwork.net; gary@sawtoothsociety.org; tim@sawtoothhotel.com;
lindajogillett@gmail.com; valleycreek@stanleyidaho,com; hmumford@ruralnetwork.net;
williams@ruralnetwork.net; steve@hosac.net; ken@ho~ac.net; joxdoc@gmail.com;
cjsherlock@launchdesignviz.com; tami11e.sherlock@gmail.com; t12eterson@whaleylevay.com
subject: Fwd: Re: Testimony for Proposed Ordinance 189 and revised building permit
- - -appli-cat±on set for --Jtear±ng-by-stan-l-ey-C-i-t--y-€o1mcl-l-en--Augt1,s.-t-,9~±-2::---------------

Plea se provide copies of the following to the Mayor and Council Members and Please read the
same into the official Record for the Public Hearing on the Proposed Ordinance 189 and the
proposed revised bulding permit application to be held by the city of Stanley on August 9>
2012.

Mayor and Council Members:
With regard to the proposed Ordinance 189 amending Title 17 of the Stanley Municipal Code> I
request that the following concerns and comments be properly addressed by the City and that
certain provisions be deleted as noted below.
Please remove all references in the proposed ordinance to "street or highway frontage" as
there is no benefit to having this language included and it likely will result in litigation
if included in the ordinance. I have 4 lots that meet the minimum width in the current code
but have zero street frontage and two lots that meet the minimum width requirement but only
have 30 feet of street frontage (see attached). One of the Sawtooth Hotel lots also would
1
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not meet the requirement if the new ordinance specifies 48 feet of street frontage as shown
on the attached, the middle lot of the "reconfigured" Sawtooth Hotel lots has 15 feet of
frontage via the alley public right of way. other lots in the City may be negatively impacted
as well, The concern, of course, is fire access and this concern has been
adequately handled by requiring 20 ft wide access easements to each lot (except the Arnold
lots where the City required 22 ft access easements). Since at least 2 of the Arnold lots
would be negatively impacted~ unbuildable - if the City includes the proposed street
frontage requirement, we will have no choice other than if the City adopts the
proposed Ordinance as written. We would prefer not to be forced into that situation.
As to allowing metal siding and fences, please do not change the ordinances to allow thatll
We do not want the city of Stanley to become the City of Ugly Rusted Buildings and Fences.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony and your consideration of the above
items. I will be available by phone
-208-841-2530 - to participate in the public hearing and answer any questions you may

have.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Arnold
(208) 841-2530

and Thomas Arnold

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 2012.0,2197 / Virus Database: 2437/5186 - Release Date:
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No virus found in this message.
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Stanley City Clerk
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject;

rebarnold@aol.com
Thursday, August 09, 2012 11 :28 AM
rebarno!d@aol .com; cityclerk@rura!network.net
mhadzor1@yahoo.com; dannerslogcabins@yahoo.com; mccoys@ruralnetwork.net;
info@meadowcreekinn.com; mtnvill@ruralnetwork.net; mvlodge@ruralnetwork.net;
info@sawtoothproperties.com; papabrunees@gmail.com; jeff@redfishlake.com;
redwoodcabins@cox.net; pwright@riversidemotel.bfz; christythom pson@mall .com;
mark@riverwear.com; stanleyvacationrentals@gmall.com; contact@salmonriverclinic.org;
info@sawtoothhotel.com; ggadwa@hughes.net; sawprop@ruralnetwork.net;
keith@sawtoothvalleybullders.com; sawtoothvlsta@gmail.com; sariomafley@mac.com;
sm!leycreek@ruralnetwork.net; stanley.ldJibrary@gmail.com; lnfo·request@highcountryinn.biz; reaftors@ruralnetwork.net; gary@sawtoothsociety.org;
tlm@sawtoothhotel.com; lindaJogillett@gmail.com; valleycreek@stanleyidaho.com;
hmumford@ruralnetwork.net; williams@ruralnetwork.net; steve@hosac.net; ken@hosac.net;
Joxdoc@gmail.com; cJsherlock@launchdesignviz.com; camille.s herlock@gmail.com;
tpeterson@whaleylevay.com
Re; Fwd: Re: Testimony for Proposed Ordinance 189 and revised bulfdlng perm ft application
set for Hea~ing by Stanley City Council on August 9, 2012

One addltronal comment regarding the proposed Ordinance 189: It appears that "offices" is befng added as a new
permitted use in the commercial zone. As office use ls a parking-intensive use (i.e. uses more parklng for employees
and patrons for longer periods than other uses such as retail which are short term nln and out" parking use), the
Ordinance should specify the parking on-site that the owner ls required to provide in order to avoid overburdening the
limited parking available on the street. In most jurisdictions, office uses require high on-site parking to be provided.
Slncerely,Rebecca Arnold(.208) 841-2530

-----Original Message-----From: rebamold <rebamold@aol.com>
To: cityclerk <cityclerk@turalnetwork.net>
Cc: mbadzorl <mhadzorl@yahoo.com>; dannerslogcabins <dannerslogcabins@yahoo.com>; mccoys
<mccoys@rnra1network.net>; info <info@meadowcreekinn.com>; mtnvill <mtnvill@ruratnetwork.net>;
mvlodge <mv1odge@ruralnetwork.net>; info <info@saw1o2thw:opeyties.com>; papabrunees
<12apaprunees@gmail.com>; jeff <ieff@redfishlake.cgm>; redwoodcabin.s <redwoodcabins@cox..net>; pwright
<pwright@rlversldemotel.biz>; cbristythompson <cbristythompson@maiJ.com>; mark
<mark@riverwear.com>; stanleyvacationrentals <stanleyyacationrentals@gmail.com>; contact
<contact@salmonriverclinic.org>; info <info@sawtoothhotel.com>; ggadwa <ggadwa@hughes.net>; sawprop
<sawprop@ruralnetwork.net>; keith <keith@sawtoothvalleybuilders.com>; sawtooth.vista
<sawtoothvista@gmail.com>; sariomalley <sanomal1ey@mac.com>; smileycreek
<smileycreek@rµralnetwork.net>; stanley.id.lihrary <stan1ey.id.1ibrary@gmail.com>; info-request <inforeguest@highcouutryinn.biz>; realtors <realtors@ruralnetwork,net>; gary <gary@,sawtoothsociety.org>; tim
<tim@sawtoothhotel.qom>; lindajogillett <lindajogillett@gmrul.com>; va.lleycreek
<valleycreek@§tanleyidaho.com>; hmumford <l1m,umfQrd@twain~twork.net>; williams
<williams@rurglnetwork.net>; steve <steve@hosac.uet>; ken <lcep@hosac.net>; joxdoc
<joxdoc@gma,U,com>;cjsherlo.ck <cisherlock.@lam1chdesignviz*com>; Qamille.sherlock

<camijle,sherlock.@gma.il.cgm>; tpeterson <tpeterson@whaleyltwft:Y.com>
Sent: Wed, Aug 8, 2012 5:23 pni
Subject: F'wd: Re: Testimony for Proposed Ordinance 189 and revised building permit application set for
Hearing by SumJ.ey City Council on August 9, 2'012

l
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Stanlef City Clerk
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

rebamold@aol.corr:i
Thursday, August 09, 2012 4:11 PM
rebamold@aol.com; cltyclerk@ruralne.twork.net
mhadzor1@yahoo,oom; dannerslogcablns@yahoo.com; mccoys@ruralnetwork.net;
lnfo@meadowcteekinn.com; mtnvill@ruralnetwork.net; mvlodge@ruralnetwotk.net;
info@sawtoothproperties.com; papabrunees@gmall .com; Jeff@redfishlake.com;
redwoodcablns@cox.net; pwright@rlversldemotel.biz; chrlstythompson@mall.com;
mark@riV~11we~r..com; stanfeyvacatlonten1al$@gmail.com;·contact@salrnonrlverclinic.org;
info@_~oo1Hhotet.com; ggadwa@hughe~.:ne~. sawprop@ruralnetwork;net:.
keith@sawtoothvalleybuilders.com; sawtoothvlsta@gmail.com; sariomalley@mac.com;
···
smUe~k@tUralnetwork.net; stanley;ldJ1brary@gmail.com; info- .
request@hfghCQUIJtryinn.biz; realtors@rUralnetWork.net; gary@sawtoothsoclety.prg;
tim@sawtoothhotel.com: lindajoglllett@gmall.oom;·•Valleycreek@stanleyidaho.<:om;
hrnumford@ruralnetw.ork.net; willlams@ruralnetwork.net; steve@hosac;net; ken@hosac.net;
joxdoc@gmall.com: ojsherlock@launehdeslgnvlz.com; camllle.sherlock@gmall.com;
tpeterson@whaleylevay.com
Re:Testlmonyfor f:lroposed revised building permit application form set for Hearing by Stanley
City Council on August 9, 2012

Dou& my eatliet email included the btrllding pennitappli®on fonn in the subject line but did, llot address that
item. P1easoprovide a copy of this email ·!9 the Mayor and Council priorto the council meeting. When the
Cou:ncil' gets to that item on the.agenda. (under Unfinished BusineS$ oti:page 3), please read the: t'Qllowing into
the reoord prior to the CounciJts discussion of the new proposed b;uilding pemrit applicatio~ form.
Mayor/Council:. Please delay any further discussion on the proposed new bulld!ng permit application form ur1tll the form
can be distributed to property owners for their review and input. I seriously doubt that more than a har1dful of the many
property owners in Stanley have seen this new proposal, and It is not listed on the agenda as "to be voted on" at tonight's
meeting. This ·new form of permit Is quite onerous and appears to be nothing more than an attempt to make bulding in
Stanley much more difficult and expensive • If not impossible. The current bul!dlng permit application works Just fine and
has for n,,any, many years. If It ain't broke, don't flx It and risk expensive lltl~alion.
As t&the pfopO$ed building permit appl!eE1tlqn·fotm and the propoa$.C:l new·lnstructions that go with It: I have not had
adequa_te: time to review tne proposed form buU offer the following prtlhnlna,y comments:

Th~ propotedfonn and instructions are In conflict with the StanleyMunicfpt:ttcode (SMC)and contain more restrictive
requlrementa,thanwhat ls contained tn-:the SMC~ The Council cannotlrnpose requirements that al'e not In the SMC. Just
some preliminary examples: Nothing In the SMC requires that ah applicant provide "parking area adequate for
anticipated customer base" for commercial uses like retail, etc. SMC does not require scaled drawings with specifications
Nothing in SMC requires location of, or screening for trash receptaQles, Nothing in SMC requires !TD approvals.
---rqotl'lfng In t~C-reQuires-Salm'O'ITRi'<ler-ElectrlCc!pproval-or-everrlhet--a-bl;:lildll'lg--hook-~-t0-SRfsG-faGiliti~oi:-1,,,___ _ __
the.-.•rw reqµlrerrient In the SMC even for notice to the SREC. Solar has been, and can be, used for· power needs so
technlaally an owner may opt not to use SREC at all.

Pedhe SMC, bullcling permits are !$sued for 1 Yi)ar. The council :c:anf'.lot cl1ange thal by adopting ao-appliC!Jtlon form and
process that provldesfor Iesitthan -, year or to revok, a permit onCEf issued or deny renewal (especially not using arbltra:ry
undefined standards).
Item 2 gin the Instructions must be deleted. SMC 16.44 a:ddresses only Subdivisions, not building permits. Areas of
special concern are addressed through the subdivision process and once the subdivision is approved, the City cannot use
the building permit process as .a back door way to change what was approved with the subdivision.
Nothing in the SMC requires proof of membership in the Stanley Sewer Association (SSA) prior to issuance of a bulldlng
permit so it appearathat the:Cfty Is looking for a way to delay·issuing permits. Some buildings (those with out plumbing)
would not require hook up. to the' SSA. Permits fotgraditig, ftfl, lnstallatlon of utHltie:s~ and other activities that do bot ·
involve a structure with plumbing certainly would notrequli1tapptovat from. or membership in, .the SSA.

1
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Nothing in the SMC requires fire department approval of setbacks and building construction materials. In my discussions
with Sawtooth board members some time ago, they do NOT want to undertake such approvals and potential liability that
goes along with it. Has the City conferred with the Sawtooth Valley Fire District Board Members regarding this proposed
form? Talking to the Fire Chief about it would not be sufficient as the fire chief does not have the authority to bind the
Board to such potential liability, Is the reference to Design Criteria meeting international building codes also a method to
delay permlts or Is the City positioning itself to start hiring people that we cannot afford to be code Inspectors?
Full construction drawlngs, plans and specification have never been required for building permits and, frankly, most
people have only had elevation drawings prepared and minimal construction drawings. The City of Stanley has
hlstorlcally only reviewed bulding plans to verify compliance wfth t,uilding height, building setbacks, exterior material
requirements and colors, Is the City now attempting to broaden !ts review beyond what is required/allowed under
SMC? If the City plans to try to use outside, out of state engineers to do an extensive review of plans, such action wilt
make it prohibitively expensive for anyone to obtain a bulding permit in Stanley and likely will lead to litigation. Do you
really want to go there?
lt appears that whoever drafted the form and instructions is trying to Include so many requirements that the City can just
deem an application "Incomplete" and not even consider it. That Is just ridiculous for a town of the size and resources of
Stanley, Certainly any attempt by the ciiy to Include requirements that are beyond the SMC requirements for an
application to be "complete" is arbitrary and capricious and not In accordance with the SMC.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on the above Items. I will be available by phone -208-841-2530 - to
participate ln the publ!c hearing and answer any questions you may have.

Sincerely,
Rebecca Arnold
(208) 841-2530
and Thomas Arnold

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 2012.0.2197 / Virus Database; 2437/5189 - Release Date: 08/09/12
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Stanle~ City Clerk
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

rebarnold@aol.com
Thursday, August 09, 2012 4:27 PM
cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net
Stevens 809 and Niece 810, 811

What was required from the Stevens on their permit that they did not have at the last meeting?
Office is not a permitted use in the Commercial Zone so 811 cannot be approved without a variance and the
City needs to address concerns regarding parking for office uses.

Sincerely,Rebecca Arnold{208) 841-2530

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 2012.0.2197 /Virus Database: 2437/5189 - Release Date: 08/09/12
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StanteYClty Clerk
From:·
Sent:
To:
Subject:

rebarnold@abl.com
Thursday, August 09, 2012 5:14 PM
cityclerk@ruralnetwork.net
RE: Stevens 809 and Niece 810, 811

thank you! good luck with tonight's meeting and hearings!
srncerely,Rebecoa Arnold{208} 841-2530

---~Original Message----From: Staniey C_ity Clerk <cityq1erk@ruralnetwork.net>
To: rebarnold <reba:rno1d@aol.com>
Sent: Thu, Aug 9', 2012 4:46 pm
Subject:·RB: Stttvens 809 and Niece 810,811
Hi Rebecca,

Jack Stev.ent application included ashed which was plastic the eounell ehoseto.ask him to come ha.cl< a shed ·1l0mposed
of apptov«l ~ s at this meeting·. He ailled me today, and let meJa:wvt thathe hadn't prepate(bm.ything yet and
would like to ~ s it at alater timA so the.re will be no action today,
·

Doug Plass
City Clerk!I'reasurer

Stanley, Idaho
(208)774-2286
(208)774-2278 Fax

From:·w,arnold@aoLoom fmailto:rebamold@aoLeom]
Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2012 4:27·PM

.

To: ciSl(olerl<@rui:t,.lietwork.net
Subjed: 'Stovetiid09 and Niece 810, 811

What was required from the Stevens on their permit that they did not have at the last meeting?
Office is not a permitted use in the Cotnmercial Zone so 811 cannot be approved without a variance and the
_ _Cicy...needs:.to-a.ddr.ess..con.ce:cns..r.egatding.parki.ng for: office :m1.os,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

smcerety;R.ebeec• Aniold(208) 841-2530
No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG -www.avg.com
Version: 2012.0.2t:97 / Virus Database: 2437/5189 - Release Date: 08/09/12

No virus found in this measage.
Checked by A VG - }VWW.;!Wg.com
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Stanley City Clerk
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

rebarno!d@aoLcom
Thursday, August 09, 2012 4:35 PM
rebarnold@aol.com; cityclerk@rura!network net
mhadz:or1@yahoo.com; dannerslogcabins@yahoo.eom; mccoys@ruralnetwork.net;
lnfo@meadowcreekinn.com; mtnvill@ruralnetwork.net; mvlodge@ruralneM1ork.net;
info@sawtoothpropertles.com; papabrunees@gmall.com; jaff@redfishlake.com;
redwoodcabina@cox.net; pwright@riversidt=Jmotel.biz; chriatythom pson@mail.com;
mark@rlverwear.com; stanleyvacatlonrentals@gmall .com; contact@safmonrivercllnic.org;
info@sawtoothhotel.com; ggadwa@hughes.net; sawprop@ruralnetwork.net;
keith@sawtoothvalleybuilders.com; sawtoothvlsta@gmail.com; sarlomal!ey@mac.com;
smileycreek@ruralnetwork.net; stanley.!d.llbrary@gmail.com; inforequest@highcountryinn.biz; reaftors@ruralnetwork.net; gary@sawtoothsoclety.org;
tim@sawtoothhotel.com; lindaJoglllett@gmaU.com; valleycreek@stanleyidaho.com;
hmumford@ruralnetwork.net; wllllams@ruralnetwork.net; steve@hosac.net; ken@hosac.net;
joxdoc@gmafl.com; cjsherlock@launchdesignvlz.com; camille.sherlock@gmail.com;
tpeterson@whaleylevay.com
Re: Building Permit 811 set for Hearing by Stanley City Council on August 9, 2012

Office is not a pennitted use in the Commercial zone so this pennit cannot be approved without a variance,
which requires a separate process. Office is a parking intensive use so the Council needs to address parking
concerns and how much on-site parking should be required.
Slncerely,Rebecca Arnold(208) 841-2530

No virus found in thls message.
Checked by AVG • www.avg.com
Version: 2012.0.2197 / Virus Database: 2437/5189 - Release Date: 08/09/12
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ORDINANCE NO. 1.§2

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF STANLEY, CUSTER COUNTY, IDAHO
AMENDING TITLE 17, CHAPTERS 17.24, 17.26, 17.40, AND 17.47 OF THE STANLEY
MUNICIPAL CODE TO ALLOW FOR THE USE OF RUSTIC METAL SIDING AND FENCE
MATERIAL, TO EXP AND THE PERMITTED USES IN THE COMMERCIAL AND
CO:M:MERCIAL A ZONES, TO ALLOW FOR THE ISSUANCE OF CONDITIONAL USE
PERMITS BY THE STANLEY CITY COUNCIL FOR NON-ENUMERATED USES, AND TO
CLARIFY MINIMUM LOT DIMENSIONS; PROVIDJNG FOR .A REPEALING AND
SAVINGS CLAUSE; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, the City Council would like to allow for the use of metal with a rustic finish in
siding and fence applications, and
WHEREAS, the City Council would like to allow for the offices, home occupations and short
term vacation rentals as permitted uses in the commercial zones, and
WHEREAS, the City Council would like to allow for the issuance of conditional use permits
within the commercial zone for uses not expressly pennitted;
WHEREAS, the City Council would like to clarify the minimum lot dimensions in the
commercial zones;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF STANLEY, IDAHO AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1.
Stanley Municipal Code, Title 17, Chapter 17.24, Sections 17.24.010,
17.24.020, and 17.24.030 shall be amended by adding home occupations, offices, and shorHenn
vacation rentals to permitted uses, allowing for the·issuance of conditional use pertnits for those
uses not listed, adding instructions for interpreting lot or parcel width, and shall be codified as
follows:
17.24.010: PERMTITED USES:
Permitted uses in the commercial district are:

Banks.
Beauty shops and barbershops:

Daycare facilities eentefs.

l
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Doctor or dentist offices.
Emergency services.

Gas stations.
Grocery stores.
Hobby, gift and craft shops.
Hotels, motels, lodges and apartments.
Home occupations.
Medical clinics.
Multi.family dwellings.
Municipal government.

Municipal library.
Offices.
One~family dwellings.
Restaurants, bars and other eating and drinking establishments.
Retail and general mercantile stores. (Ord. 184, 2-10-2011)
Short-term vacation rentals of one-family; and multi-family dwellings
17.24.020: EXCEPTIONS:
It is the general intention of this chapter that types ofbusinesaes shat-1 b~ limited te Fetnil basiaess and that
industrial uses shall be restricted within this district, and any business not specifically enumerated in
section 17.24.010 of this chapter shall only be conducted in this district upon application to and approval
of the city council for vane.Ree a conditional use permit.
17.24.030: MINIMUM LOT AREA AND WIDTir:
Minimum. lot or parcel area for each dwelling erected or maintained shall be seven thousand two hundred
(7,200) square feet with a minimum lot or parcel width of forty eight feet (48~ per building. 'Lot or
parcel width' shall refer to street or highway ftgntage wh@it exists, or to the minimum dimension of a
lot without frontage. (Ord. 44, 1977)

A
2
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SECTION 2.
Stanley Municipal Code, Title 17, Chapter 17.26, Section 17.26.010 shall
be amended by adding home occupations, offices, and shorMerm vacation rentals to permitted
uses, allowing for the issuance of conditional use permits for those uses not listed, adding
instructions for interpreting lot or parcel width, and shall be codified as follows:
17.26.010: PERMITTED USES:
A, Pettnitted uses in the commercial A district are:

Banks.
Beauty shops and barbershops.
Doctor or dentist offices.
Gas stations.
Grocery stores.
Hobby, gift, and craft shops.
HQme occypations.
Hotels, motels, lodges, and apartments.
Medical clinics.
Multi-family dwellings.

One-family dwellings.
Restaurants, bars, and other eating and drinldng establishments.
Retail and general mercantile stores.
Short-term vacation rentals of one-family dwellings and multi-family dwellings.
It further being the general intention of this chapter that types ef buelll6sses ohall be limitod to
feta.ii business aad that industrial uses shall be restricted within this district, and any business not
specifically enumerated above shall only be conducted in this district upon application to and
approval of the city council for a conditional use pennit. :varianoe.

B. Minimum lot or parcel area for each dwelling erected or maintained shall be five thousand
(5,000) square feet, or such lesser square footage as sha11 be detennined on a case by case basis
by the city council, with a minimum lot or parcel width of forty eight feet (48'), or such lesser
width as shall be determined by the city council on a case by case basis. 'Lot or parcel width'
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ORIGINAL IN RED

shall refer to street or highway frontage when it exists, or to thx minimum dimension of a lot
without frontage.
C. Minimum setback of main building, dwelling, and accessory building from front and side streets
shall be six feet (6 1); minimum setback of main building, dwelling and accessory building from
adjoining lot boundaries shall be two feet (t); and from alley or back boundary of lot shall be two
feet (2'). (Ord. 184, 2-10-2011: Ord. 117, S-2-1995: Ord. 101, 6-2-1992: Ord. 44-A, 1986)

Stanley Municipal Code, Title 17, Chapter 17.40, Sections 17.40.010 and
17.40.020 shall be amended by adding metal such as cold rolled steel that allows or
approximates a natural rusting finish to allowed exterior surfaces, and shall be codified as
follows:
SECTION 3.

17.40,010: GENERAL USE RESTRICTIONS:

No. building or structure shall be erected, converted, enlarged, reconstructed or structurally altered, nor
shall any building or land be used for any purpose other than is permitted in the district in which the
building or land is located, and except in conformity with regulations of the district in which the building
is located. (Ord. 44, 1977)
17.40.020: BUILDING APPEARANCE AND MATERlALS:
All buildings or structures shall be erected, constructed, reconstructed or altered to be of a rustic nature.
The specifications contained herein are intended to assist in defining the tenn "rustic nature" with respect
to the specific subject matter of this section. Exterior wall surfaces, including siding, of all permitted
building projects shall be oflogs, shakes, rough lumber, rough wood, board and batten, shingles, wood
lap siding, native stone. metal such as cold rolled steel that allows or ru;,pro:x.imates a natural rusting
iimfill, or concrete fabrication that truly resembles wood. Materials not approved include metal, stucco,
plaster, brick, and vinyl. Rustic roofing materials include shakes or wooden shingles, earth tone
composite shingle, concrete fabrication that truly resembles wood, and nonreflective met.al in colors as set
forth herein. Provided, however, that accessory buildings, whether permanent or nonpermanent structures,
used as greenhouses, can have clear or translucent rigid or nonrigid exterior wall and roof surfaces not
meeting the criteria listed above, or if wall or roof surfaces are colored then they shall conform to the
approved color chart.

Stanley Municipal Code, Title 17, Chapter 17.47, Section 17.47.010 shall
be amended by adding metal such as cold rolled steel that allows or approximates a natural
rusting finish to allowed fencing material, and shall be codified as follows:
SECTION 4.

17.47.010: GENERALLY:
No fence shall be constructed, erected, or structurally altered unless a building permit therefor has been
issued. All fences shall be of a rustic nature, oonstruotee of natural materials, and shall not exceed six feet
(6') in height as measured from natural grade or finished grade, whichever is lower. Rustic materials
include wood and. and metal such as cold rolled steel that allows or approximates a natural rusting finish.
Fences of plastic or synthetic material, chainlink, cyclone wire, chicken wire, barbed wire or any other
twisted style metal fencing shall be expressly prohibited except for use in animal runs as expressly

A
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provided herein, with the exception of metal welded wire utility mesh having a diameter of 12- and/or 14gauge with two .inch by four inch (211 x 4 11 ) squues betwee:rUhe wire strands and only when it is
constructed as an interior component of a wooden frame fence with the following construction
requirements:
A. If built with natural materials (post and pole construction), the wooden framework for the fence shall
consist of vertical fence posts with a minimum diameter of four inches (4") and a maximum distance apart
of twelve feet (12'), with a maximum height above graqe of four feet (4'); and it shall have a minimum of
two (2) .horizontal fence rails having a minimum diameter of four inches (4") and with a maximum
distance between rails of twenty eight inches (28").
B. If built with dimensional lumber (milled and/or planed lumber construction), the wooden framework
shall consist of verti~ f1:;nqe posts with a minimum size of four inches by four inches (4" x. 411 ) and with
a maximum distance apart of twelve feet (12') and a maximum height above grade of four feet (4'); and it
shall have a minimum of two (2) horizontal rails with a. mhtimum size of two inches by six inches
(21' x 61') and have a maximum distance between rails of.twenty eight inches (28u).
C. The wire mesh shall be attached to both the vertical posts and the horizontal rails in such a manner as
to prevent the mesh from sagging.
D. The wire shall not be a visually significant or dominant part of the fence. Metal feru:le posts ore
&pressly: proh:iaited eeept for use in anmi,al mas ail 8*pfeeely previded herein. Manufactured metal
"stock gates" shall be allowed. (Ord. 124, 3-5-1997: Ord,91, 5•7-1991)

SECTION 5.
If any section, subsection, sentence, clause or phrase of this Ordinance is
for any reason held invalid, such decision or decisions shall not ·affect the validity of the
remaining portions of this Ordinance.
SECTION 6.
This Ordinance shall. be in full force and effect from and after its passage,
approval, and publication, according to law.
pASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL and approved by the Mayor of the City of Stanley, Idaho,
this "I""~ day of Au6u<.-r
. 2012.

Published _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
5
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• Also admitted in Oregon
'Also admitted in South Dakota
"'Also admitted in Utah
i Also admitted in Washlngtoo

CliEIUlSE 0. MCWN
BRUCEM. SMITH
PAULA. TURCKE1

September 4, 2012

Rebecca Arnold
3973 Erick Lane
Boise, Idaho 83704
RE:

REGULATORY TAKlNGS ANALYSIS PERTAINING TO THE CITY OF STANLEY
ORDINANCE 189's APPLICABILITY TO LOT 5, BLOCK I OF THE MOUNTAIN
VIEW SUBDIVISION (765 Eva Falls Avenue, Stanley Idaho 83278) PURSUANT TO
IDAHO CODE SECTION 67-8003

Dear Ms. Arnold:
Based upon our telephonic conversation on August 27, 2012, I am in receipt of your
anticipated letter dated August 28, 2012 in which you request a regulatory takings analysis
pertaining to the aforementioned subject property. In said correspondence, you request an
analysis of Ordinance 189's impact to the subject property' i.e. that the subject property, which is
zoned Commercial, is further restricted by plat note #2 of the Mountain View Subdivision
(Instrument No. 236774 recorded June 7, 2007) which limits the use to residential uses of a
Residential A zone. In particular, you contend that because the subject property has only thirty
feet of frontage, Ordinance 189 renders the subject property unbuildable in that Ordinance 189
provides that commercially zoned property must have 48 feet of street frontage. The Attorney
General had provided a checklist to local governments for the purpose of evaluating the impact
of actions on the rights of property owners. Idaho Code Section 67-8003 requires the use of this
checklist in preparing a written takings analysis.

1. Does the regulation or action result in a permanent or temporary physical occupation
of private property?
No, the enactment of ordinance 189 does not result in a physical occupation of private
property.

2. Does the regulation or action require a property owner to dedicate a portion of
property or to grant an easement?
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No, the enactment of ordinance 189 does not require the property owner to dedicate property
or grant an easement.
3. Does the regulation deprive the owner of all economically viable uses of the property?

No. If a regulation prohibits all economically viable uses, it will likely constitute a
"taking". Essentially, it is important to assess. whether there is any profitable use of the property
after the government action. The Idaho Supreme Court addressed this situation in Covington v.
Jefferson County, 53 P.3d 828 (2002), and established that compensation is required only when
the regulation in question permanently deprives the owner of "all economically beneficial uses"
of his land. Mere diminution of value does not amount to a taking. The Court went to state in
Covington that no compensable taking has occurred where the property retain[s] any residual
value. Id. at 831.
You contend that because the subject property has only thirty feet of frontage, Ordinance
189 renders the subject property wholly unbuildable in that Ordinance 189 provides that
commercially zoned property must have 48 feet of street frontage. Ordinance 189 does not
deprive you of all economically viable uses of your property. SMC 17.24.030 and 17.26.010 B
have long required that a minimum lot or parcel width must be forty-eight feet (48'). 1 Ordinance
189 merely supplements this provision by adding the express clarification that lot or parcel
widths are to be measured at that portion of a lot where the lot meets the street frontage.
Regardless, whether the issue is lot width or lot width measured as street frontage, Ordinance 189
does not eliminate all economically viable uses of the subject property. As a general maxim of
zoning law, the enactment of a new zoning ordinance which increases a minimum lot width does
not render a preexisting, valid lot in an approved subdivision unbuildable merely because the
subject lot is less than 48 feet in width. Providing the subdivision plat met the zoning restrictions
in existence at the time of approval, the right to procure a building permit on a lot less than 48
feet is vested; i.e. with certain limited exceptions, the lot constitutes a valid nonconforming use
entitled to a building permit.
Even if the lot were construed to be invalid, however, this request is untimely insofar as
the request is not ripe.2 To be considered "ripe", a landowner must first have requested and been
denied a variance. 3 In seeking a takings analysis at this juncture, a petitioner fails to allow the
local governmental entity the opportunity, using its own reasonable procedures, to exercise its
discretion to address any perceived inequities or hardship of a land use ordinance. 4 While the
1 Pursuant to I.C,. § 67-8003 a regulatory takings analysis must he ·filed.not more than t'Wenty-eight (28) days after the
final decision concerning the matter at issue. To the extent that this takings analysis challenges the 48' requirement,
this request is untimely.
1 Williamson County Regional Planning Commission v. Jlq,nilton Bank ofJohnson City, 473 U.S. 172, 190 (1985);
Coeur D'Alene v. Simpson; 142 Idaho 839, 845, 136 P.3d 310, 316 (2.006); Canal/Norcrest!Columbus Action
Committee v, City o/Boise, 136 ldaho 666; 670, 39 P.3d 606, 610 (2001).
3 ld,
4 Los Angeles v. Lyons, 461 U.S. 95, 101, 105 (1983), Suitum v. Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, 520 U.S. 725,
736, and n. 10, 117 S.Ct. 1659, 137 L.Ed.2d 980 (1997).
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subject property's lot width constitutes a valid, non-conforming use, even if the City were to hold
that Ordinance 189 applies to all property within the City, i.e. for example, a public health safety
and welfare ordinance applicable to all property including valid non-conforming uses (such as a
minimum driveway width for fire access, etc.), a takings claim is not ripe until the City considers
and denies a variance request relieving the property owner from the zoning restriction.
Pursuant to SMC 17.24.010 and 17.26.010 permitted uses within both a Commercial and
Commercial A District include one-family5 dwellings. Merely because Plat Note #2 limits the
uses to residential dwellings, the subject property has not been deprived of all economically
viable uses of the property. The property owner may wish to modify the plat note or may seek a
variance, or may simple obtain a building permit as a vested right. The subject property still has
economically viable uses and has not been rendered valueless by the enactment of Ordinance
189.

4. Does the regulation have a significant impact on the landowner's economic interest?
No. In order to evaluate the impact of a regulation on a landowner's economic interest,
courts will often compare the value of the property before and after the impact of the challenged
regulation or action. In this particular action, the zoning of the property was already established
as Commercial as cqrtailed by Plat Note #2 when the property owner bought the property or at
least prior to Ordinance 189. As provided in the preceding section therefore, the value of the
property has not changed with the enactment of ordinance 189 and there is no impact to the
lando\:\'!ler's economic interest.
5, Does the regulation deny a fundamental attribute of ownership?

No . .Regulations that deny a landowner a fundamental attribute of ownership, including
the right to possess, exclude others and dispose of all or a portion of the property are potential
takings. The enactment of ordinance 189 does not deny an attribute of ownership. The owner
continues to retain the same rights of ownership she had prior to the enactment of ordinance 189
and inay seek a building permit pursuant to the duly approved subdivision application. Whether
construed as a vested right (approved but undeveloped lot) or a valid nonconforming use (lot
with a preexisting structure), the property does not lose its validity by virtue of an increased lot
width requirement.

6. Does th.e regulation serve the same purp.ose that would be served by directly
probibiting tl:J.e use or action; and does the condition imposed substantially advance
th.at purpose?
Regu]atory actions that closely resem:ble or have the effects of a physical invasion or
o.ccupation of property may be found to "takings 0 • Additionally, regulations must advance a
s Since Plat Note 2 ~ferences uses. ·within the Residential A District, it should be noted that SMC 17.16.010 also
identifies .one-family dwellings as an allowed use,
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legitimate public purpose. It is a firmly established rule of law in both the Idaho Supreme Court
and the Unites States Supreme Court that zoning is an essential and legitimate governmental
purpose. Additionally, there is a strong presumption of favoring the validity of the actions of
zoning boards, which includes the application and interpretation of their own zoning ordinances.
The enactment of minimum lot widths with street frontage does not closely resemble or have the
effect of a physical invasion or occupation of property, but rather undeniably constitutes a valid
exercise of zoning law. Applicable to all property in the City6, the landowner is merely
precluded from creating a "triangle" lot where the minimum lot width is not maintained
throughout the lot; i.e. does not provide adequate street frontage. Minimum street frontage
advances a legitimate governmental interest promoting the health, safety, and public welfare as
well as create visually appealing neighborhoods.

Sincerely,

Paul J. Fitzer
Stanley City Attorney

The property owner's assertion that the regulation applies only to the subject property is without merit. ln any
subsequently apprqved subdivision, commercial application, etc, the developer shall be required to provide lots that
have the minimum frontage,
6
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Telephone (208) 319-2600
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA
ARNOLD,

Case No. CV-2012-142

Plaintiffs,

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

V.

CITY OF STANLEY, a political subdivision
of the State of Idaho,
Defendant.

Plaintiffs Thomas and Rebecca Arnold ("Plaintiffs"), by and through their counsel of
record, Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht P.A., pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure, hereby submit this Reply Memorandum in Support of their Motion for

Summary Judgment on the declaratory and injunctive reUef prayed for in their Complf,l.jnt on file
in this action, against the City of Stanley, a political subdivision of the state of Idaho and the
Defendant in this action ("Defendant" or "City").
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I. INTRODUCTION
Before addressing the legal arguments raised by the City in its Response to this Motion,
which legal arguments lack merit and are not supported by applicable Idaho law, it is important
to note that the factual circumstances giving rise to this dispute have not been challenged. At no

ppint in:.· its Response dQes the City deny, nor can it make any colorable denial, that the meetings
conclucted on August 9, 20l2}ailed· to adhere to the published notices relevant to those meetings.
Though the City has attempted to recast those deficiencies as "di minimus" (City's Response,
p. 1), the fact remains indisputable that the meeting notices were deficient even to the point of
entire meetings having been .conducted and conclud.ed before the noticed time,

The City's

attempt to conflate all of the subject meetings into a :single meeting with only '~di minimus

procedmt:tl errors" is neither supported by the record. 1,efore tllis Court nor ajustifillhle excuse for
the City's failure to adhere to Idaho's enactment of its Open Meeting laws. 1
The Idaho Open Meeting laws are founded on the principle that "the people of the state of

Idaho in creating the instruments of government that serve them, do not yield their -sovereignty to
the agencies so created." LC. § 6%2340. It is an affront to the Legislature's intent in passing the

Open Meeting laws to permit an entity subject to these laws to umlaterally declare what is a "di
minimus" versus a substantive violation of the law. Moreover, to suggest that there is, in effect,
"wiggle room" for a governmental entity to sidestep strict adherence to the Open Meeting laws is

belied, by the plain langutt.ge of the Idaho Code: ·~If an action, or any deliberation or decision

maldr;tg that leads to an action, occqrs at any meeting which fails to comply with the provisions
of sections 67-2340 through 67-2346, Idaho Code 1 such action shall be null and void." I.C. § 67the City claims on pl'\ge l of its Opposition that it "disputes that the notices are defective," the remainder
of its briefing is devoid of any further argument to that effect. The City's conflation of the multiple August 9 th
meetings into a single, omnibus meeting, is the closest that the City comes to arguing that the notices for: the various
meetings were sufficient. As: evidenced by the City's separate Notices, however, it is indisputable that the meetings
were, in fact, separate. As separate meetings, deliberating separate issues, each of the meetings was separately
·subje'Ctto the Idaho Open Meeting laws. I.C. § 67-2341(6).
1 Though
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2347(1).

The Legislature's use of the word "shall" indicates an "imperative" mandate not

subject to a discretionary analysis based on alleged "di minimus" effects or any other diluting
factors. See Hollingsworth v. Koelsch, 76 Idaho 203,280 P.2d 415 (1955) ("There is nothing ...
to indicate that the Legislature in using the words 'shall ... stay the order' intended to use the
same in any other than an imperative sense." (Emphasis added.)).
Notably, the Legislature did not include an exception to this provision for violations of
the Open Meeting laws that the governmental entity, a court, or any other person declares to be
"di minimus." The City's argument to the alleged "di minimus" effects of the Open Meeting law
violations is nothing more than a red herring, a distraction from the real issues in this dispute.
The rules set forth by the Open Meeting laws are intentionally strict, as any deviation from strict
adherence to those rules necessarily undermines the entire purpose of the legislation. To that
end, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court follow the plain language of the law as applied
to the undisputed factual record before the Court, and not endorse the City's attempt to read selfserving leniency or discretion into a plainly-stated legislative mandate designed to protect the
people of Idaho from governmental abuses.

II. ARGUMENT

A.

The City Confuses the Issues Before this Court in an Attempt to Avoid Adherence to
the Open Meeting Laws.
As this Court reviews the briefing on this Motion1 it is reminded what issues are actually

before the Court as presented in the Plaintiffs' Complaint. The City acknowledges that "Arnold
merely raises a procedural challenge not a substantive due process / takings challenge," yet it
proceeds to argue legal points to this Court that would only be appropriate in the context of a due
process/ takings challenge, which Plaintiffs have not herein alleged. The City flatly ignores the
statutory language of Idaho Code § 67~2347(6), which expressly confers standing on "[a]ny
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person affected by a violation of the provisions of [the] act .... " As the Court is well-aware, the
declaratory and injunctive relief sought by the Plaintiffs in this action is limited to the City's
violations of the Idaho Open Meeting laws. (See generally Plaintiffs' Complaint.) Plaintiffs'
dispute that such violations are "merely ... procedural," as the City has attempted to argue,
because those violations were very real and substantive violations of the legislative mandate set
forth in the Open Meeting laws. In all events, the City has failed to address the plain language of
the statute, which explicitly provides for a suit by "[a]ny person affected by" such violation, and
the totality of its arguments opposing summary judgment are therefore misplaced.
Rather, the City has gone to great effort to conflate the issue presented by Plaintiffs'
Complaint with the very thing that it acknowledges Plaintiffs did not raise - a takings challenge.

In so doing, the City has not paid any attention to the plain language of Idaho's Open Meeting
laws, and has instead focused all of its efforts on the alleged standing and procedural deficiencies
that it would attribute to Plaintiffs if this case were a takings challenge. As argued at length in
Plaintiffs' opening memorandum on this motion, and as set forth in detail in the Complaint,
Plaintiffs' case solely relates to the City's violations of the Idaho Open Meeting laws with
respect to the various meetings held on August 9, 2012. The claims asserted, and the authority
cited, focus on the plain and unambiguous language of Idaho Code § 67-2347(6) -

this so

because the Idaho Legislature took care to specifically set forth the standing requirements for a
civil action under these laws. To the extent that the City has attempted to cloud this issue by
inferring this lawsuit is a takings challenge or other cause of action that would not fall within the
scope of the Idaho Open Meeting laws, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court disregard
and reject those arguments as inapplicable to the instant dispute.
The City derides Plaintiffs for not having cited any case law supporting their position that
the Open Meeting laws require absolute compliance therewith, and that the City's failure to so
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4
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comply creates a cause of action in any "person affected" (Idaho Code § 67-2347(6)) by the
violations. (City's Opposition, p. 2.) Indeed, though no Idaho cases have addressed this issue
squarely under the Open Meeting law, Plaintiffs cited and relied upon the plain language of the
statute that explicitly and unambiguously gives rise to that cause of action - section 67~2347(6).
Despite its criticism of Plaintiffs in this regard, the City does not provide any case law
supporting its own proposition that the unique language of the specific provisions of the Idaho
Open Meeting laws pertaining to standing for a civil action should be disregarded for the generic
standing requirements under Article III of the U.S. Constitution. Indeed, as set forth below, the
most analogous case law raised by Plaintiff, Cowan v. Board of Commissioners of Fremont

County, actually provides a strong suggestion that the Article III standard, now argued by the
City, is inapplicable when the relevant statutory language allows for a civil action by any
"affected" person, as the Open Meeting laws do.
Though Idaho Courts have not addressed the specific issue at hand, the Nevada Supreme
Court, in addressing standing under that sister state's Open Meeting laws, has. Addressing a
challenge to the plaintiff's standing based on traditional, Article III standing requirements (as
argued here by the City), in the context of rights conferred by a specific state statute (as argued
here by the Plaintiffs), the Nevada court articulated the proper and most logical standing
requirements: "State courts are free to adopt a 'case or controversy' justiciability requirement

[or open their courts to lawsuits that may not meet this requirement.]" Stockmeier v. Nevada
Dept. of Corrections Psychological Review Panel, 122 Nev. 385, 393, 135 P.3d 220,225 (Nev.
2006). Rejecting the argument that Article III standing must be shown in every case, regardless
of legislative intent, the Nevada Court rightly and fairly determined that "where the Legislature
has provided the people of Nevada with certain statutory rights, we have not required
constitutional standing to assert such rights but instead have examined the language of the statute
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 5
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itself to determine whether the plaintiff has standing to sue." Id. at 226. "To do otherwise would
be to bar the people of Nevada from seeking recourse in state courts whenever the Legislature
has provided statutory rights that are broader than constitutional standing would allow." Id.
In Stockmeier, the Nevada Supreme Court was faced with the application of Nevada's
Open Meeting laws that conferred a right to file a civil action on "[a]ny person denied a right
conferred by (Nevada Revised Statutes Chapter 241]." Id. The circumstances in the present case
are synonymous, and this Court should respectfully reach the same decision, with the same
deference to the Legislature, as the Nevada court in Stockmeier. This is not a takings challenge.
This is not a due process challenge. The confusion sought by the City distracts from the real
issues at hand. This is simply a case wherein the City of Stanley indisputably failed to meet its
obligations under Idaho's Open Meeting laws, and that is the full extent of inquiry presently
required of this Court.
B.

Plaintiffs' Have Established that they are "Affected" Persons Able to Bring this
Action Under Idaho Code§ 67-2347(6).

To resist Plaintiffs' efforts to hold the City accountable to the standards expressly and
unequivocally set forth in the Idaho Open Meeting laws, the City relies on Cowan v. Board of
Commissioners of Fremont County, 143 Idaho 501, 148 P.3d 1247 (2006). The City relies on
Cowan for the proposition that absent a showing of prejudice to a substantial right, a defective

notice does not alone give rise to a cause of action. The City's reliance on Cowan is misguided
and, in fact, Cowan provides the key persuasive authority for why Plaintiffs' claims herein are
appropriate.
First, the Cowan court was not confronted with nor did it decide any question of
compliance with the Idaho Open Meeting Laws. In fact, the Idaho Open Meeting laws (and the
code sections relevant thereto) are not once mentioned in the entirety of the Cowan opinion.
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Consequently, there is no discussion in Cowan about the prerequisites for a civil action to have
governmental action declared null and void under the Open Meeting laws. Rather, the portion of
Cowan relied upon by the City is limited to a discussion about standing under the Fremont
County Development Code ("FCDC"). Not surprisingly, the FCDC does not contain the same or
any similar language as the Open Meeting laws, permitting any "affected" person to bring an
action for enforcement of proper notice requirements. With respect to the portion of Cowan
relied upon by the City, then, it is of no use to this Court in determining whether these Plaintiffs
may bring a civil action to "requir[e] compliance with the provisions of [the] act." LC. § 672347(6).
However, though the portion of Cowan relied upon by the City offers neither binding nor
persuasive authority on the question presented in the case at bar, an earlier section of the Idaho
Supreme Court's decision in Cowan is helpful. Before its discussion of the propriety of the
plaintiffs cause of action under the FCDC, the Idaho Supreme Court addressed the question of
"standing" under a legislative scheme more closely analogous to the Idaho Open Meeting laws.
Analyzing the Local Land Use Planning Act ("LLUPA"), the Supreme Court noted that the
legislature provided for a cause of action by any "affected person to seek judicial review of an
approval or denial of a land use application .... " Cowan, 143 Idaho at 508 (citing LC. § 676521(1)(d)). The "affected person" language ofLLUPA is synonymous with the language ofthe
Idaho Open Meeting laws permitting civil actions by any "person affected," and, Plaintiffs argue,
should follow the same standards relative to standing.
In its examination of that "affected person" standard, the Idaho Supreme Court in Cowan
was presented with the exact same arguments now asserted by the City in the instant action:
"The Board argues that Cowan has failed to allege a distinct palpable injury or particularized
harm he has suffered, but has instead only alleged generalized grievances." 143 Idaho at 509.
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The plaintiff, exactly as the Plaintiffs have alleged in this action, countered that his "land will be
adversely affected" by "adversely impact[ing] his property rights and diminish[ing] his property
value." Id. In view of the foregoing, the Idaho Supreme Court rejected the Board's argument
and found, under the "affected person" standard of LLUP A, that Cowan unquestionably "has
standing to pursue his claims."
In the case at bar, the record contains the Affidavit of Rebecca Arnold, who has alleged
and provided evidence that the actions taken during the City's meetings that were held in
violation of the Open Meeting laws will adversely affect the property that she owns with her
husband. (See generally, Arnold Aff.) As this is not a takings case, Plaintiffs have no obligation
to prove complete deprivation of the use of their property or the complete unmarketability of the
property following the City's actions. Rather, just as in Cowan, Plaintiffs have standing to
pursue this civil action under the "affected person" standing standard by virtue of the fact that
they have presented admissible evidence that they and their property will be adversely affected
by the actions taken by the City on August 9, 2012 in violation ofidaho's Open Meeting laws.
C.

The City's "Ripeness" Argument is a Catch-22 that is Contrary to the Clear
Legislative Intent of the Open Meeting Laws.
Intermingled within its arguments about Plaintiffs' alleged lack of standing, which are as

set forth above, entirely misguided under the plain languag.e of the Idaho Open Meeting laws, the
City asserts another justiciability argument pertaining to the ripeness of this litigation. In so
doing, however, the City again seems to ignore the fact that the Plaintiffs' Complaint is not
premised on an impermissible governmental taking or deprivation of due process rights under
Article III of the U.S. Constitution. The questions presented by Plaintiffs' Complaint and claims
are limited to whether the City violated the mandates of the Idaho Open Meeting laws. Thus, the
City's argument that Plaintiffs' claims are not ripe is misguided, if not misleading.
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Putting the City's argument in practical perspective demonstrates without question how
the Legislature could not have intended that a "person affected" by the Open Meeting laws "must
first have requested and been denied a building permit or variance," as may be required for other
causes of action not relevant to the instant litigation (e.g. zoning decisions, etc.).

(City's

Opposition, p. 8-9.) By the plain language of the statute, a civil action premised on a violation of
Idaho Code§ 67-2347(1) "shall be commenced within thirty (30) days of the time of the decision
or action that results, in whole or in part, from a meeting that failed to comply with the
provisions of this act." LC. § 67-2347(6) (emphasis added). The Idaho Supreme Court has
previously held that this time limitation must be met in order for a governmental action to be
declared "null and void" under the Open Meeting laws. Petersen v. Franklin County, 130 Idaho
176, 181 938 P.2d 1214, 1219 (1996). Thus, unless an affected person files a civil action within
that 30 day period, as the Plaintiffs here timely did, she is barred from challenging the
problematic conduct. The building permit and variance processes routinely take far more than
30 days for completion. Indeed, the September, 2012 City Council meeting for the City of
Stanley (the next earliest meeting at which Plaintiffs could have even received a decision from
the City on a request for a building permit) was not scheduled to take place until September 13,
2012, more than 30 days after the conduct giving rise to this action.

Thus, by the logical

extension of the City's argument, any effort by an affected person to bring a civil action under
J.C. § 67-2347(6) to enforce compliance with the Idaho Open Meeting laws could effectively be
quashed as unripe simply through clever timing of subsequent meetings.

This was not the

Legislature's intent in proclaiming that the "people of the state of Idaho" have not "yielded their
sovereignty" to our governmental agencies. The City's suggestion that a civil action under the
Open Meeting laws must be predicated by procedural red tape that is neither expressly nor
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impliedly contained within the plain language of Idaho Code § 67-2347(6), and in fact is
practically unworkable with the time limits prescribed by the act, should be rejected.

III. CONCLUSION
Based on the undisputed facts surrounding the City's violations of the Open Meeting Law
on August 9, 2012, and in view of the law set forth herein, Plaintiffs respectfully request that this
Court enter an Order granting summary judgment on the claims set forth under Idaho Code
section 67-2347, declaring the actions of the City at the 5:25 p.m. Hearing and the 5:31 p.m.
Meeting null and void.

-r\-

Respectfully submitted this _l_l_ day of September, 2013.

GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT P.A.

Fredric V. Shoemaker/ Thomas J. Lloyd III
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

REBECCA ARNOLD and THOMAS
ARNOLD, husband and wife,
Petitioner,
vs.

CITY OF STANLEY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2012-142
MINUTE ENTRY

The above entitled matter having come before the Court on this the 18th day of September,
2013, for the purpose of MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, before the Honorable Joel
E. Tingey, District Judge, in the Custer County Courthouse, Challis, Idaho. Thomas J Lloyd III,
Esq. appeared on behalf of th: P l ~ a u l J Fitzer, Esq., appeared on behalf of the defendant.
After listening t o ~ y , Judge Tingey addressed Counsel and stated that he will review
this matter and submit a written respom;;e as soon as possible.
d.Jlc,,c '; t'C41
DATED AND DONE this _fl day of September, 2013.

1
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a full, true and correct copy of the ORDER was personally
delivered, faxed or mailed this e1tti day of September, 2013, to the following:
Thomas J Lloyd III, Esq.
Greener Burke Shoemaker PA
tlloyd@greenerlaw.com

Email

Paul J Fitzer
Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke, Chtd
pjf@msbtlaw.com

Email
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER
THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA
ARNOLD,
Case No. CV-2012-142
Petitioner,
vs.

JUDGMENT
CITY OF STANLEY, a municipal subdivision
of the State ofldaho,
Respondent.

The Court having granted Defendant's motion for summary judgment, and good cause
appearing therefore;
IT IS HEREBY ADJUDGED that Plaintiffs' Petition is dismissed with prejudice.
DATED this JO day of September, 2013.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this-="--of September, 2013, I did send a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document upon the parties listed below by mailing, with the correct
postage thereon.
Fredric V. Shoemaker
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
950 West Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise ID 83702-6138
Paul J. Fitzer
MOORE SMITH BUXTON
950 West Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, ID 83702

BARBARA TIERNEY
Clerk of the District Court
Custer County, Idaho
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IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER
THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA
ARNOLD,
Case No. CV-2012-142
Petitioner,
vs.
CITY OF STANLEY, a municipal subdivision
of the State of Idaho,

MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER

Respondent.

The Parties in this matter have filed cross motions for summary judf,Tinent. Following the
hearing on the motions, the Court took the motions under advisement.
I. FACTS AND BACKGROUND

Plaintiffs Thomas and Rebecca Arnold ("Plaintiffs,') reside in Boise, Idaho but also own
real property ("Property") described as Lot 5 of Mountain View Subdivision in the City of
Stanley, Idaho ("City").
On or about August 7, 2012, the City provided notice to interested parties of the date and
time for three public hearings to take place on August 9, 2012. The City scheduled the first
meeting to start at 5 :00 p.m. and the City held it open for public comment on proposed
Ordlnance No. 189. The City scheduled the second meeting to start at 5: 15 p.m. and the City
held it open for public comment and consideration of an Application for Variance requested by

River I Inc. The City scheduled the third and final hearing to start at 5:30 p.rn. and the City
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 1
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held it open for public comment on the proposed FYI 3 City of Stanley Budget. After the close
of the three public hearings, the City planned to conduct its regularly scheduled Stanley City
Council Meeting at 6:00 p.m., as reflected in the notice. [Arnold Aff., ~ 13].
On August 9, 2012, the City commenced the first two meetings at their scheduled times;
however, the 5:30 scheduled meeting, for the purpose of deliberating toward a decision on the
City's Fiscal Year 2013 Budget, commenced at 5:25 p.m. and convened at 5:29 p.m. [Arnold
Aff., Yi 9]. The City then convened the regular-scheduled 6:00 p.m. meeting at 5:31, twenty-nine
minutes prior to its scheduled time. Prior to the start of the meeting, the City failed to amend the
prior meeting notices or notify the public of the change in meeting time.
During the regular-scheduled Thursday night 6:00 p.m. meeting that commenced 29
minutes early on Thursday August 9, 2012, the Mayor and the City council discussed and
deliberated toward a decision on Ordinance No. 189. Subsequently, the Mayor and the City
Council adopted the proposed Ordinance No. 189, which Ordinance allegedly affects the
Plaintiffs' rights with respect to their Property. The meeting then adjourned at 6:55 p.m.
Ordinance No. 189 amended prior City Municipal Codes by limiting the usage of
property located within the City limits where frontage space is less than 48 feet between a
dwelling and the public street or highway. [Arnold Aff.,

,r 18]. The Property street frontage is

less than the 48 feet required by Ordinance No. 189, ostensibly limiting the Plaintiffs' property
rights. [Arnold Aff.,

,r 20].
II. STANDARD FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Summary judgment is only appropriate if "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on
file, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party
is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Rule 56(c), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. When
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considering a motion for summary judgment, any disputed facts are construed in favor of the
nonmoving party, and all reasonable inferences that can be drawn from the record are dravm in
favor of the nonmoving party. Finholt v. Cresto, 143 Idaho 894, 896, 155 P.3d 695, 697 (2007).
If reasonable minds might come to different conclusions, summary judgment is inappropriate.

McPheters v. Maile, 138 Idaho 391,394, 64 P.3d 317,320 (2003).
The party moving for summary judgment bears the burden of proving that no genuine
issue of material fact exists. Cramer v. Slater, 146 Idaho 868, 873, 204 P.3d 508, 513 (2009).
Once the moving party establishes the absence of a genuine issue of material fact, the burden
then shifts to the nonmoving party. Kiebert v. Goss, 144 Idaho 225, 228, 159 P.3d 862, 865
(2007). In order to survive a motion for summary judgment, the nonmoving party must show that
there is a triable issue. G & M Farms v. Funk Irrigation Co., 119 Idaho 514, 524, 808 P.2d 851,
861 (1991 ). "[A] complete failure of proof concerning an essential element of the nonmoving
party's case necessarily renders all other facts immaterial." McGilvray v. Farmers New World

Life Ins. Co., 136 Idaho 39, 42, 28 P.3d 380, 383 (2001), quoting Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477
U.S. 317, 323, 106 S.Ct. 2548, 2552 (1986). The non-moving party's case must be anchored in
something more than speculation; a mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine
issue. Corbridge v. Clark Equip. Co., 112 Idaho 85, 87, 730 P.2d 960, 963 (1994).

III. ANALYSIS
The Idaho open meeting laws require that "all meetings of a governing body of a public
agency shall be open to the public and all persons shall be permitted to attend any meeting
except as otherwise provided by this act." LC. § 67-2342. The statue defines a "meeting" as the
"convening of a government body of a public agency to make decision or to deliberate toward a
decision on any matter." I.C. § 67-2341(6). There is no dispute as to whether the City held the
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August 9, 2012 meetings open to the public; however, Idaho law requires that each public
agency give notice of meetings and the meetings' agendas prior to the commencement of each
meeting. LC. § 67-2342. The statute sets forth the procedures for providing proper notice for
both regular held meetings and special meetings:
(1) Regular meetings. No less than a five (5) calendar day meeting notice
and a forty-eight ( 48) hour agenda notice shall be given unless otherwise provided
by statute. Provided however, that any ·public agency that holds meetings at
regular intervals of at least once per calendar month scheduled in advance over
the course of the year may satisfy this meeting notice by giving meeting notices at
least once each year of its regular meeting schedule. The notice requirement for
meetings and agendas shall be satisfied by posting such notices and agendas in a
prominent place at the principal office of the public agency, or if no such office
exists, at the building where the meeting is to be held.
(2) Special meetings. No special meeting shall be held without at least a
twenty-four (24) hour meeting and agenda notice, unless an emergency exists. An
emergency is a situation involving injury or damage to persons or property, or
immediate financial loss, or the likelihood of such injury, damage or loss, when
the notice requirements of this section would make such notice impracticable, or
increase the likelihood or severity of such injury, damage or loss, and the reason
for the emergency is stated at the outset of the meeting. The notice required under
this section shall include at a minimum the meeting date, time, place and name of
the public agency calling for the meeting. The secretary or other designee of each
public agency shall maintain a list of the news media requesting notification of
meetings and shall make a good faith effort to provide advance notification to
them of the time and place of each meeting.
I. C. § 67-2343(1)-(2).

In addition to requiring notice, the law sets forth a requirement for the publication of a
meeting agenda in advance of each scheduled meeting:
(4) An agenda shall be required for each meeting. The agenda shall be
posted in the same manner as the notice of the meeting. An agenda may be
amended, provided that a good faith effort is made to include, in the original
agenda notice, all items known to be probable items of discussion.
(a) If an amendment to an agenda is made after an agenda has been posted but
forty-eight (48) hours or more prior to the start of a regular meeting, or twentyfour (24) hours or more prior to the start of a ~pedal meeting, then the agenda is
amended upon the posting of the amended agenda.
(b) If an amendment to an agenda is proposed after an agenda has been posted and
less than forty-eight (48) hours prior to a regular meeting or less than twenty-four
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(24) hours prior to a special meeting but prior to the start of the meeting, the
proposed amended agenda shall be posted but shall not become effective until a
motion is made at the meeting and the governing body votes to amend the agenda.
(c) An agenda may be amended after the start of a meeting upon a motion that
states the reason for the amendment and states the good faith reason the agenda
item was not included in the original agenda posting.
LC.§ 67-2343(4).
The Plaintiffs filed their complaint on September 6, 2012. In the complaint, the Plaintiffs
argue that the City violated the open meeting laws and therefore, Ordinance No. 189 is "null and
void." Id. The Plaintiffs contend that the City cannot raise any issue of material fact to preclude
summary judgment as a matter of law because the City's own meeting minute entries establish
that the City failed to follow the published notices and agendas for the various hearing and
meetings at issue in this litigation, as required by Idaho law.
The City's meeting minutes are undisputed as to the times the City commenced each
hearing and or meeting. On or about August 7, 2012, the City provided notice to interested
person of the date and time for three public hearings that were to take place on August 9, 2012.
However, the City failed to adhere to the schedule without giving proper notice to the public.
The meeting minutes indicate that the City convened the scheduled 5:30 meeting at 5:25 p.m.
and at or about 5:29 p.m., one minute prior to its scheduled start time, the City closed the
meeting. [Arnold Aff., ,I 10]. Further, the meeting minutes indicate that the City then convened
the regular scheduled Thursday 6:00 p.m. meeting at or about 5:31 p.rn., twenty-nine minutes
prior to its regular scheduled starting time. During the regular scheduled 6:00 pm meeting that
started twenty-nine minutes early, the City deliberating toward varies decisions, including a
decision on Ordinance No. 189. [Arnold Aff., ,I 14]. The City provided notices for each
meeting, but failed to amend or properly notify the public of the scheduled time changes as
require by Idaho law.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 5
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Case law provides that even though a governmental entity may violate the Open Meeting
Law, action taken at the meeting is not void ab initio, but only becomes void upon a challenge
from an affected pursuant to J.C.§ 67-2347(6). Petersen v. Franklin Cnty., 130 Idaho 176, 181,
938 P.2d 1214, 1219 (1997): "If actions in violation of the open meeting laws were void without
a challenge, the provisions of LC. § 67-2347(4) would be meaningless. Consequently, actions
taken by the Commissioners that were not challenged within the time provided by section 672347(4) are not void under the open meeting laws."
Subsection 6 provides as follows:
Any person affected by a violation of the provisions of this act may commence a
civil action in the magistrate division of the district court of the county in which
the public agency ordinarily meets, for the purpose of requiring compliance with
provisions of this act. ... Any suit brought for the purpose of having an action
declared or determined to be null and void pursuant to subsection (1) of this
section shall be commenced within thirty (30) days of the time of the decision or
action that results, in whole or in part, from a meeting that failed to comply with
the provisions of this act
The record reflects that Plaintiffs timely filed the subject action. Accordingly, the
primary issue is whether Plaintiffs are persons "affected by a violation of the provisions" of the
Act.
On their motions, both Parties argue as to the effect or lack of effect of Ordinance 189 on
the subject property. There has also been argument as to the application of case law construing
the Local Land Use Planning Act. These arguments miss the point.
Rather, the threshold issue on this case turns on the particular language of§ 67-2347(6).
Plaintiffs are only entitled to challenge the action if they were affected by a "violation of the
provisions of this act". (emphasis added). The alleged violation necessarily refers to the starting
time of the hearings, not the ultimate action taken in the hearing. Here, there is nothing in the
record to support a claim that the Plaintiffs were affected by the early starting time.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 6
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This is not a case where a party planned on making comment but was unable to do so
because of the early starting time. On the contrary, there is no evidence that Plaintiffs would
have made additional comment as to the matters before the City but for the early starting times.
As to Plaintiffs, the early start times were inconsequential and as such, Plaintiffs were not
adversely affected by the violation. 1

CONCLUSION
While the evidence establishes that the subject meetings were started early contrary to

public notice, there is no evidence that the early start times had an effect on Plaintiffs' ability to
be present at the meetings and/or be heard. As such, Pl_aintiffs are not an "affected party" and do
not have standing under§ 67-2347(6) to seek to void the action taken at the meeting.
Therefore. Plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment is denied. Defendant's motion for
summary judgment is granted.
DATED this

3c) day of September, 2013.

1 Case law also suggests that even with a violation of the open meeting law, action taken in the meeting is subject to
challenge only if the action substantially prejudiced the rights of the challengers. Noble v. Kootenai Cnty. ex rel.
Kootenai Cnty. Bd. o/Comm'rs, 148 Idaho 937,943,231 P.3d 1034, 1040 (2010): "In accordance with I.C. § 675279, even where the Board has reached its decision upon unlawful procedure, the Board's decision shall still be
affmned unless Applicants' substantial rights have been prejudiced by that decision." 11ris Court need not address
that issue in view of its holding.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this~of September, 2013, I did send a true and conect
copy of the foregoing document upon
parties listed below by mailing, with the correct
postage thereon.
Fredric V. Shoemaker
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
950 West Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise ID 83702-6138
Paul J. Fitzer
MOORE SMITH BUXTON
950 West Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, ID 83 702

BARBARA TIERNEY
Clerk of the District Court
Custer County, Idaho
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Fredric V. Shoemaker (ISB No. 1687)
Thomas J. Lloyd III (ISB No. 7772)
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT P.A.

-

950 West Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702-6138
Telephone: (208) 319-2600
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601
Email: fshoemaker@greenerlaw.com
tlloyd@greenerlaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Appellants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER
THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA
ARNOLD,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2012-142
NOTICE OF APPEAL

V.

CITY OF STANLEY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho,
Defendant,
THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA
ARNOLD,
Appellants,
V.

CITY OF STANLEY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho,
Respondent.

TO:

THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, CITY OF STANLEY, ITS ATTORNEYS OF
RECORD, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

Appellants, Thomas Arnold and Rebecca Arnold ("Arnolds"), hereby bring this

appeal from the Magistrate Division of the Seventh Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and
for the County of Custer, to the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Custer, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 83(f).
2.

This appeal is taken from the Memorandum Decision and Order entered on

September 30, 2013, and the Judgment entered on September 30, 2013, by the Honorable Joel E.
Tingey, presiding.
3.

This appeal is brought upon matters of law, including the Magistrate Division's

interpretation of Idaho Code § 67-2347(6), as more fully set forth in the September 30, 2013
Memorandum Decision and Order.
4.

The proceedings of the original hearing that took place on October 16, 2013 were

recorded by Judge Tingey's Court Reporter, Jack Fuller, who is believed to be in possession of
the recording.
5.

Appellants request that the entire official court file be included with the clerk's

record on appeal, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 83(n).
6.

Appellants intend to assert the following issues on appeal:
a.

Whether the Magistrate Division erred in denying Arnolds' Motion for
Summary Judgment, and in granting Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment?

b.

Whether the Magistrate Division erred in construing Idaho Code § 672347(6) to restrict standing to commence a civil action to require
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compliance with the Idaho Open Meeting Laws only to individuals who
have been adversely affected by a procedural violation of the Open
Meeting Laws, and not to individuals adversely affected by the substance
of an action taken or decision made in violation of the Open Meeting
Laws?
7.

I hereby certify that:
a.

The appellate filing fee of $61.00 has been delivered to the Clerk of the
Court along with this Notice of Appeal; and

b.

Appellant will pay the estimated cost of preparing the transcript upon
request.

DATED THIS-----'---__ day of November, 2013.
0BERRECHT P.A.

V/

Fre ·c
Shoemaker
Thoma J. Lloyd III
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Appellants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the<?
day of November, 2013, a true and correct copy
of the within and foregoing instrument was served upon:
Paul J. Fitzer
950 W. Bannock, Suite 520
Boise, ID 83 702
Attorney for Defendant/Respondent

D U.S. Mail
D Facsimile
~ Hand Delivery
D Overnight Delivery
DE-mail: pjf@msbtlaw.com

Jack Fuller, Court Reporter
Custer County Courthouse
P.O. Box 385
Challis, ID 83423

D U.S. Mail
D Facsimile
D Hand Delivery
~ Overnight Delivery

MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD.

Thomas
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From:2083192601
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t

h

Fredric V. Shoemaker (ISB No. 1687)
Thomas J. Lloyd III (ISB No. 7772)
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT P.A.

950 West Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702-6138
Telephone: (208) 319-2600
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601

Email; fshoemaker@greenerlaw.com
tlloyd@greenerlaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Appellants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

THOMAS ARl'\IOLD and REBECCA
ARNOLD,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2012-142
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL

v.
CITY OF STANLEY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho,
Defendant,
THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA
ARNOLD,
Appellants,
V.

CITY OF STANLEY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho,

Respondent.
TO:

THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, CITY OF STANLEY, ITS ATTORNEYS OF
RECORD, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

I.

Appellants, Thomas Arnold and Rebecca Arnold ("Arnolds"), hereby bring this

appeal from the Magistrate Division of the Seventh Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and
for the County of Custer, to the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Custer, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 83(f).

2.

This appeal is taken from the Memorandum Decision and Order entered on

September 30, 2013, and the Judgment entered on September 30, 2013, by the Honorable Joel E.

Tingey, presiding.

3.

This appeal is brought upon matters of law, including the Magistrate Division's

interpretation of Idaho Code § 67-2347(6), as more fully set forth in the September 30, 2013
Memorandum Decision and Order.
4.

The proceedings of the original hearing that took place on September 18, 2013 1

were recorded by Judge Tingey's Court Reporter, Jack Fuller, who is believed to be in
possession of the recording.
5.

Appellants request that the entire official court file be included with the clerk's

record on appeal, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 83(n).
6.

Appellants intend to assert the following issues on appeal:
a.

Whether the Magistrate Division erred in denying A.molds' Motion for
Summary Judgment, and in granting Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment?

1 The original Notice of Appeal in this matter included an incorrect hearing date of October 16, 2013. This is the
only correction in this Amended Notice of Appeal.
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b.

Whether the Magistrate Division erred in construing Idaho Code § 672347(6) to restrict standing to commence a civil action to require

compliance with the Idaho Open Meeting Laws only to individuals who
have been adversely affected by a procedural violation of the Open
Meeting Laws, and not to individuals adversely affected by the substance
of an action taken or decision made in violation of the Open Meeting
Laws?
7.

I hereby certify that:
a.

The appellate filing fee of $61.00 has been delivered to the Clerk of the
Court with the earlier filed Notice of Appeal; and

b.

Appellant will pay the estimated cost of preparing the transcript upon
request.

DATED THIS 12111 day of November, 2013.
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 0BERRECHT P.A.

By

-C-r&k,

Fredric V. Shoemaker
Thomas J. Lloyd III
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Appellants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1th day of November, 2013, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing instrument was served upon:

D
D

Paul J. Fitzer
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CttTD.

[8J

950 W. Bannock, Suite 520
Boise, ID 83 702
Attorney for Defendant/Respondent

D
D

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
E-mail: pjf@msbtlaw.com

D

Jack Fuller, Court Reporter
Custer County Courthouse
P.O. Box 385
Challis, ID 83423

U.S. Mail
[2J Facsimile
D Hand Delivery
D Ovemight Delivery

Fredric V. Shoemaker
Thomas J. Lloyd
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Fredric V. Shoemaker (ISB No. 1687)
Thomas J. Lloyd III (ISB No. 7772)
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 0BERRECHT P.A.

950 West Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702-6138
Telephone: (208) 319-2600
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601
Email: fshoemaker@greenerlaw.com
tlloyd@greenerlaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL IHSTRJCT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA
ARNOLD,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2012-142

NOTICE OF APPEAL TO THE
IDAHO SUPREME COURT

v.

CITY OF STANLEY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho,
Defendant,
THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA
ARNOLD,
Appellants,
V.

CITY OF STANLEY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho,

Respondent.
TO:

THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, CITY OF STANLEY, ITS ATTORNEYS OF
RECORD, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The

above-named

Appellants,

Thomas

Arnold

and

("Appellants"), hereby appeal against the above-named Respondent,

Rebecca

Arnold

City of Stanley

("Respondent"), to the Idaho Supreme Court from the following final Order and Judgment
entered in the above-entitled action, the Honorable Joel E. Tingey, District Judge, presiding:
a.

Memorandum Decision and Order entered on September 30, 2013,
denying Arnold's motion for summary judgment and granting the City's
motion for summary judgment; and

b.
2.

Judgment entered on September 30, 2013, dismissing Arnold's Petition.

Appellants intend to assert the following issues on appeal. By setting forth this

list of preliminary issues on appeal, Appellants do not intend to restrict or prevent themselves

from asserting other issues on appeal:
a.

Whether the Magistrate Division erred in denying Arnolds' Motion for
Summary Judgment, and in granting Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment?

b.

Whether the Magistrate Division erred in construing Idaho Code § 672347( 6) to restrict standing to commence a civil action to require
compliance with the Idaho Open Meeting Laws only to individuals who
have been adversely affected by a procedural violation of the Open
Meeting Laws, and not to individuals adversely affected by the substance
of an action taken or decision made in violation of the Open Meeting
Laws?
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3.

From: 208~92601

To the knowledge of the Arnolds, no order has been entered sealing all or any

portion of the record.
4.

a.

A reporter's transcript is requested.

b.

The Appellants request the preparation of the following portions of the
reporter}s transcript: The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in
Rule 25(a), I.A.R.

5.

I certify:

a.

That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served upon Jack Fuller, the
court reporter;

b.

That in accordance with Rules 24(c) and 24(d) of the Idaho Appellate
Rules, Appellant has paid the sum of $200.00 to the clerk of the District
Court for the preparation of the reporter's transcript;

c.

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid;

d.

That the filing fee for filing this Notice of Appeal with the District Court,
County of Custer has been paid; and

e.

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant
to Idaho Appellate Rule 20.
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From:208~92601

DATED THIS

--

/Z

day of November, 2013.
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT P.A.

By--rt:r~
Fredric V.
Shoemaker

Thomas J. Lloyd III
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the /2.,..,.day of November, 2013, a true and correct copy
of the within and foregoing instrument was served upon:

0
0

C8J

Boise, ID 83702
Attorney for Defendant/Respondent

D
D

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
E-mail: pjf@msbtlaw.com

Jack Fuller, Court Reporter
Custer County Courthouse
P.O. Box 385

D

U.S. Mail

Paul J. Fitzer
MOORE SMJTH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD.

950 W. Bannock, Suite 520

cg) Facsimile

D
D

Challis, ID 83423

Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery

Thomas J. Lloyd
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTi~i

THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA ARNOLD,
Appellants,
CASE NO. CV-2012-142
Vs
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
OF APPEAL
CITY OF STANLEY, a political subdivision
of the State ofldaho,
Respondent,

Appeal from: Seventh Judicial District, Custer County, State ofldaho
District Court Judge: Honorable Joel E. Tingey
District Court No: CV-2012-142
Order or judgment appealed from: Memorandum Decision and Order dated September 301\ 2013;
Judgment dated September 30th, 2013
Attorney for Appellant: Fredric V. Shoemaker
Attorney for the Respondent: Paul J. Fitzer
Appealed by: Thomas and Rebecca Arnold through attorney, Fredric V. Shoemaker
Appealed against: City of Stanley, a political subdivision of the State of Idaho
Notice of Appeal filed: November Ii\ 2013
Filing Fees Paid: Yes
Reporter's transcript requested: Yes
Name of Reporter: Jack Fuller
Estimate of cost of transcript: No estimate in file
Dated: November 14th, 2013
BARBARAC.
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In the Supreme Court of the State

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA
ARNOLD,
Plaintiffs-Appellants,

v.
CITY OF STANLEY, a municipal subdivision
of the State of Idaho,

ORDER CONDITIONALLY
DISMISSING APPEAL
Supreme CourtDocket No. 41600-2013
Custer County No. 2012-142

)
)
)

)

Defendant-Respondent.

The NOTICE OF APPEAL filed November 12, 2013, is from the JUDGMENT
entered by the Honorable Joel E. Tingey, District Judge, on September 30, 2013. Appellate Rule
requires that an appeal be filed within forty-two (42) days from the date of entry of the final
judgment. It appears that the NOTICE OF APPEAL was not filed within forty-two (42) days from
the date of entry of the final JUDGMENT entered September 30, 2013; therefore,

IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that this appeal be, and hereby is, CONDITIONALLY
DISMISSED for the reason the appeal may not be timely filed; however, the Appellant must file a
RESPONSE to this Order, with regard to the issue of timeliness, within twenty-one (21) days from
the date of this Order or this appeal will be dismissed.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that proceedings in this appeal shall
pending an appropriate Order from the Court.
DATED this

-2.JL. day of November, 2013.
For the Supreme Court

cc:

Counsel of Record
District Court Clerk
District Court Reporter
District Court Judge

ORDER CONDITIONALLY DISMISSING APPEAL-Docket No. 41600-2013
198
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN Ai~D FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA ARNOLD,
Appellants,
CASE NO. CV-2012-142
Vs
ORDER OF DISMISSAL
CITY OF STANLEY, a political subdivision
of the State ofldaho,
Respondent,

IT IS HEREBY THE ORDER OF THE COURT that the Magistrate Appeal and the
Amended Magistrate Appeal, filed November Ii\ 2013, are DISMISSED. The District Court
cannot hear an appeal from a District Court case. The District Court has no jurisdiction over this
matter.
IT IS SO ORDERED

Dated this _26_ day of November, 2013

A~CS~
Alan C. Stephens
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

\'2JJ)j

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on \ \
1·2:,,a true and co1Tect copy of the
foregoing was served by the method indicated below and addressed to each of the following:

Fredric V. Shoemaker, Esq.
950 West Bannock Street, Ste. 950
Boise, Idaho 83702-6138

[X]

US Mail

Paul J. Fitzer, Esq

[X)

Email

Jack Fuller

[X]

Email

BARBARA C. TIERNEY
Clerk qf the Co.urt

Laila Plummer, Deputy Clerk
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In the Supreme Court of the State of fd~li1efDiSmctCo
BY----------iH---

THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA
ARNOLD,
Plaintiffs-Appellants,
V.

CITY OF STANLEY. a municipal subdivision
of the State of Idaho.

)

)
)
)
)

ORDER TO REINSTATE APPEAL
PROCEEDINGS

)
)
)
)

Supreme Court Docket No. 41600-2013
Custer County No. 2012-142
Ref. No. 13-582

)

Defendant-Respondent.

)

1. On November 20, 2013, this Court issued an ORDER CONDITIONALLY
DISMISSING APPEAL as it appeared the Notice of Appeal filed in the district court on
November 12, 2013, from the JUDGMENT entered by DistrictJudge Joel E. Tingey on
September 30, 2013, was not filed within forty-two (42) days from the date of entry of
the final judgment; however, Appellants were allowed time to file a Response with this
Court regarding why this appeal should not be dismissed and proceedings in this appeal
were SUSPENDED pending an appropriate Order of this Court.
2. A RESPONSE TO ORDER CONDITIONALLY DISMISSING APPEAL was filed by
counsel for Appellant on November 27, 2013.
Therefore.
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that the ORDER CONDITIONALLY DISMISSING APPEAL
issued by this Court on November 20, 2013, SHALL BE WITHDRAWN and proceedings in this
appeal shall be REINSTATED and the due date for the filing of the Clerk's Record and Reporter's
Transcript with this Court shall be set.
DATED this

,3 /ifdayofDecember,2013.
By Order of the Supreme Court

cc:

Counsel of Record

District Court Clerk
Court Reporter Jack Fisher

ORDER TO REINSTATE APPEAL PROCEEDINGS-Docket No. 41600-2013
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Jack L. Fuller, CSR
Official C<:'u~t Re~ort~r ?u"q, l="Fn
Seventh Judicial District - t ' ' ~-v
Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N Capital Ave
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
(208) 529-1350 Ext. 1138
E-Mail: jfuller@co.bonneville. i d . us
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*****************************************************************
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED
*****************************************************************
DATE:
TO:

February 21 , 2014
Stephen W. Ke nyo n , Cle rk of th e Court
Supreme Court/ Court of Appeals
P . O. Box 83720
Boise , ID 83720 - 0101

SUPREME COURT DOCKET NO:
DISTRICT COURT CASE NO:

4160 0 - 2013
CV-2012 - 142 (Custer County)

CAPTION OF CASE:
Thomas Arnol d and Reb ecca Arn old vs . Ci t y of
Sta nley , a p olitical subdivisi on of th e State of Idah o
You are hereby notified that a reporter ' s appella t e
t ra nscript i n the ab ove - enti t led and numbered case has been
p laced in the ma il to be d elivered to t he Di stri ct Court Cler k o f
the County of Cust er in the Seventh Judicial Distric t.
Said
t ra n sc r ipt consists of the following proceedings , totaling 34
pages :
1.
Hea ring o n Pl ai n ti ffs' Mot ion for Summary Ju dgmen t
(September 18 , 2013)

Resp ectf ully,

JA
FULLER
I da ho CSR #7 62

cc :

Distri c t Court Cler k
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

Thomas Arnold and Rebecca Arnold,

)

)

Plaintiffs/Appellants,

Supreme Court Case No. 41600

)
)

-vs-

)

City of Stanley, a municipal subdivision
of the State of Idaho,

)
)

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

)

Defendant/Respondent.

)
)

I, BARBARA C. TIERNEY, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District
of the State of Idaho in and for the County of Custer, do hereby certify that the above and
foregoing Clerk's Record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under my
direction as, and is a true, full and correct record of the pleadings and documents as are
automatically required under Rule 28 of Idaho Appellate Rules along with all requested
documents.
I do further certify that the Court Reporter's Transcript and Clerk's Record will be duly
lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court, as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate
Rules.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court at
Challis, Idaho this 25 th day of February, 2014.

Barbara C. Tierney
Clerk of the District Court

Cc: Clerk of the Court
Idaho Supreme Court

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF'fHE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

THOMAS ARNOLD and REBECCA ARNOLD
Plaintiffs-Appellants,
V.

)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

CITY OF STANLEY, a municipal subdivision
of the State of Idaho
Defendant-Respondent,

1

Supreme Court No. 41600
County Case No. CV-2012-142
NOTICE OF LODGING OF
CLERK'S RECORD AND
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT

Notice is hereby given that the Clerk's Record was lodged with the District Court on
February 25 th , 2014 and the Reporters Transcript was lodged on February 241\ 2014.
The parties shall have twenty-eight (28) days from the date of service of the appeal record to
file any objections, together with a Notice of Hearing, with the District Court. If no objection is
filed, the record will be deemed settled and will be filed with the Supreme Court.

BARBARA C. TIERNEY
Clerk of the District Court

cc: Idaho Court of Appeals
Idaho Supreme Court
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

THOMAS ARNOLD and
REBECCA ARNOLD
Plaintiffs/Appellants,
vs.
CITY OF STANLEY, a municipal
subdivision of the State of Idaho,
Defendant/Appellant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

SUPREME COURT NO. 41600
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, BARBARA C. TIERNEY, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Custer, do hereby certify that I have personally served or
mailed, by United States mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the Clerk's Record and Reporter's
Transcript to each of the parties or their Attorney of Record, this 25 th day of February, 2014, as
follows:
FREDRIC V. SHOEMAKER, ESQ.
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER, PA
950 West Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, Idaho 83702

PAUL J. FITZER, ESQ.
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD
950 West Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, ID 83 702

BARBARA C TIERNEY
Clerk of the District Court
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